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1. INTRODUCTION

During a recent probabilistic risk assessment of the Indian Point
Unit 2 nuclear facility (Reference 1), one of the potential s'eismic
failure modes identified as a possible contributor to risk involved impact
between the roof of the Unit 2 control bui lding and the Unit 1 superheater
and turbine buildings. This failure mode considered impact levels of
sufficient magnitude that dislocation and falling of ceiling-mounted
items (such as light fixtures) could be expected with possible injury to
operating personnel or damage to control cabinets and equipment. The

median effective ground acceleration level associated with this mode of
failure was established at approximately 0.27g. Although relatively low
when compared with most of the other seismically-induced failure modes,

this acceleration level is still nearly twice the Design Basis Earthquake
(DBE) level of 0.15g.

A gap of 1.5 inches currently exists between the structures at
the control building roof elevation, and 1 inch gaps exist at the two

floor slabs. However, the flexibilityof the upper story is considerably
greater than the lower stories, so that impact at the floor slabs does

not pose as severe a potential problem. The impact concern chiefly
exists for north-south response between the control and superheater
buildings. To some extent, a similar problem exists for east-west
response between the control and turbine bui ldings. In this case,
however, no gap exists between the turbine bui lding steel frame and the
unreinforced control building masonry wall. Failure of the masonry,
either from its own inertia loads or loads transferred from the control
building girts, is expected to result in essentially vertical, in-place
collapse of the wall. This failure is expected to be localized in the
extreme western end of the control building in the area of the turbine
building stairwell and is not expected to impose an excessive hazard for
operating personnel or equipment.
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In order to increase the seismic capacity for the impact mode,

several approaches are possible. One method consists of increasing the
clearance from the current 1.5 inches around the control room roof to
approximately 3.5 inches without the addition of any rubber pads. This
would require no structural steel modifications and would retain the 1

inch expansion gaps at Elevation 53'-0" (control room floor) and below as

currently exist. This.. modification was expected to increase the median

ground acceleration capacity to approximately 0.45g (this value was

calculated using the methods stated in Reference 1 and using an earlier,
more flexible model of the superheater building). In order to achieve
median ground acceleration capacities in excess of 0.45g by further
increasing the clearance, the steel framing would require modification as

would the 1 inch expansion gaps at the floor elevation. In order to
develop the full seismic capacity of the control building without
developing impact, nearly 8 inches clearance would be required at the
roof elevation and approximately 3 inches at the control room floor
elevation.

A second approach is to connect the control building to the

superheater building so that impact between the structures will not occur.
The engineering difficulty encountered with this approach is to design
structure-to;structure attachment details capable of transmitting the
loads within the limited space and access available. This approach would

also require major structural modifications to connect the two structures
and would require extensive additional analysis based on the resulting
modified load distribution in order to verify the structural adequacy of
the connected buildings.

The most promising approach, and the one recommended for imple-
mentation, consists of opening up the clearance between the structures at
the control building roof elevation to the extent possible without
requiring structural frame modifications (approximately 3.5 inches) and

inserting rubber compression pads. The presence of the pads results in
much lower forces being transmitted through the slabs than occurs through
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the slab-steel impact. This occurs because the energy is transferred
over a much greater distance (and time) and also because the pads tend to
reduce the out-of-phase motion between the structures. No structural
steel modifications are required for the building frames, and since some

clearance is maintained between structures at all except very high
seismic excitation levels, the normal functions of the construction gaps

are not impaired.

This report presents the results of the analyses conducted to
determine the design properties of the rubber pads and building modifi-
cations required. Recommendations for standard rubber pads are presented.

Median effective ground acceleration capacities for the control building
assuming implementation of the recommended pad design are included.
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2. BUILDING ANALYTICAL MODELS

In order to evaluate the effects of the dynamic interaction
between the control and superheater buildings, an overall mathematical
,model of the coupled control building structure and superheater building
structure is required. At the ground acceleration input levels expected
to result in roof failure with the rubber pads installed, a linear repre-
sentation of the two building structures is considered adequate. However,
the pad installation envisioned requires a nonlinear representation of
the rubber pad effects.

2.1 PREVIOUS SUPERHEATER BUILDING MODELS

In 1969, John A. Blume and Associates analyzed the superheater
building and steel stack to determine their ability to withstand the
Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) (Reference 2). The response spectrum
chosen to represent the OBE was based on the average acceleration
spectrum curves presented in Reference 3. The spectrum was normalized to
0.10g for both horizontal directions and to 0.05g for the vertical
direction. The damping ratios chosen were 0.05 for reinforced concrete,
0.02 for bolted structural steel, and 0.01 for welded structural steel.
The Blume model of the superheater. building showing the calculated masses

and stiffnesses in the north-south direction is given in Figure 2-1. The

stack mass was included in the mass lumped at Elevation 135'-6". The

Blume model accounted for the fact that the turbine building and the
superheater building share a cordon column line by incorporating a portion
of the former building's mass into the model. The bui ldi ng stiffnesses
were based solely on the bracing system in the north-south direction.
Table 2-1 lists the first 7 natural„frequencies calculated for this model

for the north-south direction.

The steel stack model is presented in Figure 2-2 along with
masses and average section properties. The stack was analyzed as coupled
to the superheater building using the north-south response of the super-
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heater building. This direction showed maximum amplification of the

ground motion and was used to determine the response of the stack. The

first 7 natural frequencies calculated for this model are presented in
Table 2-2.

In 1970, Westinghouse Electric Corporation performed a seismic
analysis on the superheater building to determine the reinforcing
necessary for the structural steel framing to make the bui lding withstand

'he

Oesign Basis Earthquake (OBE) (Reference 4). The OBE had a maximum

horizontal peak ground acceleration of 0.15g. The analysis was limited
to only horizontal motions in the north-south and east-west directions.
A damping ratio of 0.07 was selected. This model was considerably more

detailed than the original Blume model. In the Westinghouse analysis,
all the major column lines were modeled. An example of a typical braced

frame is presented in Figure 2-3. Reference 4 does not include an

analysis or model description of the steel stack which was analyzed

separately. The first 7 natural frequencies of the strengthened super-

heater „,building for the north-south direction are presented in Table 2-3.

The changes recommended by Westinghouse were to reinforce or

replace existing bracing members. No additional bracing was introduced

into unbraced bays. As a result, some of the column uplift forces became

very large. In 1971, the firm Weiskopf and Pickworth was hired to reduce

the column uplift forces to a more manageable level by adding bracing to
unbraced bays. They also created a set of working drawings based on their
recommendations. These drawings show the present building structure. A

new analytical model of the structure was developed which included the

latest added bracing as well as the effects of removing the superheaters
from the building. This model initially assumed the superheaters

and'ater

in the condensate storage tanks were removed. The model was

subsequently modified to include the mass of the water as well as the

mass of anticipated offices to be added in place of the superheaters.





2.2 DESCRIPTIONS OF SN CONTROL BUILDING AND SUPERHEATER

BUILDING MODELS

The three-story, 57 foot-tall control bui lding consists of seven

moment-resisting bents in the north-south direction with both outside
bents braced. A typical interior bent and the outside bent along Column

Line "L-2" are shown in Figures 2-4(a) and -2-4(b). The top floor is
significantly more flexible than the bottom two stories. The flooring is
concrete slab with a nominal depth of 6.75 inches. The slabs were
treated as flexible diaphragms because of their thickness and lack of
shear connections to the supporting beams. The roof consists of metal
decking, built-up roofing, and bullet-resistant steel panels. It was

also considered to be flexible.
k

The superheater building is a multi-story, braced frame structure
with five main bents in the north-south direction. Figure 2-3 in an up-
graded condition is a typical bent. It is approximately 120 feet tall
with a 265 foot steel stack on top. The stack originally was 80 feet
taller, but was cut down to its present size to lessen the effects of
potential tornado loads. (The original Blume analysis was performed with
the stack at its original height). The building floors are partly
concrete slab and partly steel grating. The roof is precast concrete
slab; There ~is some horizontal. bracing present at each floor. It is
primarily concentrated along the south end of the building and around the
two superheaters. The roof at Elevation 135'-6" has extensive horizontal
bracing.

The steel stack is constructed of riveted steel plates with
thicknesses varying from 11/16 inch at the base to 7/16 inch at Elevation
400'-0". The diameter of the stack at the base is 30'-0" and tapers to
approximately 13'-8" at Elevation 400'-0". There is an inner lining of
2.5 inch-thick gunite. The stack also supports a ventilation duct
carrying exhaust from the containment structure along with several steel
grati ng platforms along its height. Only the varyi ng thickness steel
plates were used in computing the stack stiffneses, although the mass of
the gunite was included.
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The stiffnesses of the control building were determined by calcu-
lating the stiffness of each bent and adding them together for the two-

'imensionalmodel. Using this overall stiffness and the total mass for
each elevation was equivalent to using an average stiffness and average
mass per bent. The masses calculated for the control building were deter-
mined from the 'l]estinghouse Electric Corporation drawings. These stiff-
nesses and masses are presented in Tables 2-4(a) and 2-4(b). The

frequencies and mode shapes calculated for this model are shown in Figures
2-5(a), 2-5(b) and 2-5(c).

The superheater building model is shown in Figure 2-6 along with
the masses associated with each elevation. This model was i nitially based

on the assumption that the masses are the same ones used in the Blume

analysis with the following exceptions:

i) Mass was deleted at Elevations 33'-0" and 135'-6" due to
the anticipated removal of the two superheaters. The mass
of the superheaters was estimated and assumed to be
distributed in equal parts between the two elevations.

ii) Mass was deleted at Elevation 72'-0" due to the removal of
water from the three condensate storage tanks at that level.

This model was subsequently modified to include the mass of the water as

well as the mass of some anticipated offices. The stiffnesses calculated
for both versions of the model were based solely on the bracing stiff-
nesses. The stiffness of bracing that would be in compression was

included if the slenderness ratio (L/r) for that bracing was less than

120. The cut-off value of 120 was chosen because for A36 and A7 steel

(the steel from which the bracing was made), this is approximately the

point at which the allowable compression stress is equal to half the

allowable tension stress.'he stiffnesses used in this model are

presented in Table 2-5.

The steel stack model is the same as the Blume model shown i n

Figure 2-2 with the following exceptions:
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i) The stack was cut off at Elevation 401'-0".

ii) The mass at Elevation 401'-0" was reduced to reflect the
reduced length.

The first 5 natural frequencies and mode shapes for the
superheater building and steel stack are presented in Figures 2-7 through
2-11. For the current model, the fundamental frequency (0.96 Hz) is
higher than either the Blume fundamental frequency (0.58 Hz) or the
Westinghouse fundamental frequency (0.88 Hz). This is to be expected
si nce this model is stiffer and has less mass than the original models.
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TABLE 2-1

FIRST SEVEN NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF THE

SUPERHEATER BUILDING ACCORDING TO THE BLUME

MODEL FOR THE NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION

MODE FREQUENCY (Hz)

1.32

1.81

3.51

4.52

5.92

6.58

8.93
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TABLE 2-2

FIRST SEVEN NATURAL FRE UENCIES OF THE STEEL

STACK ACCORDING TO THE BLUME MODEL

MODE FREQUENCY (Hz)

0.58

2.21

5.03

9.09

14.1

19.2

24.4
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TABLE 2-3

FIRST SEVEN NATURAL FRE UENCIES OF THE SUPERHEATER

BUILDING ACCORDING TO THE WESTINGHOUSE MODEL FOR

THE NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION

MODE FREQUENCY (Hz)

7'.882.13

4.12

5.65

6.99

8.26

9.09
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TABLE 2-4(a)

STIFFNESS MATRIX USED 70 DESCRIBE DEFLECTIONS

AND DETERMINE FRE UENCIES AND MODE SHAPES OF

CONTROL BUILDING K/IN)

2083

-707

33

-707

714

-168

33

-168

130

TABLE 2-4(b)

MASSES CALCULATED FOR CONTROL BUILDING (K-SEC /IN)

Ml
— 1.43 (Acts at Elevation 33'-0")

M2
= 1.19 (Acts at Elevation 53'-0")

M3
= 0.492 (Acts at Elevation 72'-0")
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TABLE 2-5

STIFFNESSES CALCULATED FOR THE SUPERHEATER BUILDING

(BASED ON WEISKOPF AND PICKWORTH DRAWINGS)

FROM

ELEVATION
Tp

ELEVATION
STIFFNESS

(K/IN)

15'-0"

33 I PII

43'-0"

53'-0"

72 I Pll

72'-0"

88'-6"

88'-6"

88 I 6ll

97'-0"

97 I 7II

105'-6"

1P5I

109'-10"

113'-ll"

122'-6"

33 I OII

53'-0"

53'-0"

72'-0"

88'-6"

97 I 7ll

97 I Pll

97 I 7 II

1P5 I

109'-10"

105'-6"

113'-ll"

122'-6"

135'35'-6"

135'-6"

23,558

19,233

1,292

16,332

13,796

1,718

3,796

2,933

4,389

7,670

12,661

566

5,773

3,056

242

4,592
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MASS

(K-SEC /FT)

STORY STIFFNESS
(K/FT)

ELEV. 135'-6" 152.0

ELEVE 122'-6" 61.7
106,170

ELEV. 105'-6" 75.5

45,570

ELEV. 88'-6" 116.8

28,720

ELEV. 72'-0" 277.8

49,500

63,600

fLfV. 53'0" 212.2

111,400

ELEV. 33'-0" 165.8

ELEV. 15'-0"

95,600

FIGURE 2-1. BLUME SUPERHEATER BUILDING MODEL SHOMING
MASSES AND NORTH-SOUTH STORY STIFFNESS
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ELEV. 470'-0"

ELEV. 447'-0"

ELEV. 424'-0"

ELEV. 401'-0"

ELEV. 378'-0"

ELEY. 355'-0"

'ELEV. 332'-0"

ELEV. 309'-0"

ELEV. 286'-0"

ELEV. 263'-0"

ELEV. 240'-0"

ELEV. 217'-0"

ELEV. 194'-0"

ELEV. 171'-0"

ELEY. 148'-0"

ELE . 134'-7.75"

MASS

(K-SEC /FT)

1.300

1.180

1.330

2.160

1.863

1. 960

1.959

2.226

2.422

2.642

2.894

3.134

3.396

3.766

3.121

2.093

I
(FT )

14.50

21.60

30.61

41.89

55.65

72.14

91.59

114.27

160.28

194.35

262.28

311.13

405.96

473.23

584.79

A

(FT )

0.575

0.655

0.740

0.820

0. 900

0.980

1.065

1.145

1.400

1.495

1.785

1.890

2.215

2.330

2.675

FIGURE 2-2. BLUME STEEL STACK MODEL SHOWING
MASSES AND SECTION PROPERTIES
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ELEV. 135 -6"

ELEV. 122'-6"

ELEV. 114'-0"

ELEV. 105'-6"

ELEV. 97'-0"

ELEV. 88'-6"

ELEV. 80'-0"

ELEV. 72'-0"

ELEV. 63'-6"

ELEV. 53'-0"

ELEV. 33'-0"

FIGURE 2-3. WESTINGHOUSE MODEL OF COLUMN LINE "L" IN SUPERHEATER BUILPING





Elev. 72'-0"

Elev. 53'-0"

Elev. 33'-0"

(a)
FIGURE 2-4(a). TYPICAL CONTROL

BUILDING INTERIOR BENT

(b)
FIGURE 2-4(b) . CONTROL BUILDING

COLUMN LINE "L-2"





f = 3.49 Hz

(b

FIGURE 2-5(a) - (c ). FRE(UENCIES AND MODE SHAPES OF THE
CONTROL BUILDING IN THE NORTH-SOUTH
DI RECT ION



17 El. 135'-6"

El. 109'-10"

El . 97 '0"

14

16

13

El. 122'-6"

El. 113'-ll"

El. 105'-6"

El'7'-7"

10

El. 88'-6"

El. 72'-0"

El. 53'-0"

El. 43'-0"

El. 33'-0"

El. 15'-0"

FIGURE 2.-6. SUPERHEATER BUILDING MODEL
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f = 0.96 Hz

STACK

BUILDING

FIGURE 2-7. FIRST SUPERHEATER BUILDING MODE SHAPE IN NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION
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f = 1.55 Hz

STACK

BUILDING

FIGURE 2-8. SECOND SUPERHEATER BUILDING MODE SHAPE
IN NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION
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f = 3.36 Hz

STACK

BUILDING

FIGURE 2-9. THIRD SUPERHEATER BUILDING MODE SHAPE
IN NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION
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f = 432 Hz

STACK

BUILDING

FIGURE 2-10. FOURTH SUPERHEATER BUILDING MODE SHAPE
IN NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION
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I
/

f = 5.60 Hz

STACK

,L
BUILDING

FIGURE 2-11. FIFTH SUPERHEATER BUILDING NODE SHAPE
IN NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION
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3. ANALYTICAL VERIFICATION

In this section, the various time history analyses performed on
the interaction between the control'uilding and superheater building
(including the steel stack) models are discussed. The first set of
analyses involve coupling the two mode'fs together with a linear sprinq
that takes both tension and compression. This initial parametric study
was conducted in order to determine the appropriate range of rubber pad
spring rates for evaluation and to ensure that commercially available
pads were available with correct geometries and spring rates. The next
set of analyses replaces the linear spring with one that acts only in
compression. The structural damping value used for all analyses was 0.10.
This is considered appropriate in view of the very high levels of exci-
tation being considered. The analyses were performed on either HODSAP

(Reference 5) or DRAIN-2D (Reference 6).

3.1 LINEAR ANALYSES

For these analyses, a spring of constant stiffness for both
tension and compression representing the combined effects of the
individual rubber pads was used to connect the control and superheater
building models at Elevation 72'-0". This corresponds to node 4 of the
control building model and node 9 of the superheater building model. The
stiffness of this spring was varied in order to determine how the spring
stiffness affected the maximum closure distance and force levels trans-
mitted between the two buildings due to an earthquake. The earthquake
record used for these initial analyses was an artificial one with a peak
ground acceleration equal to 1.0g. Its response spectra essenti ally
envelop those of Regulatory Guide 1.60 (Reference 7). The results of
these analyses are shown graphically in Figure 3-1. From these results,
it was decided that the combined connecti ng spring stiffness should be

approximately 500 k/in. At this stiffness, a spring that is aporoxi-
mately 3.5 inches in length (the maximum clearance expected) has a maxi-
mum compressive strain of about 30 percent for a ground motion with a
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peak acceleration of 1.0g. Since the artificial earthquake used

represents the median plus one standard deviation spectra for both soil
and rock sites, it was expected to produce higher response that would
typically be anticipated for actual earthquakes. In order to evaluate
this conservatism, two analyses were run using actual earthquake records
scaled to a peak acceleration of 1.0g. The records chosen were the S69E

component of the- Taft .earthquake of July 21, 1952, as recorded at Lincoln
School and the N69W component of the San Fernando earthquake of February
9, 1971, as recorded on the Old Ridge Route at Castaic. The maximum

closure distance at Elevation 72'-0" using these two records is 0.85 inch
and 0.78 inch, respectively. This may be compared to 0.99 inch for the
artificial record.

The first 8 natural frequencies for the two models connected by
a 500 k/in linear spring are presented in Table 3-1. Also presented in
this table are the first 5 natural frequencies for the superheater
building by itself and the three natural frequencies for the control
building by itself. Note, that the superheater building frequencies have
not changed. This is due to the following reasons:

i) The superheater building is much stiffer and more massive
than the control building.

ii) The connecti ng spring acts at the top of the control
building, but relatively close to the base of the
superheater bui lding.

3.2 NONLINEAR ANALYSES

The linear analyses assumed that the connecting spr ing had a

constant stiffness for both tension and compression. This, however, is
not the case for rubber since rubber becomes stiffer as it is compressed.
Furthermore, it is not necessary that the pads be attached to both
structures, but only that they absorb the compression forces. In the as-
built configuration of the two structures, the installation of the pads

will be simplified if the pads are attached only to the control building.
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For this method of attachment, no tension in the pads will occur.
However, the system becomes nonlinear, and this must be reflected in the
final analysis. Two types of nonlinear analyses were performed. For the
first case, the connecting spring could take only compression and had a

constant compression stiffness. For the final confirmatory case, the
spring was again allowed to take only compression, but a varyinq
compression stiffness .was included.

The first set of nonlinear analyses were done to determine
whether or not the 500 k/in stiffness chosen by the linear analyses was
an appropri ate choice. Two analyses were performed using the above-
mentioned real earthquake records with the ground motion again scaled to
1.0g. For the Taft earthquake, the maximum spring compression was 0.76
inch while for the San Fernando earthquake, it was 0.74 inch. These
results were slightly less but compare very well to the maximum compres-
sion as determined by the corresponding linear analyses of 0.85 inch and
0.78 inch, respectively.

For the final confirmatory set of nonlinear analyses, it was

necessary to develop a force-deflection curve for rubber in compression.
This was done in accordance with methods presented in Reference 8. The

force-deflection curve used for these analyses is presented in Figure 3-2.
Also shown is the force-deflection line for a 500 k/in linear spring.
For the deformations expected at the ultimate load capacities as
controlled by the roof decking puddle welds, the devi ation of the
nonlinear force-deflection relationship compared to the linear force-
deflection relationship is not extremely significant. Note that for this
curve, a deflection of 0.75 inch produces a force of 375 kips. This
force would also be produced by a linear spring of 500 k/in at the same

deflection. This coupled control building/superheater building model was

subjected to the two real earthquake ground motions scaled to 1.0g. For
the Taft earthquake, the spring had a maximum compression of 0.71 inch.
This corresponds to a force of 350 kips. There was a maximum spring
compression of 0.69 inch for the San Fernando earthquake. This
compression corresponds to a force of 340 kips.
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Analyses were also performed using the natural earthquakes with
the ground motion scaled to 1.2g. These analyses gave a maximum

compression of 0.89 inch for the Taft earthquake and 0.86 inch for the
San Fernando earthquake. These compressions resulted in forces of 476

kips and 454 kips, respectively. Note that in increasing the peak
'earthquake acceleration from 1.0g to 1.2g,.the maximum compression in the
spring increased by about 25 percent while the maximum spring force
increased by about 35 percent.

3.3 NONLINEAR ANALYSES USING SUPERHEATER BUILDING MODEL WITH

INCREASED MASS

After these analyses had been performed, it was discovered that
the condensate storage tanks would still be operational. There are also
plans to convert the superheater building into offices. At lower eleva-
tions, the .weight of the added office equipment is expected to be approxi-
mately equal to the weight of the equipment to be removed. However, at
elevations above 88'-6", a net gain of approximately 2000 kips per floor
is expected. Therefore, some additional analyses were performed in which

I

mass equivalent to 2000 kips was added to the masses at Elevations 88'-6"
and 105'-6" and the mass at Elevation 72'-0" was restored to the value
used in the Blume analysis.

The first 5 natural frequencies and mode shapes for the increased
mass superheater building model are presented in Figures 3-3 through 3-7.
Comparing these natural frequencies to the ones listed in Figures 2-7
through 2-11, the greatest percentage change in frequencies occurs in the
second and fifth modes where the natural frequencies are lower by 11

percent. In these modes, the elevations at which mass was added have

more relative motion than in the other modes.

This model was again coupled to the control building model using
'a spring with the nonlinear force-deflection characteristic shown in
Figure 3-2. It was expected that the maximum forces experienced by the
spring would not change significantly and that, therefore, the preceding
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analyses were still valid in determining an appropriate spring rate.
This system was then subjected to the Taft and San Fernando earthquake
ground motions scaled first to 1.0g and then to 1.2g. For the Taft earth-
quake scaled to 1.0g, the spring had a maximum force of 408 kips with a

maximum compression of 0.80 inch. For the same earthquake scaled to 1.2g,
the maximum force was 597 kips with a maximum compression of 1.02 inches.
The San Fernando, earthquake scaled to 1.0g produced a maximum force of 315

kips corresponding to a deflection of 0.65 inch. Scaling this earthquake
to 1.2g created a maximum spring force of 414 kips with a maximum compres-
sion of 0.81 inch. These results are presented in Table 3-2 along with
previous calculated results for comparison. For the earthquakes that were
scaled to 1.0g, the model with the added masses in the superheater
building showed an average increase of 5 percent in the maximum spring
force over the model without the added masses. For the earthquakes that
were scaled to 1.2g, the average increase in the maximum spring force was

9 percent.
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TABLE 3-1

COMPARISON OF NATURAL FRE UENCIES FOR THE TWO CONNECTED MODELS

VS THE TWO UNCONNECTED, MODELS

Mode
Connected Models

Frequency (Hz)
Unconnected Models

Frequency (Hz)

0.96 Ql

1.55 Ql

2.77

3. 36 Q1

4.32 Q1

5. 60 Ql

5. 70 Q2

6. 67 Q2

0.96 Ql

1. 55 Ql

1. 67 Q2

3.36 Q1

349 Q2

4. 32 Ql

5. 60 Ql

6. 62 Q2

Ql Superheater building natural frequency

Q2 Control building natural frequency
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TABLE 3-2

COMPARISON OF MAXIMUM SPRING FORCES AND DEFLECTIONS FOR

THE COUPLED SYSTEM USING THE DIFFERENT SUPERHEATER BUILDING MODELS

HAXIHUH SPRING
FORCE (KIPS)

MAXIMUM SPRING
DEFLECTION (IN.)

EARTH(UAKE PGA Case 1 Case 2
Percent
Change Case 1 Case 2

P'ercent
Change

Taft 1.0g 350 ~-408 +17 0.71 0.80 +13

Taft 1.2g 597 +25 0.89 1.02 +15

San Fernando 1.0g 340 315 -7 0.69 0.65

San Fernando 1.2g 454 414 0.86 0.81

Case 1: Superheater Building Model Without Added Masses

Case 2: Superheater Building Model With Added Masses
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f = 0.96 Hz

STACK

BUILDING

FIGURE 3-3. FIRST SUPERHEATER BUILDING WITH
ADDED MASSES MODE SHAPE IN NORTH-

'OUTH DIRECTION
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STACK

BUILDING

FIGURE 3-4. SECOND SUPERHEATER BUILDING WITH
ADDED MASSES MODE SHAPE IN THE
NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION
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f = 3.14 Hz

STACK

BUILDING

FIGURE 3-5. THIRD SUPERHEATER BUILDING WITH
ADDED MASSES MODE SHAPE IN THE
NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION
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f = 4.23 Hz

STACK

BUILDING

FIGURE 3-6. FOURTH SUPERHEATER BUILDING WITH
ADDED MASSES MODE SHAPE IN
NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION
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f = 4.96 Hz

STACK

BUILDING

FIGURE 3-7. FIFTH SUPERHEATER BUILDING WITH
ADDED MASSES MODE SHAPE IN
NORTH-SOUTH DIRECTION
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4- DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

In this section, the recommended design configurations for
adding the rubber pads will be presented. Also, seismic capacities of
the control building roof impact mode of failure with the pads installed
will be described and design specifications are presented.

4.1 RECOMMENDED PAD DESIGN

The existing configuration showing the 1.5 inch gap between the
control building and the superheater building at Elevation 72'-0" is
illustrated in Figure 4-1. It is possible to expand the gap to approxi-
mately 3.5 inches by a number of methods. Clearances in excess of
approximately 3.5 inches require modification of the steel frame of either
the superheater building or the control building. A number of such

methods were evaluated. All involved the installation of rubber pads and

provided essentially the same dynamic characteristics.

The recommended method is probably the easiest and least costly
method for installing the pads. It is pr esented in Figure 4-2. For this
method, the present 1.5 inch gap is opened up to 3-3.5 inches or qreater
as needed to accormodate the pads and the new steel angle. The angle

section is welded to the existi ng steel plate, and the wood blocking is
placed on the angle.

It is not necessary that the rubber pads completely fill the gap

between the two buildings. By leaving a small gap of up to approximately
1 inch between the concrete slab and the rubber pads, ground motions with
accelerations of less than 0.18g would result in no interaction between
the buildings. This value (0.18g) is greater than that for the DBE

(0.15g). 'This may have some licensing advantage.





In this design, it is necessary to transfer the interaction
loads from the rubber pads into the steel plate, into the metal decking,
and finally into the control building steel structure. This requires
fillet and puddle welds as noted on Figures 4-2. The advantage of
retaining the existing superheater slab overhang dimensions as shown in
Figure 4-2 can only be utilized if adequate puddle welds exist for the
metal deck to control building frame.

4.2 DESIGN CAPACITIES AND SPECIFICATIONS

The capacity of this buffer system will be limited by the shear

capacity of the puddle welds connecting the control building metal

decking to the supporting beam. This capacity is based on the thickness
of the metal decking. Table 4-1 presents maximum allowable shears in
pounds per linear foot of decking on marginal puddle welds that are
spaced one foot apart (Reference 9). These allowable shears were

determined from tests to determine the ultimate capacity of the welds.
The ultimate capacity was then typically divided by a factor assumed to
be approximately 3 to determine a safe allowable load. Therefore, the
ultimate capacity of the puddle welds may be expected to be at least 3

times the values shown in Table 4-1. To determine the total capacity of
the system, it is necessary to multiply the ultimate capacity per linear
foot of deck by the length over,which the load is transferred from the
decking to the beam. This is assumed to be the full length of the

I

control building, approximately 100 feet. Table 4-2 presents the maximum

load capacities calculated in this manner. Also presented in Table 4-2

are the median ground accelerations that are expected to produce these
forces. These accelerations are based on the forces calculated using the
superheater building model with added masses. These accelerations have

an expected random lognormal standard deviation of 0.22 and a lognormal
standard deviation of approximately 0.2 for uncertainty.
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DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS

Figure 4-3 shows a typical rubber shipping container mount
recommended for the installation (Reference 10). Either part no. 29711-3A
or 29711-4A could be used. To obtain a total compressive stiffness of 500

k/in, 85 of the former spaced at 14 inches on center or 66 of the latter
spaced at 18 inches on center would be required. The spaci ng is based on

having 100 feet in which to place the mounts. For one method of instal-
lation, the l/2-inch diameter stud would be cut off flush with the mount
surface and each pad attached by four 3/8-i nch bolts as shown in Figure
4-3. Alternatively, the pads can be attached by means of the single 1/2-
inch bolt to the angle section and the 4-bolt stud mounting plate left
intact. The angle section to which these mounts would be connected would
be a 6x6xl/2 inch section. The angle section must be welded to the steel
plates in such a manner as to ensure that, considering moments on the
angle, the ultimate shear capacity of this weld exceeds the ultimate
shear capacity of the puddle.welds that connect the steel decking and its
supporting beam. The same would be true for the welds between the steel
plates and the metal decking. The puddle welds should be no smaller than
l/2-inch diameter and spaced no farther apart than 1 foot. This type of
installation provides that the dynamic interaction loads are transmitted
relatively uniformly across the roof span in order to develop the maximum

capacity of,the existing roof deck system. Fewer, stiffer mounts may

also be utilized, provided the same overall force-displacement relation-
ship is approximately retained.
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TABLE 4-1

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE SHEARS FOR MARGINAL PUDDLE

WELDS SPACED 1 FOOT APART

METAL DECKING
GAUGE

ALLOWABLE
SHEAR (1b/A)

ULTIMATE SHEAR
CAPACITY (1b/fC)

16

18

20

22

1920

1540

1150

960

5760

4620

3450

2880





TABLE 4-2

MAXIMUM TRANSFERABLE FORCES AND MEDIAN

GROUND ACCELERATIONS THAT PRODUCE THESE FORCES

METAL DECKING
GAUGE

MAXIMUM
FORCE ( kips)

MEDIAN
PGA

16

18

20

22

576

462

345

288

1.3 g

l.l g

1.0 g

0.90 g
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SUPERHEATER BUILDING
CONCRETE SLAB

CONTROL BUILDING
METAL DECKING

EXISTING STEEL EXISTING STRUCTURAL
CLEARANCE APPROX. 3-1/2"

FIGURE 4-1. EXISTING CONFIGURATION OF CONTROL BUILDING AND

SUPERHEATER BUILDING AT ELEVATION 72'-0"
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5. SUMMARY ANO RECOMMENDATIONS

An assessment of the probabi 1 iti es of sei smi c induced fai 1ur es

of the Indian Point Unit 2 nuclear facility (Reference 1) identified
impact between the roof of the Unit 2 control building and the Unit 1

superheater building as a potential seismic failure mode for ground
motions with accelerations in excess of approximately 0.27g. There are
several possible methods of increasing the seismic capacity for this
impact mode. This report dealt with the most promising of these methods

which consists of increasing the current 1.5 inch gap between the two

buildings to create a gap of 3-3.5 inches and inserting rubber pads in
this gap to act as impact absorbers.

In order to evaluate the effects of these pads, mathematical two-
dimensional models of the control building and the superheater building
were created. The compression stiffnesses of the rubber pads were lumped
together in one spring connecting the two models. Linear analyses were

s

performed on these models in order to obtain an appropriate total sprinq
stiffness. An artificial ground motion and two real earthquake records
provided the input for these analyses. Due to the fact that the pads
would only be attached to one building (and, hence, never be in tension)
and that rubber becomes stiffer as it is compressed, it was necessary to
conduct several nonlinear analyses taking the above into account. These
analyses were performed usi ng real earthquake records. Runs were made

with the ground acceleration scaled to 1.0g and 1.2g. These analyses
verified the spring stiffness chosen by the linear analyses .

A brief analysis of the control building roof established the
puddle weld connections between the metal decking and the underlying
support beam as the controlling factor in establishing the ultimate
capacity of this system. Several capacities based on the metal decking
thickness have been determined. Ground acceler'ations that would produce
these forces have been calculated. These range from 0.90g to 1.3g.
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Several possible design methods were evaluated and the
recommended method is discussed. Typical rubber pads have been selected
that would conform to the analyses, and design specifications for their
installation have been detailed. Other specifications are listed that
would ensure that the puddle weld connections would control the ultimate
capacity.
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APPENDIX 8

INDIAN POINT 2 FIRE RISK RELATED MODIFICATIONS

B.l INTRODUCTION

In the Indian Point 2 fire analysis, contained in the Indian Point
Probabilistic Safety Study (IPPSS) (Section 7.3.1 of Reference 8-1) the
overall risk due to fires is found to be dominated by two fire zones:
(I) the switchgear room, and (2) the electrical tunnel. In this
appendix, the risk effects of a plant modification to reduce the
frequency of fire initiated core melt events is evaluated.

The fire scenarios originating in those zones proceed through these
stages: occurrence, propagation, and extinguishment of the fire itself,
and the impact of the fire on the safety components. Modifications can
be proposed to affect one or more aspects of fire occurrence and lead to
reduction in the overall fire risk. The most effective modification is
the installation of additional transfer switches in the already existing
alternate shutdown system (ASDS) and relocating of the alternate
pneumatic indicators for steam generator levels and pressurizer level and
pressure to outside the containment. The additional transfer switches
would facilitate a quicker connection to an alternate power source for
one train of component cooling pumps, charging pumps, and service water
pumps.

The dominant fire scenario in the IPPSS (Section 7.3.1) is loss of the
component cooling system (CCS) and the normal charging system (CVCS) (due
to power cable failure) and loss of all mitigating systems. A small LOCA
via reactor coolant pump (RCP ) seal failure results from CCS and charging
system failure.

To quantify the frequencies of core melt and release categories after the
modification is completed, we need a more detailed list of contributors
for the IPPSS. This is because, when the dominant contributors are
reduced, other formerly noncontributing areas may gain importance. The
IPPSS frequencies are reviewed in Section 8 .2.

The different aspects of a fire incident are analyzed in Section 8.3.
The details of the modification and all the necessary assumptions for
evaluating the impact of this modification are given in Section 8.4. The
impact of the modification is evaluated in Section 8.5. The results are
summarized in Table B-l.
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B.2 IPPSS FIRE RISK

The IPPSS fire risk results are needed for: (1) choosing the type of
modification; and (2) measuring the reduction in the frequencies of core
melt and release categories. In Section 7.3.1 of the Indian Point
Probabilistic Safety Study, these frequencies are calculated in terms of
the dominant contributors. Most of the fire zones were not explicitly
analyzed quantitatively, judging that their contribution would be
insignificant. Typically, these fire zones contained only a few safety
related components. The proposed modification would certainly change the
pattern of contributors to the release categories and core melt. The
fire risk from all fire zones not explicitly quantified in the IPPSS are
now so quantified. Table B-2 summarizes the results and Section B.6
gives the details. The fire zone designating numbers are taken from
Reference B-2. All the areas that contain some safety components per
Reference B-2 are included here. The results of Section 7.3. 1 of the
IPPSS are directly used in Table B-2. For areas not originally
quantified in Section 7.3. 1 of the IPPSS, point values (mean frequencies)
are estimated per formulations given in Section B.6. The fire zones
analyzed in Section 7.3. 1 of the IPPSS are found to be (as expected) the
dominant contributors to core melt and damage states SE and TE. However,
the mean frequency of other damage states are found to be dominated by
fire zones not explicitly quantified in Section 7.3.1. Two comments are
in order here. First, the increased frequency of i;hese damage states has
very little impact on the overall frequency of the damage states. The
IPPSS mean frequency of release category 8A increases from 4.8 x 10-5
per reactor year (from Table 8.3-2 of the IPPSS) to 4.9 x 10 ~ per
reactor year. Second, the main contributors to this increase are
computed by conservative methods, and a more rigorous evaluation is
expected to yield smaller frequencies and an overall 8A frequency very
close to that presented in the IPPS[. The overall IPPSS mean frequency
of release category 8B is 9.1 x 10 per reactor year (from Table 8.3-2
of the IPPSS) and is significantly larger than 1.8 x 10 6, the new
frequency of 8B due to fires. The latter is now dominated by
contributions from fire zones that were not explicitly quantified in
Section 7.3.1 of. the IPPS. In Section B.6, we find that many
conservative measures are incorporated in the quantification of these
dominating fire zones.

B. 3 BASIS FOR MODIFICATION

In this section, the basis for the proposed modification is examined. A
typical quantification process for a critical fire area can be written as

4Damage
= >Fire~Plant

where XF;re represents fire phenomenology and /plant represents the
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impact of fire on accident sequences. By fire phenomenology we mean the
occurrence of fire in critical areas, its propagation to vital
components, and failure of extinguishment features to put out the fire in
time to prevent the failure of vital components. The conditional
frequency (given the fire) gplant represents the frequency of failure
of vital components, the frequency of failure in restoring a failed
component, and the unavailability of components independent from fire.
The frequency of fires is obtained from statistical data.

Plant response to a fire incident can be altered by introducing new
equipment or new power sources to existing equipment. In the IPPSS
(Section 7.3.1), we find that there are two important areas (the
switchgear room and the electrical tunnel) through which the power cables
of almost all vital components are routed. Also, we find that the
dominant accident sequence is a small LOCA via RCP seal failure and
multiple loss of engineered safeguards. If seal failure can be
prevented, core melt due to other initiating events (we have assumed a
reactor trip as the enveloping initiating event) would depend on the
availability of the turbine-driven or a motor-driven auxiliary feedwater
pump. The turbine-driven pump can be started and brought up to speed
independent of the switchgear room or the electrical tunnel. A
motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump can be powered from the alternate
shutdown system.

In Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS, we find that the existing alternate
shutdown system configuration does not provide adequate- protection to
prevent RCP seal failure. This is because to power a charging pump
and/or a component cooling pump from the alternate shutdown source, a
cable (or cables) must be run from disconnect switch(es) near the
pump(s), replacing the original power cable(s). The process was judged
to take longer than a half hour, thereby not preventing RCP seal
failure. It should be noted that the half hour is the conservatively
assumed time to RCP seal failure in the absence of seal water injection
and thermal barrier cooling.

The process can be expedited by installing fixed alternate cabling and
transfer switches and connecting both normal and alternate power cables
to the switches. The operators can then switch to the alternate shutdown
system by simply throwing the transfer switches. If the seal failure is
prevented, the plant can be safely shut down using the secondary side
cooling features. However, it is necessary to monitor the steam
generator levels and pressurizer level and pressure. It is proposed that
the existing alternate pneumatic indicators for these parameters be
relocated outside the containment. More details about this modification
are given in the following section.



8.4 DESCRIPTION OF MODIFICATION

The most effective modification is the installation of transfer switches
for one train of service water pumps, charging pumps, and component
cooling pumps and relocating pneumatic level and pressure indicators
outside the containment. The switches will allow an operator to transfer
the power source for these pumps to the Indian Point Unit I switchgear
within the first half hour of an accident that disables the component
cooling and charging pumps. Figure 8-1 shows the transfer switch that is
already installed for a motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump. It is
assumed that the proposed ones will be very similar to this one.

This modification is judged to be the most effective because it
complements another major modification, the alternate shutdown system
installed previously. It does not require major rewiring of power or
control circuits or installation of new major components.

The alternate shutdown system is described in Reference 8-3. It uses
Indian Point Unit I switchgear and power cables are run to supply at
least one service water pump, one motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump,
one component cooling pump, and one charging pump. With the proposed
modification, the operators can transfer the power source of the
dedicated pumps by manually throwing a switch near the pump location. Of
course, they have to load the Unit I switchgear (which must be
accomplished locally ) prior to engaging the transfer switch(es). The
power cables of the alternate shutdown system are routed through areas
independent from the switchgear room, the electrical tunnel, the cable
speading room, the control room, containment spray pump room (fire
zone 2), and the primary makeup pump area (fire zone 28). It is assumed
in this analysis that the procedures will be modified to address the
addition of the new switches and the system will be functionally tested
prior to service. Furthermore, as part of this modification, the
pneumatic indicators installed near the airlock in the containment for
steam generator level and pressurizer level and pressure will be
relocated to outside the containment.

B.G FIRE RISK AFTER THE MODIFICATION

The modification impacts mainly those fire scenarios such as fires in the
electrical tunnel or switchgear room where many vital components may be
affected. Table 8-3 summarizes the results in terms of mean frequencies
of the contributions from all fire zones. The modification has reduced
the contributions from the electrical tunnel, the switchgear room, and
the containment spray pump area. The other fire areas are either not
affected by the modification or the impact is insignificant.
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B.5.1 AREAS NOT AFFECTED

The cable spreading room and the control room fire scenarios are not
significantly affected because the IPPSS included provisions
for the alter nate shutdown system (before the proposed modification).
In those scenarios, credit is given to the operators reactivating
normally running components such as a charging pump and a component
cooling pump provided that they are inadvertently stopped by a fire.
Inadvertent stoppage of these pumps due to fire is deemed to be a
comparatively lower frequency event. Thus, the possibility of an RCP
seal failure (small LOCA) is not analyzed. It should be noted that in a
cable spreading room or control room fire, only control and instrumenta-
tion circuits are affected. Even if it is assumed that all indications
are lost, the operators can use the existing pneumatic indicators and
activate the pumps from the switchgear room to safely shut down the
plant.

The modification cannot have a significant impact on the contribution
from pump rooms such as fire zone 1 for CCS pumps or zone 9 for the
SI pumps. For these cases, the fire will disable all power feeds to the
pumps or the pumps themselves, thus the fire would render the proposed
transfer switch ineffective. For the remaining areas, the modification
cannot help the restoration of the affected system because the
components within those areas are not powered by the alternate shutdown
system.

B.5.2 IMPACT ON SWITCHGEAR ROOM CONTRIBUTION

The main impact of the proposed modification on a switchgear room fire
is decreasing the likelihood of an RCP seal LOCA. In a switchgear room
fire, if both switchgear cabinets or the power cables are affected, the
power to all CCS pumps and charging pumps would be lost. With the
proposed modification, the operators can activate switchgear of
Unit 1 (which has to be done locally) and throw the transfer switches of
the CCS pump and/or the charging pump and reactivate the RCP seal
cooling function. The'relevant valves would be in their normal oper-
ating position and it is deemed very unlikely for the switchgear room
fire to cause inadvertent closure of these valves. The transfer to the
Unit 1 switchgear has to be completed within the first half hour of loss
of all RCP seal cooling.

The conditional frequency, QS1, of seal LOCA given a large fire in the
switchgear room can then be written as

QS1
= QHE,S1+ QSW+ QCCS

where

QHE,S1 =

Qsw

human error; failure of the operators to reactivate the
CCS pump within one half hour.

failure of the transfer switch.

QCCS
= failure of the component cooling pump.
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and

Qccs = Qccs,o + 24~ccs + Qccs,N

where

QCCS O
= failure of the CCS pump on demand.

= failure of the CCS pump during operation (per hour).

QCCS ~q

-=unavailability of CCS pump due to maintenance.

The total time period that the component cooling pump is needed to
operate is taken to be 24 hours.

The main contributor to QHE SI is judged to be failure of the control
room operators to initiate the process for transferring to the alternate
shutdown system. The large fire in the switchgear room is judged to
pose a medium to high stress level on the operators. There will be at
least three operators involved in making the decision. Reference B-4
gives human error frequencies and has defined levels of dependency among
the operators. It is judged that one of the operators will be strongly
dependent on the other two and the level of dependence of the other two
on one another will be low. Reference B-4 suggests 0.1 for the
frequency of human error for one operator under very high levels of
stress. For the conditional frequency of a second operator making the
same error, Reference 8-4 suggests a point value of 0.15. Based on
these suggested frequencies, we have chosen QHE q1 to be lognormally
distributed with the following characteristic vhTues

QHE,S1,05 = 9 ~ 0 " 10

'HE S1 50 = 3.0 x 10"
I

QHE S1 95 = 1.0 x 10

aQ = 3.9 x 10
-2

HE,Sl

Table B-4 gives the frequencies of QSW QCCS,Q» Arcs and
QCCS ~~. Using those frequencies and the previousTy given human e'rror
frequency the conditional frequency of seal LOCA is evaluated. Its
characteristic values are:

QS1,05 = 1.7 x 10 2

QS1 50 = 3.7 x 10 2

QS1 95 = 9.8 x 10

g„= 4.6 x 10
"S1
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In a large switchgear room fire, all the small LOCA mitigating functions
will be lost. Thus, if a seal LOCA occurs, the operators have to turn
on at least one auxiliary feedwater pump and at least one SI pump. The
turbine-driven auxiliary feedwater pump is independent of the switchgear
room. A motor-driven auxiliary feedwater pump can be activated using
the alternate shutdown system. However, the SI pumps would be affected
by the fire and would not be available within 1 hour of seal failure.

Thus, core melt is taken to be certainty in the case of seal failure.
The conditional frequency of core melt QCg 14 can then be written as

QCW,14
=

QS1

The characteristic values of QC~q 14 are:

QCg 14 06 = 1.7 x 10

QCH 14 60 = 3'7 x 10

QCH 14 95 = 9.8 x 10 2

= 4.6 x 10

The containment spray pumps and containment fan cooler units will be
lost in a switchgear room fire. The alternate shutdown system does not
have any provisions for restoring the power to these components. Thus,
a core melt due to seal failure would lead to plant damage state SE.
The unconditional frequency of damage state SE is then

~SE,14 ~SE,14 QCt1,14

where USE 14 is the base case frequency of state SE due to switch-
gear fires given in the IPPSS.

If the seal failure is prevented, the initiating event becomes a tran-
sient (reactor trip is assumed here). Safe shutdown can be achieved if
the AFWS or bleed and feed mode of core cooling is employed. The latter
is not possible because the PORV block valves would be lost due to loss
of both safety MCCS 26A and 26B. Also, there is no immediate power to
SI pumps. Of the auxiliary feedwater system, either the turbine-driven
pump or one motor-driven pump (by connecting to the alternate shutdown
system) can be used. The conditional frequency, QCfi 7 of core melt
(given a large switchgear room fire and successful R(P seal cooling or
injection) is then equal to the unavailability of AFWS. It is deemed
that human error contribution is very small because the successful
alignment of CCS and charging pumps would have a reassuring effect on
the operators. The unavailability of AFWS due to other causes as
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evaluated in Section 1.5.2.3.9 of the IPPSS is used her'e. The distri-
bution is approximated by a lognormal distribution with the following
characteri sti c values:

ACM,T,14,05 = 4 ~» 10

QCM T 14 50 = 1.3 x 10 "

LCM T 14 95 = 3.6 x 10 "

1.6 x 10

Then the unconditional frequency of damage state TE becomes:

TE 14 USE 14 OCM T 14

The base case frequency of damage state SE is used because it is equal
to the frequency of large fires in the switchgear room. The mean of the
frequency of damage state TE after the proposed modification is given in
Table 8-3.

8.5.3 IMPACT ON ELECTRICAL TUNNEL CONTRIBUTION

8.5.3.1 Fire at the Right Stack of Trays

The electrical tunnel contribution is also affected by the proposed
modification. If the fire affects only the right stack of trays, damage
states SEF and SLF would result (in this study we only use SEF and
include all SLF contributions in SEF). The operators can prevent seal
failure as described ear lier. The conditional frequency of failure to
prevent seal LOCA is gSI which was evaluated earlier.

l

In the base case evaluation of fire risk, the electrical tunnel is
evaluated in two parts: (1) fire zone 1A on the PAB side, and (2) 32A
on the control building side. The unconditional frequencies of SEF due
to fire in these areas can be written as:

JOSEF,IA JOSEF,32A ~SEF, IA ~SLF,1A ~S1

This equation reflects the fact that base case SEF and SLF frequencies
of the portions of the tunnel are equal. The mean values are given in
Table 8-3.

If the seal failure is prevented, the initiating event becomes a tran-
sient (reactor trip is assumed here). Safe shutdown can be achieved if
the AFMS or bleed and feed mode of core cooling is employed. The two
safety MCCs will be failed in a fire in the right stack of trays. Thus,
the PORV block valves will not be able to be opened for bleed and feed,
and similar to the switchgear room fire, if AFMS is not activated core
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melt could occur. The auxiliary feedwater system is independent from
this fire. From Section 1.5.2.3.9 of the IPPSS the unavailability of
AFWS is obtained. It is approximated with a lognormal distribution with
the following characteristic values:

QCM,T,ET,05 = 1.2 x 10-6

QCM,T ET,50 = 1.1 x 10

QCM T ET 95 = 6.5 x 10

'QCM,T,ET
= 1.9 x 10

-5

The containment spray system would also fail from a fire in the right
stack of trays. Thus, the unconditional frequency of TEF becomes

~TEF,IA ~TEF,32A AUX T RQ QCM,T,ET

where

BEAUX

Q(~v)

frequency of fires in the PAB, the control building (CB)
or the fan house (FH).
fraction of PAB, CB and FH fires that occur in the electrical
tunnel in the PAB.

fraction of electrical tunnel fires that occur in the right
stack of trays.
conditional frequency of fire propagation.

These parameters are evaluated in Section 7.3.1.4 of the IPPSS and they
are summarize'd in Table 8-4. The mean f'requencies of damage state TEF
after the proposed modifications are given in Table B-3.

B.5.3.2 Fire Affecting Both Stacks of Trays

If the fire affects both stacks of trays, from the base case study,
damage state SE would result. The seal failure may be prevented using
the modified alternate shutdown system. The conditional frequency of
seal failure is again QS1. Thus, the unconditional frequency of
damage state SE becomes:

~SE,1A ~SE,1AQS1

I

~ SE,32A ~ SE,32AQS1
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If seal failure is prevented, a transient (we assume reactor trip) would
occur. The bleed and feed mode of core cooling would not be available
because the two safety NCCs would be lost. Two trains of AFWS can be
made available manually. Similar to switchgear room fire, it is deemed
that human error contribution is very small because the successful
alignment of CCS and charging pumps would have a reassuring effect on
the operators. The unavailability of AFWS due to other causes as
evaluated in Section 1.5-2.3.9 of the IPPSS is used here. Using the
results from the switchgear room fire study, we write

~CN,T,lA ~CM,T,32A ~CN,T,14

and for the unconditional frequencies
I

~ TE, lA ~ SE, lA~CN,T,1A

I

~TE,32A ~SE,32A~CN, T,32A

The mean frequencies of damage state TE after the proposed modifications
are given in Table B-3.

B.5.4 It/PACT ON CONTAINMENT SPRAY PUMP AREA, FIRE ZONES 2 AND 2A

The power cables of all CCS pumps are routed through these two fire
zones, where the containment spray pumps, the primary water makeup pumps
and the spray additive tank are located. Since the transfer switch and
the power cable for one CCS pump from the alternate shutdown system
would not be located in these areas, there is a very small likelihood
for a single fire or coinci dent fires simultaneously affecting the
contents of these fire zones and failing the power source transfer
capabi l i ty.

,I
One component cooling pump can be made available manually by trans-
ferring the power source to the alternate shutdown system, thus
preventing seal failure. The conditional frequency, gal, which was
evaluated earlier in this appendix is also applicable here. The
frequencies of damage states SEF and SE are reduced by gal. Table B-3
shows the mean values. For damage state SEF, the unavai1ability of CCS

is reduced by (}ST For damage state SE, the unavailabi lities of CCS

and service water system (SWS) are reduced by (}Sl.

B.5.5 IMPACT ON THE RELEASE CATEGORIES DUE TO FIRE

Three release categories, 8B, 8A, and 2RW may result from a fire inci-
dent. Their frequencies of occurrence are evaluated from the major
contributors as determined by the mean values of Table B-3. The results
are summarized in Table B-l.

The frequency of release category 8B is dominated by the frequency of
damage state TEC from fire zone 74A (electrical penetration area), by
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the frequency of damage state TEFC from fire zone 23 (auxiliary boiler
feed pump room), and by damage state TEFC from fire zone 11 (the cable
spreading room).

~8B ~TEC,74A ~TEFC,23 ~TEFC,11 AUX T H S

AUX 1 ~SI ~REC ~PORV CSR ES~ G ~S HE

All the parameters of this equation (such as BEAUX,fT, etc.) are
defined and evaluated either in Section 8.6 of this report or in
Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS. The characteristic values of release
category 8B after the proposed modifications are given in Table B-1 ~

The frequency of release category 8A from fires is dominated by the
frequency of damage state SEF from fire zones 1A and 32A (both portions
of the electrical tunnel).

~8A JOSEF,1A ~SEF,32A JOSEF, IA

SEF lA 4SLF 1A OS1

The base case frequencies JOSEF 1A and gSLF 1A are taken from
Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS. Tfie parameter gSI is evaluated earlier in
this section. The characteristic values of release category 8A after
the proposed modifications are given in Table B-l.

The frequency of release category 2RW from fires is dominated by the
frequency of damage state SE from fire zones 1A and 32A (both portions
of the electrical tunnel), fire zone 14 (the switchgear room), and by
the frequency of damage state TE from fire zone ll (the cable spreading
room).

~2RW ~SE,lA ~SE,32A ~SE,14 ~TE, ll

AUX T A~ ~( A ~S1 AUX SWG SL~ G ~Ct1,14

CSR ES~ G ~S HE

All the parameters of this equation (such as BEAUX,fT, etc.) are
defined and evaluated either in this Appendix or in Section 7.3. 1 of the
IPPSS. The characteristic values of release category 2RW are given in
Table B-1.

The frequency of core melt from fires is novi dominated by the frequency of
damage state TEC from fire zone 74A (the electrical penetration area),
the frequency of state TEFC from fire zone 23 (the auxiliary boiler feed
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pump room), the frequencies of damage states SEF and SE from fire zones
1A and 32A (both portions of the electricl tunnel) and by the 'frequency
of damage state TEFC from fire zone 11 (the cable spreading room).

~CM AZTEC,74A ~TEFC,23 ~SEF,1A ~SEF,32A ~SE,1A

~SE,32A ~SE,14 ~TEFC,11

All the parameters of this equation have been defined earlier in this
section. Thus, the characteristic values of the core melt frequency after the
fixes are given in Table B-l.

8.6 HIGHLIGHTS OF THE IPPSS UANTIFICATION

In this section, the methods used for calculating the risk from the fire
zones not explicitly quantified in Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS are
described. The details of quantification for some areas are also high-
1 i ghted.

B.6. 1 THE GENERAL FORMULATIONS

In Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS, it is found that fires cannot cause a

large or medium LOCA. The simultaneous occurrence of these initiating
. events and a fire disabling part or most of the mitigating systems can

be shown to be dominated by the frequencies of these sequences due to
causes other than fire.

For a small LOCA, it is found that fire can only lead to a reactor
coolant pump seal failure (thereby leading to a small LOCA) and cannot
cause any other type of breach in the primary system (Section 7.3.1 of
the IPPSS). To simplify the calculations, the delayed melts (e.g., due
to failure of=-'he recirculation system) are combined with early melts.
Core melt is computed in two parts: (1) core melt due to a small LOCA,
and (2) core melt due to a transient. The transients are grouped
together and reactor trip is chosen to be the representing transient
initiating event.

%core melt LCM,small LOCA
+ 4CM,transient

4CM,small LOCA
— "Fire~()EP + QSW + )CCS(()SI + )REC

+ ()CF + )PORV )AFWS)j

LCM,transient "Fire~(QSI + ()REC + )PORV) )AFWS~

where

XF; re = frequency of fire failing a specified group of vital
components.

(}; = unavailability of system i .
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EP = electric power system.

SW = service water system.

CCS = component cooling water system.

SI = safety injection system.

REC = recirculation system.

CF = containment fan cooling system.

PORV = power-operated relief valves (block valves are used for bleed
and feed operation).

AFWS = auxiliary feedwater system.

The equation for core melt due a small LOCA is based on the event tree
of Figure 7.3.1-6 of the IPPSS. The systems referenced previously are
analyzed in Section 1.5.2 of the IPPSS, except for the PORV which is
analyzed in Section 1.3.3.9 of the IPPSS. The unavailability of these
systems is given in Section 1.5.2 for different boundary conditions. In
that core melt equation, it is assumed that total loss of electric power
or service water will lead to RCP seal failure and loss of all miti-
gating features. It is also assumed that total loss of component
cooling leads to loss of the charging pumps and, consequently, a small
LOCA via the RCP seals. The availability of the containment fan coolers
determines the availability of the recirculation system when the compo-
nent cooling system is not available.

The equation for core melt due to a transient is based on the event tree
of Figure 7.3.1-7 of the IPPSS- The plant damage states are computed
from the foll,owing equations:

4SEFC "Fire< )CCS( )SI + )REC + ~PORV )AFWS) ~

JOSEF 4SEFC)CS

4SEC = "Fire~~CCS)CF )SW~

USE
= "Fire~)EP )SM)CS + )CCS~CF)CS~

4TEFC OCtl, transi ent

O'TEF 4TEFCQCS

4'TEC < TEFC )CF

>TE >TEFC)CF )CS

where the different parameters are defined earlier and

Qcs = unavailability of the containment spray system (this system
is analyzed in Section 1.5.2 of the IPPSS).
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The frequencies of the release categories are computed using

488 — >Fire~QSM + QCCS(QSI + QREC + QCF) + (QSI + QREC + QPORV)QAFMS~

48A = "Fire~QCCS(QSI + QREC) + (QSI + QREC + QPORY)QAFWS~QCS

42RM = >FireLQEP + QSMQCS + QCCSQCFQCS

+ (QSI + QREC + QPORY)QAFMSQCFQCS~

The mean of the frequency of XFire is conservatively taken as 10
for each fire zone in the primary auxiliary building (PAB), the fan
house (FH), the control building (CB), and the contai nment. For those
areas in which the core melt and damage state frequencies are evaluated,
this mean frequency is reevaluated using distributions of the frequency
of fires in the overall building and the fraction of those fires
occurring in the specific area.

Table B-5 gives the results and input information for core melt and
damage state calculations. All five zones are addressed. The details
of some of the calculations are highlighted hereafter.

8.6.2 FIRE ZONE 1, CCS PUMP ROON

Fire zone 1 is located at Elevation 68'f the PAB. The three component
cooling pumps are installed in this area. The frequency of failure of
all three pumps due to a fire incident, XFire, is shown as a
fraction of auxiliary building fires

"Fire "AUX"1

In Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS, we find:

-1
05

= 0.015 ry

-1
~AUX,50

-1
"AUX,95

a>
AUX

-1
= 0.034 ry

The fraction f~ is the fraction of fires that may occur in fire zone 1

and be of suff>cient severity to fail all three CCS pumps. It is
evaluated judgmentally based on the experience gained in doing the
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analysis of Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS, and is chosen t'o be lognormally
distributed with the following characteristic values:

4
f1 05 5e0 x 10

-3
f1 50 5+0 x 10

f1 95 5.0 x 10
-2

(xf = 1.3 x 10
-2

1

The Product of these two distributions, XF; re, which is the
frequency of fires in fire zone 1 that would fail all three CCS pumps,
yields the following characteristic values (per reactor year):

-5
~Fire,05

-4
50 0 ~ 9 x 10

-3
95 1 ~ 7 x 10

Fire
= 4.4 x 10

The mean unavailabilities of the mitigating systems are taken from
Section 1.5.2 of the IPPSS. The formulations given in Section B.6.1 are
used to evaluate the core melt and other plant damage states.

B.6.3 FIRE ZONE 15, CONTROL ROON

The control room is directly above the cable spreading room and contains
the control and instrumentation cables, controls, and readouts of
virtually all the systems of the plant. There are no motive power

~ cables in the area. The area is manned continuously. Ther e are fire
detectors inside the control cabinets. The fire extinguishment capability for
the area consists of two hose stations and a class A fire extinguisher
adjacent to the zone and several 15-pound carbon dioxide extinguishers
inside the control room. The operators also have access to breathing
apparatus that can be used in case of smoke in the area.

The most critical area within the control room is the control cabinet of
safety components (cabinet numbers SB1 and SB2) which are directly above
the critical area in the cable spreading room that was analyzed in
Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS. A fire in these cabinets would have the
same impact on plant safety as a cable spreading room fire at the center
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of the northern wall. However, in this case, the operators would detect
the fire almost immediately and attempt to extinguish it in a short
period of time. Also, the transient fuels in the control room are
judged to be significantly less than the cable spreading room. Not all
control room fires would lead to the evacuation of the area because
operators can wear breathing apparatus and the control room HVAC can
purge the contaminated control room air.

Fires affecti ng cabinets other than those controlling the safety compo-
nents (i.e., SB1 and SB2) will not have severe impact on the plant's
safety margin. A fire affecting SBl and SB2 will result in accident
sequences similar to those analyzed for cable spreading room fires in
Section 7.3.1.2.4 of the IPPSS. It is judged that the frequency of core
melt or other damage states from control room fires is just a fraction
of the frequency of the same state from cable spreading room fires.
This fraction, fCR, is judged to have the following histogram:

fCR Probabil i ty Cumulative
Probabil i ty

0.01
0.03
0.10
0.30
0.75
1.00

0.05
0.20
0.25
0.25
0.20
0.05

0.05
0.25
0.50
0.75
0.95
1.00

The mean of this distribution is 0.31. For example, the core melt
frequency from control room fires is obtained from

~ CM,CR fCf8'Ct1, CSR

where

4Cg CSR
= core melt frequency from cable spreading room fires.

The mean frequencies are given in Table B-5.

B.6.4 FIRE ZONE 27A, CORRIOOR

This corridor at Elevation 9B'f the primary auxiliary building
contains the safety related motor control centers 26A and 26B. The
controls of all safety related motor-operated valves pass through these
motor control centers. It is a controlled access area. Considering the
frequency of fires in other areas and the fire propagation analysis
performed for other areas, the frequency of failing both of the motor
control centers is written as

"Fire >AUX"27AfPF
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where

XAUX
= frequency of auxiliary building fires.

f27A = the fraction of auxiliary building fires that may occur at
the motor control center area.

fPF = the fraction of motor control center area fires that may
occur between the two safety cabinets and be large enough to
fail both of them.

The fraction, f27A, of auxiliary building fires in the motor control
center area is assessed by comparing two similar parameters for the
switchgear area, fSgG, and electrical tunnel area, fT, of
Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS. The probability distribution of f27A is
lognormal and has the following characteristic values:

27A,05

27A,50

27A,95

27A

= 0.12

I

The fraction, fPF, of motor control center fires that may occur
between the two cabinets and be large enough to cause damage to both of
them is assessed by comparing similar frequencies for cable spreading
room fires, fes, for the electrical tunnel fires, fR; and switchgear
room fires, fg of Section 7.3.1 of the IPPSS. The probability
distribution~,of fpF is lognormal and has the following characteristic
values:

-3
fpF 05

= 2+0 x 10

fPF50=20x10 -2

-7
fpF 95

= 20 x 10

af =5.3x10 -2
PF
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The frequency of fires in fire zone 27A is computed by using proba-
bilistic arithmetic. The r esul ting distribution has the following
characteristic values (per reactor year):

-6
~Fire 05

-5
gF. 50

= 6 9 x 10

4
re g5 =8.2 x10

fire
= 2.2 x IO

Since the PORV block valves are normally closed and are powered from
these motor control centers, it i s assumed that their control and motive
power will be lost and, therefore, they wi 11 fail closed. It is also
assumed that the CCS, AFW, EP, and SW systems will not be adversely
affected by the fire. This is because CCS and SW are normally in oper-
ation; thei r valves would fail as they are and the pumps would not be
affected by the fire. The AFW valves fail open upon loss of power and
the pump controls would not be affected by the t1CC fai lure. The
electric power is very likely to continue to provide power to the
switchgears. It is assumed that SI and recirculation unavailability
would increase significantly. Even if they become unity, their impact
on the frequency of core melt from fires in zone 27A would be insigni-
ficant because they will be dominated either by PORV unavailability (in
the case of transients) or SW unavailability (in the case of a small
LOCA).

8.6.5 FIRE )ZONE 74A, THE ELECTRICAL PENETRATION AREA

Fire zone 74A is the electrical penetration area at Elevation 51'f. the
fan house. It is the far end of the electrical tunnel. The cable trays
of this area are stacked in a fashion similar to the electrical tunnel.
The control cables for the auxiliary feedwater pumps and their regu-
lating valves, the power cables for the containment fan coolers, and the
power and control cables for the PORVs and their associated block valves
are located in this area. The conditions are similar to those of the
left stack of trays in the electrical tunnel except that the power
cables of the safety injection pumps are not run through this area. ~

Therefore, the frequency of fires, XF;re, that may fail a vital set
of cables is derived using results from the electrical tunnel analysis
part of the IPPSS. We write

>Fire "AUXfT)(~H)

where

= the fraction of auxiliary building fires that may occur in
fire zone 74A (this is defined in Section 7.3.1.3.1 of the
IPPSS for the electrical tunnel).
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(}(vH) = the fraction of fires in fire zone 74A that are not
extinguished in time to prevent vital component failures
(derived in Section 7.3.1.4.2 of the IPPSS).

In Section 7.3.1.3.1 of the IPPSS, we find:
-3

fT 05 8 0 x 10

-2
fT 50 4.0 x 10

-7
fT95 = 2.0 x 10

-2
af = 6.5 x 10

T

In Section 7.3.1.4.2 of the IPPSS, we find

-8
f05(<H) = smaller than 10

f50(~H) 7.3 x 10

q95(< H
) = 0. 68

The product of these distributions yields the following characteristic
values for XF';re (Per reactor year):

-10
XFire 05

= 5+9 x 10

4
0

= 1.0 x 10

-3
/Fire 95

= 2. 1 x 10

4
G>

= 4.6 x 10
Fire

B.6.6 FIRE ZONE 75A, OUTER ANNULUS OF CONTAINtlENT

Fire zone 75A is the outer annulus of the containment at Elevation 46'.
It contains the power and control cables for the PORVs and their block
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valves and the power cables of all fan cooling units. The frequency offire, XFire, that may occur in this area and fail the power cables
to all the fan coolers and PORVs is written as

>Fire ~CONf75A

where

~CON
= the frequency of fires in the containment.

I

~75A = the fraction of containment fires that may occur in
area 75A and fail the previously listed components.

The frequency of containment fires is taken from Reference B-5. A
l ognormal distribution is fitted to the upper and lower bounds reported
in that reference to simplify the quantification process. The
characteristic values of XCON are (per reactor year):

-3
CON 05

= 6.2 x 10

-2
~CON 50

= 1.3 x 10

-2
CON 95

— 2.8 x 10

CON

-2
= 1.5 x 10

The fraction, f75A, of containment fires occurring in fire zone 75A
and failing the previously listed components is assessed by comparing
two similar parameters for the switchgear area, fqMG, and the
electrical tunnel area, fT, of Section 7.3. 1 of the IPPSS. The proba-
bility distribution of f75A is lognormal and has the following
characteristic values:

-3
f75A 05 .o x 0

-2
f75A 50

= 2.0 x 10

-7
f75A 95 1 ~ 0 x 10

f75A
= 3.2 x 10
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The product of these two distributions yields the following character-
istic values for XFire (Per reactor year):

-5
XF;re 05

= 4.3 x 10

4
gF 50

= 2 ~ 9 x 10

-3
re 95 1 ~ 5 x 10

a>
Fire

= 4.7 x 10
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TABLE B-1

CHARACTERISTIC VALUES OF THE FRE(}UENCIES OF RELEASE
A 0 RE MLT0 ETO FIR AFT R

Release
Category/
Core Melt

Probability
Level

Frequency
(per reactor year)
After Modification

Release
Category 8B

Release
Category 8A

Release
Category 2Rl<

Core
Melt

5th Percentile
Median
95th

Percentile'ean

5th Percentile
Median
95th Percentile
Mean

5th Percentile
Median
95th Percentile
Mean

5th Percentile
Median
95th Percentile
Mean

1.2 x 10"6
5.5 x 10-6
1.6 x 10"4
1.8 x 10 5

8.2 x 10-8
6.6 x 10-7
2.1 x 10 5

2.6 x 10-6

16 x10 7

1.6 x 10-6
4.1 x 10-5
6.7 x 10-6

3.2 x 10 6

1.3 x 10-5
1.6 x 10 4

2.7 x 10-5
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TABLE B-2

IPPSS MEAN FRE UENCIES OF FIRE CONTRIBUTORS

Fire
Zone CH SEFC SEC SEF TEFC TEC TE 88 8A 2RM

Electrical
Tunnel 1A

SVG Room 14

Electrical
Tunnel 32A

Electrical
Penet. 74A

CSR 11

DG Room 10

AFWS Pump
Room 23

8.0-5

5.6-5

5 '-5

1.1-5

1.9-6

9.0-7

3.0-6

8.5-7

2.8-8

2.4-5

2.4-5

5. 6-5

5.6-5

3.2-5

9.2-11

4.4-8

1.6-6

3.0-6

1.1-5

3.0-12 2.3-10

8.6-10

2.9-7

2.3-16

F 1-5

1.6-6

8.5-7

3.0-6

2.4-5 5.6-5

2.4-5

5.6-5

3.2-5

9.5-10

2.9-7

4.4-8

2.3-10 2.3-16

CCS Pump
Room 1

CS Pump
om 2

eup Pump
n 2A

Control
Room 15

3.3-7

3.3-7

3 ~ 3 7

5.7-7

3 '-7 2.3-8

3.1-7 2.3-8

3.1-7 2.3-8

2.3-11 1.5-10 6.1-11 6.1-0 4.6-15

6.1-11

6.1-11

4.8-7

4.6-21

6. 1-17

6.1-17

8.9-8

303-7

A &-7

3. 1-7 2 3 8

3.1-7 2.3-8

8.9-8

2 '-11 1.5-10

Containment
77A

3.3-8 3.4-12 2.3-8 2.6-16 9.4-11 9.4-9 5.6-13 7.1-13 4.2-17 3.3-8 7.1-13 9.4-11

Sl Pump
Room 9

8.1-8

REC Pump 7&A 2.4-8 4.7-10

1.0-8

2.4-8

5.1-8

3.6-14 9.4-11

1.0-11 3.8-10 2.0-8 2.0-14 2.0-11

9.4-10 9.4-16 7.1-14 7.1-20

2.0-17

2.4-8

7.0-8 3 '-11 3.8-10

F 1-13 9.4-11

Valve
Room 13A

Outer
Annul 75A

8.1-8

3.7-8

1.0-8 5.1-8

2.8-8

1.0-11 3.8-10

9.4-11

2.0-8 2.0-14 2.0-11

9.4-9

2.0-17

7.1-13

7.0-8

3.7-&

3 0-11 3.8-10

9.5-11

RCP Area 70A 3.3-8

HCC Area 27A 2.6-8

RCP Area 71A 3.3-8

3.4-12

3.4-12

1.4-9 1.1-8

2.4-8 2.6-16 1.4-10

2.4-8 2.6-16 F 4-10 9.4-9

9.4-9

9.4-15 7 '-13
1.5-8

9.4-15 7.1-13

7.1-19

1.5-14

F 1-19

3.3-8

3.3-8

7 '-13 1.4-10

1.6-8 1.1-8

'7
~ 1-13 1.4-1O

Total 2.1-4 1.4-6 2.8-7 4 '-5 1.4-4 5.1-6 1.1-5 * 1.5-8 3.8-7 1.8-5 4.9-5 1.4-4

>iote: Exponential notation is indicated in abbreviated form; i.e., 8.0-5 * 8 x 10-5.
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TABLE B-3

MEAN FRE UENCIES OF FIRE CONTRIBUTORS AFTER 'PROPOSED MODIFICATION

Fire
Eone

Electrical
Tunnel 1A

SWG Room 14

Electrical
Tunnel 32A

CH

3.7-6

2.6-6

2.6-6

SEFC SEC SEF

1.1-6

1.1-6

SE

2. 5-6 '-.-

2.5-7

1.4-6

TEFC TEC TEF

9.2-9

9.2-9

TE

9.0-9

9.0-9

5.1-9

88 BA

1. 1-6

1.1-6

2RW

2.5-6

2.5-6

1.4-6

impact
of

Hodi fication

Affected

Affected

Affected

Electrical
Penet. 74A

1.1-5 2.8-8 9.2-11 1.1-5 8.6-10 1.1-5 9.5-10 No Effect

CSR 11

0G Room 10

AFWS Pump
Room 23

CCS Pump
Room 1

CS Pump
Room 2

Hakeup Pump
Room 2A

Control
Room 15

1.9-6

9.0-7

3.0-6

3.3-7

1.5-8

1.5-8

5.7-7

8.5-7

3.1-7 2.3-8 2.3-11

1.4-8

1.4-8

4.4-8

1.6-6

3.0-6 3.0-12

1.1-9

1.1-9

4.8-7

1.5-10 6.1-11 6.1-17

2.3-10

4.6-15

6.1-11

6.1-11

2.9-7 1.6-6

8.5-7

2.3-16 3.0-6 2.3-10

6.1-17 1.4-8

6.1-17 1.4-8

8.9-8 4.8-7

4.6-21 3.3-7 2.3-11

2. 9-7

4.4-8

2.3-16

1.5-10

1.1-9

1.1-9

8.9-8

No Effect

No Effect

No'Effect

No Effect

Affected

Affected

No Effect

Containment
77A

3.3-8 3.4-12 2.3-8 2.6-16 9.4-11 9.4-9 5.6-13 7.1-13 4.2-17 3.3-8 7.1-13 9.4-11 No Effect

REC Pump 78A

Sl Pump
Room 9

Valve
Room 13A

2.4-8

8.1-8

8.1-8

4.7-10

1.0-8

1.0-8

2.4-8

5.1-8

5.1-8

3.6-14

1.0-11

1.0-11

3.8-10 2.0-8 2.0-14

3.8-10 2.0-8 2.0-14

9.4-11 9.4-10 9.4-16 7.1-14

2.0-11

2.0-11

7.1-20 2.4-8 1.1-13

2.0-17 7.0-8 3.0-11

2.0-17 7.0-8 3.0-11

9.4-11

3.8-10

3.8-10

No Effect

No Effect

No Effect

Note: Exponential notation is indicated in abbreviated form; i.e., 8.0-5 = 8 x 10 5.
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TABiE B-3 (continued)

MEAN FRE UENCIES OF FIRE CONTRIBUTORS AFTER PROPOSED MODIFICATION

Fire
Zone CH SEFC SEC SEF TEFC TEC TEF TE 88 BA 2RM

Impact
of

Modification

Outer
Annul 75A

3.7-8 2.8-8 9.4-I1 9.4-9 7.1-13 3.7-8 9.5-11 No Effect

RCP Area 70A 3.3-8

IICC Area 27A 2.6-8

RCP Area 71A 3.3-8

3.4-12

3.4-12

2.4-8

2.4-8

2.6-16

1.4-9

2.6-16

1.4-10

1.1-8

1.4-10

9.4-9

9.4-9

9.4-15

9.4-15

1.5-8 1.5-14

7.1-13 7.1-19

7.1-13 7.1-19 3.3-8

3.3-8

7.1-13

1 '-8
7.1-13

1.1-8 Ho Effect

1.4-10 tlo Effect

1.4-10 Ilo Effect

Total 2.7-5 1.4-6 2.8-7 2.2-6 6.7-6 5.1-6 1.1-5 3.4-8 4.0-7 1.8-5 2.2-6 6.7-6

tlote: Exponential notation is indicated in abbreviated form; i.e., 8.0-5 = 8 x 10 5.
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TABLE B-4

FREQUENCIES Of SEVERAL PARAMETERS USED IN SECTION B .5

Parameter Di stribution Mean Variance Source

~CCS,D

"ccs

~CCS,»

Lognormal

Lognormal

Lognormal

Lognormal

2.46 x 10 1.84 x 10 Table 1.5.1-4 of IPPSS, item 29.

1.68 x 10
per hour

5.6 x 10

2.76 x 10
per hour

3.14 x 10

Table 1.5.1-4 of IPPSS, item 16.

Table 1.5.,1-13 of IPPSS, approx-
imating techniques Tm = 1.0,
TComp 17832 0

6.41 x 10 7.78 x 10 Table 1.5.1-4 of IPPSS, item 11.

BEAUX

fR

Q(vV)

Gamma

Lognormal

Almost Certain

See the Source
u

0.034
per year

6.51 x 10

0.5

0.44

Section 7.3.1.3 of IPPSS.

6.71 x 10 Section 7.3.1.3 of IPPSS.

Section 7.3.1.4.3 of IPPSS.

Section 7.3.1.4.2 of IPPSS.
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TABLE B-5

'IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

1 of 13

Fire
Area Within

Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Melt
Related

Components

Within
fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Containment
Related

Components

fire
requency

Core
Mel t SEFC SEC SEF SE TEFC

Point Estimates

TEC TEF TE

Remarks

cm
I

rsa

1: CCS
Pump Room

1A:
Electrical
Tunnel

CCS P
(all)

SIS (all) P

CCS P

(all)
RWR (all) P

CllG P hC
IORV F a

C'FW

Punps
C

CCS 1.0
(all)
SIS 2.-4
AFWS 2.-5
EP 3.3-7
SWS - 5.1-5
REC 5.-4
PORV 6.2-3
(from page
1.3-128
for OPI)

CiiG 1.0
CCS 1.0
SIS 1.0
AFWS 0.05
EP 3.3-7
SWS 5.1-4
REC 1.0
PORV 1.0

CS P

(al 1T
CF P

(al)j

CS 7.5-
(all)
CF 1.-6

CS 1.0
CF 1.0

4.4-4

See
7.3.1

3.3-7 3.1-7

8.-5

2.3-8 2.3-11 1.5-10 6.1-11

2.4-5 5.6-5

6.1-17 4.6-15 4.6-21 Part of CCS
system.
88 ~ 3.3-7
8A = 2.3-11
2RW R 1.5-10
>AuX 3.4-2
fZ = 0.013
EP is 10 times
higher than
that of
Table
1.5.2.2.1-20

From
Section 7.3.1
of the IPPSS,
page 7 '-27.

2
Contain-
ment Spray
Punp Room

CCS P See Fire
(all) 2one 1

CS (all) CF 1.-6
(all )
CS 1.0

4.4-4 3.3-7 3.1-7 2.3-8 6.1-11 6.1-17 88 "
8A = 3.1-7
2RW = 2.3-8
1AIIXf2

5 QY safety taaecttem system; = aex» ary ee ea erf=ceetrerrca es;
electric power; SWS = ser
r ~

) =c arg
vice water

= power ca ~es; ing pumps; 7C
system; RECystem; EP =

ontrol cente
s
c

= recirculation system; PORV = PORVs and block valves; RHR = residual heat removal; MCC = motor



TABLE B-5 (continued}

IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

2 of 13

Fire
Area Mithin

Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Helt
Related

Components

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Containment
Related

Components

Fire
Frequency

Core
Hel t SEFC SEC SEF SE

Point Estimates

TEFC TEC TEF TE

Remarks

2A:
Primary
Water

mHakeup
Pump Room

3: RHR

Pump Room

3A:
Corridor

CCS P
(all)
CHG C

(all)

RHR 22 P

RHR 21
and 22 P

CCS 1.0
Sls 2.-4
AFMS 2.-5
EP 3.-7
SM '.-5
REC 5.-4
PORV

6.2-3'S

P

(all)
CS 1.0
(all)
CF 1.-6
(al l )

4.4-4 3.3-7 3.1-7 2.3-8 6.1-11 6.1-1'? 88 = 3.1-7
8A = 3.1-7
2RW = 2.3-8
"AUXf2

Part of RHR

system. Large
LOCA not pos-
sible by fire.

Par t of RHR

system. Large
LOCA not pos-
sible by fire.

4: RHR

Pump Room

4A

5: CHG

Pump Room

5A

RHR 21 P

CHG (all)

Part of RHR

system. Large
LOCA not pos-
sible by fire.

Part of CHG

system
analysis. CCS
will prevent
RCP seal LOCA.

~pomer ca es: = con ro ca es; = c argmg pumps: = comp~ones congsng caste~; sa e y smaec son sys em; auxs sary ee ma er
system; EP = electric power; SMS = service water system; REC = recirculation system; PORV = PORYs and block valves; RHR = residual heat removal; MCC = motor
control center.
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TABLE B-5 (continued)

IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

3of13

Fire
Area

6A

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

CHG 22,23

CHG (all)

Core Welt
Related

Components

Containment
Related

Components

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire

Frequency
Core
Hel t SEFC SEC SEF SE

Point Estimates

TEFC TEC TEF TE

Remarks

Part of CHG

system.

Part of CHG

system
analysis.

7A

BA

9: SI
Pump room

CHG 23

Remote 5/0
Panel
CHG C
CCSIIX

BAT 21
and 22

SIS (all) CCS 1.-5
SIS 1.0
AFWS 2.-5
EP 3.3-7
SWS 5.1-5
REC 5.-4
PORV 6.2-3

CS 1.-3
CF 1.-6

10 3 8.1-8 1.-8 5.1-8 1.-11 3.8-10 2.-8 2.-14 2.-11 2 '17

Very small
impact on com-
ponents needed
for safe S/D.

Part of CHG

system.

Par t of SI
system.
88 = 8.1-8
BA = 3.0-11
2RW = 3.8-10

10: DG

Building
All three
diesels

See
7.3.1

9.-7 8.5-7 4.4-8 See
Section 7.3.1
for detail.

IOA

~power co es c orgsng pumps; Cgg = componenc coo sng sysee- contro cab es;-CTf m; IS = safety >n3ect>on system ~ aux Tiary eedwater> AFW

d 1 HC
system; EP = electric power; SWS = service water system; REC = recirculation system; PORV = PORVs and block valves; RHR = res) ual heat remova, C = motorcontrol center.



TABLE B-5 (continued)

IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

F i re
Area Within

Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Helt
Related

Components

Mithin
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Containment
Related

Components

Fire
Frequency

Core
Holt SEFC SEC SEF SE TEFC

Point Estimates

TEC TEF TE

4of13

Remarks

11: CSR

1 lA

12

12A

Batteries

1.9-6 1.6-6 2.9.-7 See
Section 7.3.1
for detail

cz7
I

Ca)
C)

13

13A:
Valve Room

14: SWG

Room

14A

Batteries

RWR 21
and 22 P

SIS(all ) )r

CCS 1.-5
S1S 1.O
AFWS 2.-5
EP 3.-7
SW 5.-5
REC 5.-4
PORV 6.2-3

CS 1.-3
CF 1.-6

10 3 8. 1-8 1.-8 5.1-8

5.6-5

1.-11 3.8-10 2.-8

5.6-5

2.-14 2.-11 2.-17 80 = 8.-8
OA = 3.-11
2RW = 3.8-10

See
Section 7.3.1

15'ontrol

Room

Control s Power of Controls
of all all of all
Components Components Components

Power of
all
Compo-
nents

See
cable
spread-
ing room
(CSR)
study

5.7-7 4 ~ 8-7 8.9-8 Same as CSR

except for
factor fCR
(af = O.3)
redI)ltion due
to human
presence.

P =poi )arg>0 c
EC = recirculsystem; EP electric power; SMS = service water system; R ation system;

control center.

m

PORV

- aux»ary ee wa er
= PORVs and block valves; RllR = residual heat removal; VLCC = motor
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TABLE B- inued)

IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

5 of 13

Fire
Area Within

Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Hei t
Related

Components

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Containment
Related

Components

Fire
Frequency

Core
tiel t SEFC SEC SEF SE

Point Estimates

TEFC TEC TEF TE

Remarks

15A: Val ve
Room

16

16A

17

17A

18

18A

19

19A

20

20A

21

21A

22:
intake
Structure

SW (all) Part of SWS

analysis.
Pumps in open
area.

= power cab es; = contro ca es; 1 ~ c arguing pumps; = component coo ~ng system; SI = sa ety in3ecuon system; A MS = aux»ary ee water
system; EP = electric power; SWS = service water system; REC ~ recirculation system; PORV * PORVs and block valves; RHR = residual heat removal; lKC = motor
control center.
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TABLE B-5 (continued)

IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

6 of 13

Fire
Area Within

Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Melt
Related

Corponents

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Containment
Related

Components

Fire
requency

Core
Hel t SEFC

Point Estimates

SEC SEF SE TEFC TEC TEF TE

Remarks

22A

23:
AFWS Pump
Room

23A

24A

25A

26A

27A

HCC Area

28A

AFWS (all)

HCC 26A

and 268

AFWS 1.0
SIS 2.-4
REC 5.-4
PORV 6.2-3
SW 5.-5
EP 3.-7
CCS 1.-5

PORV 1.0
AFWS 7.-5
EP 3.-7
SW 5.-5
REC 0.6
SIS 0.03

CS (HOVs)

CS 7.5-
(all)
CF 1.-6

CS 1.0
CF 10-6
(al 1 )

4.4-4

2.2-4

3.0-6

2.6-8 1.4-9 1.1-8

3.0-6 3.0-12 2.3-10

1.5-8

2.3-16

1.5-14

Part of AFWS

analysis.
88 = 3.1-6
8A = 2.3-10
2RW ~ 2.3-16

A
.121 =

fraction of
auxiliary
building fire
in HCC area.
f = .053 -"

fKction of HCC

fire disabling
both tKCs.
"AUX 0.034
88 -"

8A = 1.6-8
2RW = 1.1-8

; AFWS - au
residual hPORV = PORSWS l HCCEP = service water system; REC = recirculation system;system; * electric power;

control center..
Vs and block valves; RHR = eat, remova , = motor

p = power cables; = contre ca es; CII = c arqtng pumps; Ct = ccmponent coo tng system; S S ~ safety tnjectton system — xiiiary ieeuwater
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TABLE 8-5 (continued)

i
IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

7 of 13

Fire
Area Mithin

Fire
AI ea

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Melt
Related

Components

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Containment
Related

Components

Fire
Frequency

Core
Melt SEFC

Point Estimates

SEC SEF SE TEFC TEC TEF TE

Remarks

29A

30A

31A

SM Pipes Part of SM

system
analysis. Hot
susceptible to
fire.

32A:
Tunnel

33A

5.6-5 2.4-5 3.2-5 See
Section 7.3.1.7
of the 1PPSS,
p. 7.3-34

39A

40A

41A

42A

43A

44A

45A

46A

47A

= poser ca es: = contro ca es; G = c argtng pumps; ~ component coo tng syste . H = sa ety tuaectton system; u = aust cary eeuuaterm

ives RRR residual heat removal. MCsystem; EP ~ electric power; SWS = service water system; REC ~ recirculation system; PORV = PORVs and block va C = motor
control center.



TABLE B- tinued) 0
IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

8 of 13

Fire
Area Within

Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Melt
Related

Components

Containment
Related

Components

Within
Fire
Area

Outs ide FiFire
Frequency

Core
Melt SEFC SEC SEF SE

Point Estimates

TEFC TEC TEF TE

Remarks

48A

49A

50A

51A

52A

53A

55A

56A

57A

58A

60A

61A

Charcoal
Filters

Secondary
RVP6C
Penetra-
tion
Cooling
System

Does not pose
immediate
safety concern.

The plant can
be safety shut-
down without
these
components.

; GT = c arg>ng pumps; ~ component coo >ng system; ~ sa ety inlection system; w - aux»ary ee ater
MCC

= power ca es - con ro ca es
system; EP = electric power; SWS * service water system; REC = recirculation system; PORV = PORYs and block valves; RilR = residual heat removal;
control center.

= motor
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TABLE B-5 (continued)

IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

9of13

Fire
Area Within

Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Helt
Related

Components

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

'Containment
Related

Components

Fire
requency

Core
Helt SEFC SEC

Point Estimates

SEF SE TEFC TEC TEF TE

Remarks

62A

63A

64A

65A

70A
RCP Area

Boiler
Feedwater
Components

Hain Feed-
water
Related
Atmos-
pheric
Relief
Valves

PORV P 6 C PORV 1.
CCS 1.-5
SIS 2.-4
AFWS 2.-5
EP 2.-7
SW 5.-5
REC 5.-4

CS 7.5-5
CF 1.-6

4.7-4 3.3-8
see 75A

3.4-12 2.4-8 2.6-16 1.4-10 9.4-9 9.4-15 7.1-13 7.1-19

Part of AFWS

study.

The plant can
be safely shut-
down without
these
components.

Part of PORV

failure
frequency.
88 = 3.3-8
BA = 7.1-13
2RW =.1 '-10

71A PORV P 6 C Same as 70A
SIS Valves
RllR Valves
CHG Valves

Same as
70A

4.7-4 3.3-8
see 75A

3.4-12 2.4-8 2.6-16 1.4-10 9.4-9 9.4-15 7.1-13 7.1-19 Only PORV

failure affects
plant safety;
others are in
safe position
/should be
quantified as
part of PORV

failure
frequency.
See 70A.

P ~ power cables; C = contro cab es; CllG ~ c arg>ng pumps; CC = component coo ing system; Sl = sa ety >n1ect on system; w = aux> iary ee ater
system; EP * electric power; SWS = service water system; REC = recirculation system; PORV = PORVs and block valves; RllR ~ residual heat removal; HCC = motor
control center.





TABLE B-5 (coAtlnued)

IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

Fire
Area

72A

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

RHR Val ves

Core Hel t
Related

Components

Mithin
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

CF 22 P

Containment
Related

Components

Fire
requency

Core
Hel t SEFC SEC SEF SE

Point Estimates

TEFC TEC TEF TE

10 of 13

Remarks

Failure of RHR

valves has
little effect
on plant
safety; this
fire zone can
be regarded as
part of CF
system failure
analysis.

74A:
Electrical
Penetra-
tions Fan
House

75A:
Outer
Annulus
Contain-
nent

76A:
Contain-
nent

AFHS C

PORV P 6 C

Atmospl>ere
P 6 C

PORV P 6 C

Przr
Heaters

PORV 1.0
CCS 1.-5
SIS 2.-4
AFMS 0.025
(see page
7.3-14)
51<S 5. -5
EP 2.-7

PORV 1.0
CCS 1.-5
SIS 2.-4
AFMS 2.-5
EP 2.-7
SWS 5.-5
REC 5.-4

CF P

CF P

(all )

CF 23, 24,
25 P

CF 1.0
CS 7.5-5

CF 1.0
CS 7.5-5

CF 1.0
CS 1.-3

4. 6-4

4.7-4

1.1-5

3.7-8

2.8-8

2.8-8

9.2-11

9.4-11

1.1-5

9.4-9

8.6-10

7.1-13

BB = 1.1-5
BA <

2RW = 8.6-10
>AUX

" 2 4 2
fy * 6.5-2
0(z) = 0.21

88 = 3.7-8
BA ~

2RW = 9.5-11
~containmcnt
= l.b-2
f75A = 3.2-2

Part of CF
failure study;
plant can be
safely shut
down.

P = power cab es; C = contro ca es; H = c arg>ng pumps; C

RECsystem; EP ~ electric power; SMS * service water system;
control center.

>ng system, Sl~s ty >ngcct
PORV

= compo
ecircul

a e
~ PORYs and block valves„ orr ation system; RHR * residual heat removal HCC = mot

nent coo >on system; M = aux'ary ec ater





TABLE B-5 (continued)

IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

11 of 13

Fire
Area Within

Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Helt
Related

Components

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Containment
Related

Components

Fire
requency

Core
Helt SEFC SEC SEF SE

Point Estimates

TEFC TEC TEF TE

Remarks

77A-
Contain-
ment

78A-
Recircu-
lation
Pump Area

80A

81A

82A

83A

PORV P

RHRHX

REC Pumps
CCS Valves
for RHRllX
cooling

PORV 1.0
CCS 1.-5
SlS 2.-4
AFWS 2.-5
EP 2.-7
SW 5.-5
REC 5.-4

PORV 6.2-3
SIS 2.-4
REC 0.1
AFWS 2.-5
EP 2.-7
SW 5.-5
CCS 1.-5

CF 25 P

CF 21

CF 23

CF 24

CF 25

CF 6.-5
CS 7.5-

CF 1.-6
CS 7.5-5

4.7-4 3.3-8
see 75A

4.7-4 2.4-8
See 75A

3.4-12

4.7-10

2.3-8 2.6-16

2.4-8 3.6-14

9.4-11

9.4-11

9.4-9 5.6-13 7.1-13

9.4-10 9.4-16 F 1-14

4.2-17

7.1-20

88 = 3.3-8
BA = 7 '-13
2RW = 9.4-11

Recirculation
failure if CF
is failed.
88 = 2.4-8
BA = 1.1-13
2RW = 9 '-11

Part of CF

system
analysis.

Part of CF
system
analysis.

Part of CF

system
analysis.
Part of CF
system
analysis.

P = power cab es; C = contro cab es; CHG ~ charging pumps: CCS = component cooling system; S S = safety inject on system; AFWS = auxiliary 7eedwater
system; EP = electric power; SWS = service water system; REC = recirculation system; PORV * PORVs and block valves; RHR = residual heat removal; HCC = motor
control center.





TABLE B- tinued)

IPPSS FIRE CONTRIBUTIONS

12 of 13

Fire
Ar ea Within

Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Core Melt
Related

Components

Within
Fire
Area

Outside
Fire
Area

Containment
Related

Components

Fire
Frequency

Core
Melt

Point Estimates

SE TEFC TECSEFC SEC SEF TEF TE

Remarks

84A

85A

86A

87A

Incore
Detector

Przr, SOS,
CR Drives,
Hydrogen
Recon-
biners

CF 22 Part of CF
system
analysis.

Failure would
not lead to
severely
adverse
situations.

Fire cannot
lead to
mechanical
component
failure;
therefore,
this area is
not critical.

90A

91A

94A

95A

96A

97A

98A

= power cab es; c = contro cab es; clip = cbargtng pumps; cc = component coo tng system; g~sa ety tnaectton systmo; apus = aux>1tary eaowater syste m,
EP * electric power; SWS = service water system; REC = recirculation system; PORV = PORVs and block valves; RHR = residual heat removal; MCC = motor contro
center.
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USE 2 EXIST. SPARE CDTS
2 WVIS g 2WVIS REMOVE
CABLES FRO! I CDTS 2'I4Ltu
( 2WUI 4 REROVTE. FROM
I.I.H. 24 viA SPARE cDTS
TO NEW 3PDT DISC.

SI/I/'L'EiV

2.4 CDTS
VIITH 3-IIC
SOO MCM
C4,BI.E, CDTS

'OO

EXIST AUX.BLR
FEED PIIHPI'liR, 2. I

r—~
EXIST

I M.II'24 I

~NEW CoOOA
DT DISC SW EXIST SWOR " '22. g

4eov 3III /cO HZ

)

EXIST.2-4- CDTS WiTH
.IIC SOO I4C t4 CAB L E BgC DT

E Xt+T SWCiR. 12SA2 7
4(O V 3at So HZ

4B

I

L
LL

I'IEW 2-4 CDTS WITH 3 IIC SOOMCM CABLES/CD~T JJ

LECEND

E/ I' OI 4 CABLES

—NE'IQ STANDBY CABLES
(1'EvnAHENTI.V IHSTWI.LED/

NOTE: ALL CAQLF5 PERMANENTLY IHSTALLE.P

NEW AND 6 I oTINCI FEE
TO AUX. FEEDWATER
P(jMPS ( c&HEMAT!C

Figure B-1. Schematics of the Transfer Switch Installed for AFMS Pump 21
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)
PUHP AND YALYf

u a c

PLANT INFORHA1 ION' "'~': PDA& - U i«2. oocyte~ No.: sz~g~zs(gpq(~~
Utility: IZO A Pvbcll. SEgy~~F

% ~%Aet W0

4, N'55: Qo U5TlDhl '.E t4EER1 S ~ g ~MR [l >><

EcTHFL

gKNPRAL COHZONCN IHFORHATIOtt

5upplfer: g HSSS f) BOP

gocat$ og.'. Building)Room A~~

h, flevatfon l OD F t.

4.

8Ã~ ~M
ilhE-M'omponent

number on $ n-house drawings: '@6 go.
NAB-POX'f

component )s a II Puep cLNylete II.5.
IE cqoponent. )s a [3 Valve complete II.S.

5. General Pump Data

a. Pump

Ham~ Q4 8 le& Vv p

Hf9. e~u
Model ~p~
$ /H k 031

b, Pr)ee-mover

mcKHtk

7707-O2-'QGQ
C7$ 0 nlb~~at

\

a. The component, whether pump or va>ve, fs consfdcred to be an assenbl
composed of the body, Internals, prime-mover (or actuator) and funct,rona
accessor)es.
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Pump (continued)
OVEC c isut..t. W~is P mepfDM.

5 ize g 'c. 7o "ur

Wei ght oooo c.85

b. Prime-mover (continued)

Size I 0 I 0

Wei ght @so ~s
Mounting
Method NcgoR ~ EOL 15

Mounting
Method R BOI T5

Required B.H-P.

Parameter ~Desi n ~Deratin

H.P. GO

Power requirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Press ~i*,~ Kr

.Temp

Flow

Head

'25'0 F

4+ Gem

Other'

60

wasps - 3

ER - 2..0 OTS

hl L tlPkKB I IO tuRM$

Required NPSH at maximum

fIow 8.x t sing

Available NPSH. 9 0 Psln-

If MDTDR list:
Duty cycle

Stall current;

CON lid

r"9 rr ~I5 r
Critical Speed

Class of insolation

List functional .accessories:» Puma Hv oa. SA 8 Cu

C.o LET c-l Cu~ Ra o o

List control signal inputs:

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the pump assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)
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General Valve Data

a. Val ve b. Actuator (if not an integral
unit)

Name

Model

S/N

Type

Size

Meight

Mounting
Method

Required
Torque

Parameter ~Desi n ~Dere~tin

P~ess

Temp

Flow

Max hP across valve

Closing time 9 max hP

Opening time 9 max hP

Power requirements for functional

accessories, (if any)

Mfg.

Model

S/N

Type

Size

Mei ght

Mounting
Method

Tomue

Power reauirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Electric al

Other: t.] Pneumatic [] Hydraul.ic

List control signal inputs:
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List functional accessories:*

III. FUNCTION

1. Briefly describe components normal and 'safety functions:

t4T~i BoR ~D MATER i are R c. R

DvR~AN Nokhnga. o GQ. 'T)oQ EMc, GNAT. REACTS

SHut a HD 5AViVOLGA

2. The components normaT state is:

3. Safety function:

g Operating [] Standby

a.

Cn

e.

g Emergency reactor
shutdown

[] Containment isolation

[] Reactor core cooling

b. [] Containment heat
removal

d. [] Reactor heat removal

f. [] Prevent significant
release of radio-
active material to
environment

g. g goes the casponent function to mitigate the conseouences
of one or sore of the fo11owing eventsi Tes [] No
If "Yes", identify.

M LOCA H HELB

[] Other

4. Saf ety reouir ements:

H MSLB

M Intermittent Operation [] During postulated event

[] Continuous Operation H Following postulated event

If component operation is reauired following an event, give
approximate .length of time component must remain operational.

(e.g , hours, days, etc.)

* Functional ac"essories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufactur er that are reouir ed to make the valve assembly operational,
(e.g., limit switches).
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ej

5. For VALVES:

does the component [] Fail open [] Fai 1 closed [] Fail as is

Is this the fail safe position2 [] Yes [] No

Is the valve used for throttling purposes2 [] Yes [] No

Is the valve .part of the r eactor coolant pressure
boundary']

Yes [] No

Does the valve have a specific limit for leakage2 [] Yes [] No

If "Yes" give limit:

IV. tlUALIFICATION

1. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
design codes and standards applicable to the component:

@See. sac, i N xK eiv i 1 tl5 ~vHHCa. I ' 'EcT.
coM Tc. 7. I D~spLAc-EweMT pvwps

2. Reference those aualification standards, used as a guide to
qualify the component: mc PTc '7,]

TEEB sad Ho. 32'3 -(97 IEEE ~ oo. 34+
-8'75'H

SEgulcg
IHspsQiog

)
4

3. Identify those parts of the above aualification standards deleted
or modif ie5 in the ovalification progl am.

Deleted: Nodi fied:

4. Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test plan{s) for the component2 g Yes [] No

5. Nat is the expected failure mode that would keep the pump or
valve assembly from performing its safety function2

6. Are the margins* identff ied fn the qualification documentation
f] Yes 8 No

d. Margin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for equipment qualification.
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If component is a PUMP, complete IV.7.

If component is a VALVE, complete IV.8.

7. Pump operability has been demonstrated by: [] Analysis
[] Test H Combination

Identify PUMP tests performed:

a.,g Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III) g Searing temperature

evaluations

c. H Seismic loading d. M Vibration levels

e. g Exploratory vibration f. [] Seal leakage Ia hydro press

(Fundamental free. )

g. f] Aging:. f] Thermal h.

[] Mechanical

H Flow performance

Are curves provided 'g Yes

f] No

i. g Pipe reaction end j. [] Others

loads (nozzle loads)

k. [] Extreme environment:

[] Humidity

[] Chemical

[] Radiation

8. Valve operability has been demonstrated by: [] Analysis
[] Test f] Combination

c [] Seismic loading d.

e. f] Exploratory vibration f.
(Fundamental free. )

Identify VALVE tests performed:

a. [] Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III)

[] Cold cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

[] Hot cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

[] Main seat leakage



g. [] Aging: f] Thermal h. [] Back seat 1eakage
[] Mechanical

i. [] Pipe reaction end j. [] Disc hydrostatic

loading

k . [] Extreme environment 1. [] Flow interruption capability

[] Humidity

[] Chemical

[] Radiation

m. [] Flow characteristics n. [] Others

Are curves provided?

[] Yes [] No

9. As a result of any of the tests (or ana1ysis), were any
deviations from design requirements identified'? [] Yes g No
If "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Was the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant component? . g Yes [] No If "No", is
installed component [] oversized or [] undersized7

ll. If ~t e test was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.7
[] Yes [] No

12. Is component orientation sensitive7 g Yes [] No [] Unknown
If "Yes", does installed orientation coincide with test
orientation? Pg Yes [] No

13. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing (i.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
[] Yes g No [] Unknown
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14. Were the qualification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl
one components (] Yes t:] No g/p

If "Yes" identify sequence, (e.g., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

15. If "aging"* was performed, identify the significant aging
mechanisms:

16. Identify loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the
qualification tests (analysis) performed:

a. {:] Plants (shutdown loads) b. t:] Extreme environment

c. g Seismic load d. NO|

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected oper ating, transient, and
accident conditions7 g Yes [] No

18. Does the component utilize any unique or special materialsT
{Examples are speciaI gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
t:]'Yes N No

If "Yes", identify

19. Ooes component require any special maingenance procedures or
practices, {including shorter periods between maintenance),

'.]Yes lN No

If "Yes", identify:

20. Is the qualified life for the component less than 40 years?
t'.] Yes g No If "Yes", what is the qualified life?

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1980.
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21. Information Concerning gualification Documents for the Component

Report
Number

Report
Title Date

Company/Organization
Pre arin Re ort

Company/Organi zat ion
R&viewin Re ort

g4C]~PEP)QQ ~ RHODE G(z9/?7 Gr9V L,l IV coRPORRT f OIJ

Ssas~ti ~+««aMai>S<S kll8/>7 ~~~ @g HouS6 c~~tc
C.a RP osTI CAI
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PUHP AHO VALVE

PLAH1 fNFORHAlfON

IIo.Ist, ~o.: gZ~g-gZIIlgZqc
Ut f1 fty: lZO 4 PubtlC Spy' gF

moo

4. 'vSSS: CO uSTIOA' HENRI 6 .. g I'~ [3 S<R

~E; Ec THOL

I J ~ GENBAL COH>ONE~ lNFDRHAT10'N

}. Supp1fer: I HSSS f) 80P

Location! a. Building/Poom

b. E'levatfon

4.

c Sissies ~sEv~~szecTiorJ s s

Component number on fn-house drawfngs: TA6 HO SEA -PGi,

If component fs a M Pump cooylete II.5.
If component. fs a [) Valve comp>et,e if.6.

5. General Pvmg Data

b, Prie.e-mover

Name Loup 7'REs vREs MT ~ i'~~> M&0 MD% oA

Nfg. gvGcR.so« -RauD

Model 8 ~co ~
OF'/N

QS, k -56
TIpe TR Fv a~ Pv~P QERTlML

4)~lr46 aos6

o(0 P3

l5-77
T>C

C 1C.

VS vip

a, The tosIIponent, whether pump or valve, fs cansfdered to be art assembl
compnsed of the body, fntornils, prime-mover (or actuator) and funct,rona
accessorfes ~
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Size

a. Pump (continued)

H 50

b. Prime-mover (continued)

Size 4r''7 m (5'

Press

.Temp

~7I0 rh

~oo'P

Weight 4S7 c.

Mounting
Hethod aceous. QoLwS

R d d B.H.P.~
Parameter ~Desi n ~0eratln

I

Mei ght 3) 2.0 I BS

Mounting
Method ANcHoe 80LTS

H.P. 5'oo

Power requirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Electrical voLTS -oooo g~
C. - roa

Flow

Head

ltoo Gpm

Other

PHasm - 3

5 ~ ot'75

poAs& —( LvA17 - <39

-
Reauired NPSH at maximum

flow

If NDTDR list:
Duty cycle c oNwin/Vous

Availan'le NPSH 20 pr Stall current 305

0 hgSP d~
Critical Speed

List functional accessories:*

Cl ti

bR vOPLl C A

Co&PLE r6 Nl

PuH OPFPAT(0~ L.
List control signal inputs:

k Sv <K Ct c,v~ .Vo H

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the pump assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)
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6. Genera'I Valve Data

a. Val ve b. Actuator (if not an integral
unit)

Name

Mfg.

Model

S/N

Type

Size

Meight

Mounting
Method

Reouired
Tomue

Parameter ~Desi n ~0era~tI n

Nfg.

Model

S/N

Type

Size

Height

Mounting
Method

Torque

Power requirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Press

Temp

Flow

Max hP across valve

Closing time 0 max hP

Opening time 9 max hP

Power reauirements for functional

accessories, (if any)

Electrical

Other: [] Pneumatic {.3 Hydraul.ic=

List contr ol signal inputs:
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List functional accessories:*

III. FUNCTION

Briefly describe components normal and safety functions:

N3'ECT 0 0 re in< IO THe. REAC Cea A~ S

F Ptp Kv 8 VRov> u Dalai!V OL h1G R col

C. R6 N D S vl&ow

-PWhl S 0 9 4)hl

2. The components normaT state is:

3. Safety function:

a. H Emergency reactor
shutdown

c. t.] Containment isolation

e. g Reactor core cooling

[] Operating g Standby

b. t.] Containment heat
removal

d. g Reactor heat removal

f. [] Prevent significant
release of r adio-
active material to
environment

g. H Ooes the component function to mitigate the conseouences
of one or sere of the following events7 H Yes t:] No
If "Yes", identify.

g LOCA t:] HELB

t.'] Other

4. Saf ety reauir ements:

H +LB

t,] Intermittent Operation g During postulated event

g Continuous Operation {g Following postulated event

If component operation is reauired following an event, give
approximate. length of time component must remain operational.

(e.g., hours, days, etc.)

Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are reouir ed to make the valve assembly operational,
(e.g., limit switches).
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5. For VALVES:

does the component [3 Fail open [] Fail closed [3 Fail as is

Is this the. fail safe position? [] Yes [] No

Is the valve used for throttling purposes? [j Yes [] No

Is the valve part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary?
[3 Yes [3 No

Ooes the valve have a specific limit for leakage? [] Yes [] No

If "Yes" give limit:
IV. QUALIFICATION

1. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
design codes and standards applicable to the component:

SNp D sccT(os ZK. Cc'-T> o uF~ AL F<cRvgg

2. Reference those oualification standards, used as a guide to
oualify the component:

EGG, 92 17

3. Identify those parts of the above aualification standards deleted
or modif ie5 in the gualif ication program.

Oeleted: Modified:

4. Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test plan(s) for the component? M Yes [] No

5. Rat is the. expected failure mode that would keep the pump or
valve assembly from performing its safety function?

6. Are the margins» iden ified in the qualification documentation
[3 Yes g No

d. Margin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for equipment qualification.



'
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If component is a PUMP, complete IV.7.

If component is a VALVE, ccn)piete IV.8.

7. Pump operability has been demonstrated by: [] Analysis
[] Test H Combination

Identify PUMP tests perforai.d:

a. M Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III)

c. [] Seismic loading d.

e. [] Exploratory vibration f.
(Fundaamntal free. )

[] Searing temperature
evaluations

M Vibration levels

[] Seal leakage 9 hydro press

g. [] Aging: [] Thermal

[] Mechanical

h. g Flow performance

Are curves provided M Yes

[] No

f. [] Pipe reaction end $ . [] Others

loads (nozzle loads)

k. [] Extreme environment:

[] Humidity

[] Chemfcal

[] Radiation

8. Valve operability has been demonstrated by: [] Analysis
[] Test [] Combination

Ident) fy VALVE tests performed:

a. [] Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III)

c [] Seismic loading

[] Cold cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

[] Hot cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

e. [] Exploratory vibration f. [] Main seat leakage

(Fundamental free. )
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g. f] Aging: [] Thermal h. [] 8ack seat leakage
[j Hechanical

[] Pipe reaction end

loading

j. [] Oisc hydrostatic

k. [] Extreme environment - l. [] Flow interruption capability

[] Humidity

[] Chemical

[] Radiation

m. [] Flow characteristics n. [] Others

Are curves provided?

[] Yes [] No

9. As a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any
deviations from design requirements identified? [] Yes M No
If "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Was the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant component? g Yes [] No If "No", is
installed component'] oversized or [] undersized?

ll. If ~t e test was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.?
[] Yes [] No

12. Is component orientation sensitive? g Yes [] No [] Unknown
If "Yes", does installed orientation coincide with test
orientation g Yes []Jlo

1'3. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing (i.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
[] Yes [] No M Unknown



~ ~
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14. Were the qualification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl
one component2 t:} Yes I.'] No s/A

If "Yes" identify sequence, {e.g., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

15. If "aging"* was performed, -identify the significant aging
mechanisms:

,
16. Identify loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the

qualification tests {analysis) performed:

a. [] Plants (shutdown loads) b. t,] Extreme environment

c. M Seismic load K~"

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditionsT M Yes t.] No

18. Does the component utilize any unique or special materialsl
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
I3 Yes MNo

If "Yes", identify:

19. Ooes component require any special maingenance procedures or
practices, (including shorter periods between maintenance),
[] Yes g No

If "Yes", identify:

20. Is the qualified life for the component less than 40 years7
t'.] Yes g No If "Yes", what is the qualified life?

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1980.



2l ~ Information Concerning qualification Documents for the Component

Report
Number

Report
Ti tie Date

Company/Or gani zati on
Pre arin Re ort

Company/Organization
Reviewin Re ort

STRVDVRRL Itult;CRAy-mug-RP
~Mb DPGRRCiu17

+APE)L'ygl5 REV - D 5 /5'I77
InlcERgoL - R,Anlp

satsmtc AvRcyg<g 7/ZS/7$'ES I J~4Ho~~~ C-E
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c.

PUHP AHO VAl.V6

OPERAS L 'IY A'nuelgcz a5ViN(

PLANT tNeORMYiON

1. Yama: PQgQ - U lT 4 2. Oocket llo.'. S1~O~ZSI5Zgjgpg
3. Utilsty: 1ZO A 7VSLlC ~ERV1C.E

4. 'esse: Co usTloR,.E HEE121 C . g Pull [j lllall

EC'THOL

GENERAL, CNPOHCVr lNFORHAT)ON

Supplier: g HSSS [) BOP

2'. Location: o. Bu) lding/Room

5.

b, Slevatfon

c. System SAFET j,NJ RC

Component number on in-house drawings f
Lf component is a f3 Pump complete II.5.
IF component.ss a Jg Valve comp'late ZI.S.

General Pump Data

FC.
ical sgaFqloomlm Gociclc &creat

(
@PS 4

'SLA -QU'-4 5g

a. Pump b. Pr (me-mover

Nfgm

Nodal

S/H

a. The component, whether pump or valve, is cansMered to be an assembl
composed of the body, intern@is, prime-mover (or actuator) and functiona
accessories.





Size

a. Pump (continued) b. Prime-mover (continued)

Size

Weight

Mounting
Method

Required B.H.P.

Parameter ~Desk n

Press

.Temp

Flow

Weight

Mounting
Method

H.P.

~0 cretin Power requirements: {include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Klectr ica 1

Head Other

Required NPSH at maximum

flow

Available NPSH

If MOTOR list:
Duty cycle

Stall current

Operating Speed

Critical Speed

List functional accessories:*

Class of insulation

List control signal inputs:

Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the

~ ~

~

~

~

manufacturer that are required to make the pump assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)



6. General Valve Data

a. Valve: TP(N NO, SI (nG~ h. Actuator (if not an (ntegral
unit)

Name ISOLA IOhl HALVE Name P veR,

NTG g.ue( (AL D 4 sp Yi((t(((((NTg . L((a(zoRVGME

Model ~ -" 850-P Nodel 8H 5 I

S/N 274 l3Kf7 &- S/N 2( 403S
Type HOTSR Pge(TF QTK Type

Size lb X (<X 1(o «CN Size - o

((e(ght +CHOO ibs ((e(ght +O(p lb S

Bethe(( ~L(TTgal D (N P(PE L(hlENe-shoe Pill ting $ N <7 at

Required
Torque

Parameter ~Des( n ~Dera~t(n

press(Ps(r)~35

Temp( P) 400

pi~(("„pq) ~Oo

Torque RR'55 DQ

Po~er reauirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Electric al

Z,b HF'O(((NA @4(OAC (ggyo

34 5 ALPS ((f l. 8 ('.DG(cgp ROTok

Max 4P across valve 00 Psz 5D A'ZDY ea

Closing time ~~i& 0 SEC ~ Other: I:] Pneumatic t;] Hydraul.ic

Opening time ~e-hR 80 ~<c

Power requirements for

accessories, (if any)

functional

dE

List control s(goal inputs: DSN( ON OFF G-( L PKZOC'4S:
(( (|'CS i~Suu m rZg: Frj SGOO m>a <A(r S.err

4/CS Wss(year o'io'A'I/A/SlyPcs y(pm s'o a dzosyr~.
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List functional accessories:n L ihl l1 OIEIBLIE SAB8 J -4D
Qov'og Op6RRT0R

111. FUNCTION

1. Briefly describe components normal and safety functions:T~E VALVE 'IS

QDSED DNRIHB ffpRNBL PLAHT OPBIMTION CNIRMIB OP@BTtoH oF t8IBS~~S

TB ISOLATE OBIS 5HOTDPeIH COPLIH4 SIICITPAI LIAIB 4/IIBaI $ NTPOaIH

csoLA4 QyJDI77Nls 848 gQcHA '0/6 I/ALll8 l 5 oP&lBD Te 4 LLng

RC8'Lulb m l't.oN 9 Qa, 'SHuzbou!A QonLiNC"

@span'.

2. The components normaT state is:

3. Safety function:

a. P Emergency reactor
shutdown

c. [3 Containment isolation

e. [] Reacto~ core cooling

(] Operating 'g Standby

b. Q Containment heat
removal

d. JN Reactor heat removal

f. [] Prevent significant
release of radio-
active material to
environment

g. g Does the ccmponent function to mitigate the conseouences
of one or amre of the following eventsl Pg Yes [] No
If "Yes", identify.

g LOCA L'] NELB

L] Other

4. Saf ety reauir ements:

g MSLB

g Intermittent Operation [] During postulated event

[] Continuous Operation g Following postulated event

If component operation is recurred following an event, give
approximate. length of time component must remain operational.

QJE. 1H bc = 5 l~R (e.g., hours, days, etc.)

* Functional. accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the valve assembly operational,
(e.g., limit switches).

g7p)g ~~g ~1$ a Mp5
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5. For VALVES:

does the component [] Fail open [] Fail closed g Fail as is

Is this the fail safe position2 ~Yes [] No

Is the valve used for throttling purposes2 [] Yes Q No

Is the valve part of the reacto~ coolant pressure boundary2
[] Yes j3 No

Does the valve have a specific limit for leakage2 pf Yes [] No

If "Yes" give limit: ) SQ7'QKACBC >O 9 tuCA op
'V.

GUALIFICATION NOH lhJRL VQLVK

Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
esiqn codes and standards applicable to the component:
, Ns MF

> B 4 Pv, 4KaT JE, +iNreR ilg5 P some A.
S'- - 5 <c. TEsTol(

'
8,t. QAI.v'65 - I gb t.

C, ANSI- 8lg,RS 8/77 88LP]d6 EdaS' I 7p,
Z. Reference those qualification standards, used as a guide to

qualify the component: SAME 5,
" ' " 35K.

3. Identify those parts of the above qualification standards deleted
or modified in the qualification program.

Deleted: Modified:

4.

5.

Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test plan(s) for the components g Yes [j No

Mhat is the. expected failure mode that would keep the perp or
valve assembly from performing its safety function2 F

6. Are the margins* identif ied in the qualification documentation
[j Yes Q No

+d. Margin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
par ameters used for equipment qualification.
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If component is a PUMP, complete IV.7.

If component is a VALVE, canplete IV.8.

7. Pump operability has been deaenstrated by: [] Analysis.
[] Test [] Combination

Identify PUMP tests performed:

a. [] Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III) {:] Searing temperature

evaluations

c. [] Seismic loading d. [] Vibration levels

e. [] Exploratory vibration f. [] Seal leakage 9 hydro press

(Fundamenta'I free. )

g. [] Aging: [3 Thermal

[] Mechanical

h. [] Flow performance

Are curves provided [] Yes

[] No

[] Pipe ~eaction end $ . [] Others

loads (nozzle loads)

k. f] Extreme environment:

{'] Humidity

[] Chemical

f] Radiation

8. Valve operability has been demonstrated by: [] Analysis
[] Test 'g Combination

Identify VALVE tests performed:

a. gf Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III)

~Cold cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

c [] Seismic loading d. [] Hot cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

e. f] Exploratory vibration f. Q Main seat leakage

(Fundamental free. )
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g. [] Aging: [] Therma'I h. g Hack seat leakage
[] Hechanical

i. [] Pipe reaction end j. Q Oisc hydrostatic

loading

k. [] Extreme environment l. [] Flow interruption capability

[] Humidity

f] Chemical

[] Radiation

m. [] Flow characteristics n. [] Others

Are curves provided'

[] Yes [] No

9. As a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any
deviations from design requirements identified? [] Yes Q No
If "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Mas the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant components pf Yes [] No If "No", is
installed component [] oversized or [] undersized?

ll. If ~t e test was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.7
[,] Yes [] No

12. Is component orientation sensitive) [] Yes + No [] Unknown
If "Yes", does installed orientation coincide with test
orientation? [] Yes [] No

13. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing (i.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
[] Yes [] ko P3!Unknown
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14. Were the qualification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl
one component? L] Yes t:3 No

If "Yes" identify sequence, (e.g., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

15. If "aging"* was performed, identify the significant aging
mechanisms:

16. Identify loads imposed ( assumed) on the component for the
qualification tests (analysis) performed:

a. I.] Plants (shutdown loads) b. L] Extreme environment

c. g Seismic load d. g Others ibad 6,

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditions? Yes [] No

18. Ooes the component utilize any unique or special materials?
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
[] Yes Q eo

If "Yes", identify:

19. Ooes component require any special main$ enance procedures or
practices, {including shorter periods between maintenance),

']

Yes g No

If "Yes", identify:

20. Is the qualified life for the component less than 40 years?
t'] Yes No If "Yes", what is the qualified life?

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1980.





21. information Concerning qualification Documents for the Component

Report
Number

Report
Ti tie Date

Company/Organization
Pre arin Re ort

Company/Or gani zati on
Revieein Re ort

]YSR

77& 2

h.v,D

8gSM>e. PdpL'yS)5
c>P I( l.2 1-6 ia<H>

STp id'.ESS

5T~LL Q0ToR.

deg~To~ CAr~
VaLVe.

\

Chn r<

l4ckEAR VILLED~~~~+~ ~ggggiyQEAlg)46EEIAIQ
JudE

g7g
4F 60gq lt)g+g, POLYP





H'
e st,~ .-] ~,A,

|PUHP Air'0 VALVE

V 2C g

4.

5.

'Pt.ANT !NFORHAl 10M

I'~e: PDS9 - U IT < 2. HeeIe~ He.:ST~g 5'Z,QC5pgrg30

3 Vt)lity: lZo 0 Pv&l lC SFgg(~F
'HSSS: CO USTIO'N ' BEE.RI S, g PMR [] BMR

n/E; E<YHEL

I le CEN'ERAL CORONER 1NFORHAT)OMa~~ 0~
SePPIIer: P(HSSS f) SOP

2. location.'. 8ui>ding/4esa. QX'I /la R

u'ilats'.

t1evat ion 0 Ft'.
c. Sgsten ~gg~~ Ml Sgg p- ~

~ 3. Component number on $ n-house drawings: SI -Rg
has.o

4. If component $ s a f) Pump contplete II.5. '<A „<y
If cumponent. $ s s Va]ve comp/et@ II.S.

5. Genero) Pvmp Data

a. Pump b. Pr 4'.e-mover

Nodel

S/N &os% %~

~ a..The component, whether pump or ve>ve, is considered t.o be 4rt assenbt
composed of the body, )ntcrnals, prime-mover (or actuator) and funct.rona
accessories ~





Size

a. Pump (continued) b. Prime-mover (continued)

Size

Weight

Mounting
Method

Required B.H.P.

Parameter ~Desi n

Press

Weight

Mounting
Method

H.P.

~0 eratin Power requirements: (inc1ude
normal, maximum and minimum). ~

Klectr ical

.Temp

Flow

Head Other

Reauired NPSH at maximum

flow

Available NPSH

Operating Speed

Critical Speed

List functional accessories:*

If NDTOR list:
Duty cycle

Stall current

Class of insulation

List control signal inputs:

Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the pump assembly operational,
{e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)



r ~

v
) ~

~ ~

a

6. General Valve Data

a. Valve TA,Q g0.55'l -+of
Name. (Q CA%'etc V

Mfg. QVO m 43

Model 7 l ZO

S/N Q Q Pcs 3 G
Type C 6 V

Size S.

Height 3d 8 ~ h

Mounting 8 4TT'~<060
Method 1 t4 Pt P6

Required
Torque

Name

Mfg.

Model

S/N

Type

Size

Meight

Mounting
Method

tJov Aemc a

Torque

%3%

Q~n,SS, R, Ace'iv6'a~Vg
C6 P.o. tOo. gr 0 i

325'.

Actuator {ifnot an integral
unit)

Temp

Parameter ~Desi n Dpera~tfn

3tooy PS(g
Press 8. less np'd Pdlg

3~SsD d e

Power requirements: {include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Electric al

Flan II 6r 5 PM

Max 4P across valve 20. PS/g

Closing time 9 max 4P ht Other: {] Pneumatic {] Hydraul.ic

Opening time 9 max 4P hl

Power requi~ements for functional

accessories, (if any) N

List control signal inputs:



~ ~ '7
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List functional accessor ies:~

III. 'FUNCTION

1. Briefly describe components normal and safety functions: ~orcus~
Fun)c.<t r4 hJ oh) 6'e AFOOT Put4cf'(4H 5

~ TSoin Lou Pa6'S Su 8 Poaz'boa 0 5 @Ran

Att.m%6.
2. The components normaT state is:

3. Safety function:

H i't,es ~ Pec<ta~. 2 Piao w c sap QS coAt'eal

0P ST Fco& . RCS '9 0 $ 6 Qf OPsftK6' C cg y~~~~

[] Operating jg( Standby

a. [] Emergency reactor
shutdown

c. [] Containment isolation

e. Reactor core cooling

b. Q Containment heat
removal

d. Reactor heat removal

f. [] Prevent significant
release of radio-
active material to
environment

g. Does the component function to mitigate the conseauences
of one or sore of the following eventsl g Yes [] No

If "Yes", identify.

LOCA HELB NSLB

Other

Saf ety re[3uir ements:

0 Intermittent Operation g Ouring postu'lated event

[3 Continuous Operation )(Following postulated event

If component operation is reauired following an event, give
approximate. length of time component must remain operational.

i 'Y<~a (e. .. hours, days, etc.)

P7"O

4.

9

~ ~ Functional ac"essories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the valve assembly operational,

'e.g., limit switches).



I



~ ~

v

~
~

5. For VALVES:

does the component $ 7 Fail open [] Fail closed p] Fail as is jJ p
Is this the fail safe positionl [] Yes [] No ~ l4/fl

Is the valve used for throttling purposes? [] Yes )( No

Is the valve art of the ~eacto~ coolant pressure boundary'.
[j Yes No

Does the valve have a specific limit forleatagel @Yes [] No

If "Yes" give limit: Hht 5FAr LEAR 0M 0 IHcH oF
HDH, vQLYF 5)2.E,

IV. gUALIFICATION

1. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
design codes and standards applicable to the component:
A. a~~a sk P.v, cob6, ~Sex 3K
I . - sg &I b 4) YA C. T'Vl&4 STOOL VA,lACS- I (&I
c.. Azsx - 814.t.5'uTv wKwhiwc ~bL- l5~z.

2. Reference those qualification standards, used as,a guide to
qualify the component: s i oV5

3. Identify those parts of the above qualification standards deleted
or modif i@I in the qualification program.

Deleted: Modified:

4. Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test plan(s) for the component? g,Yes Q'3 No

5. What is the. expected failure mode that would keep the puay orlyf p f 89 k f yf ti ? ~MIE

6. Are the margins» identified in the qualification documentation
g 3 Yes I No

d. Margin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for equipment qualification.



~ \
I I
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If component is a PUMP, complete IV.7.

If component is a VALVE, canplete IV.8.

7. Pump operability has been demonstrated by: [] Analysis
[] Test [] Combination

Identify PUMP tests perfornad:

a. [] Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III) [] Searing temperature

evaluations

c. [] Seismic loading d. [] Vibration levels

e. [] Exploratory vibration f. [] Seal leakage 9 hydro p'ress

(Fundasmntal free. )

g. [] Aging: [] Thermal h. [] Flow performance

[] Mechanical

[] Pipe reaction end

loads (nozzle loads)

k. [] Extreme environment:

[] Humidity

[] Chemical

[] Radiation

Are curves provided [] Yes

[] No

[] Others

b. [] Cold cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

8. .Valve operability has been demonstrated by: { 3 Analysis
('. Q Test @Coamlnation

Identffy VALVE tests performed:

a. Shell hydrostatic
(ASME Section III)

c. g Seismic loadie'g
(Aufatys(s)

d. [] Hot cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

e. [] Exploratory vibration f. Main seat leakage

(Fundamental free . )



~ 1

I
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i

~ ~
I

9.
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9 [] Aging: [] Thermal h. [] 8ack seat leakage
[] Mechanical

i. [] Pipe reaction end j. f] Oisc hydrostatic

loading

k. [] Extreme environment 1. [] Flow interruption capability

[] Humidity

[] Chemical

[] Radiation

m. [] Flow characteristics n. [] Others

Are curves'rovided?

L'] Yes +No
As a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any
deviations from design reouirements identified? [] Yes g No
If "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Was the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant componentT gf Yes [] No If "No", is
installed component [] oversized or [] undersizedT

ll. If ~t e test was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.T
[] Yes [] No

12. Is component or ientation sensitivei P5 Yes P ]No L] Unknown
If "Yes", does installed orientation coincide with test
orientation? Jg Yes [] No

1-3. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing (i.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
[] Yes g ]No g Unknown



14. Were the qualification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl
one component? [j Yes [] No

If "Yes" identify sequence, (e.ges radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

15. If "aging"* was performed, identify the significant aging
mechanisms;

16. Identify loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the
qualification tests (analysis) performed:

a. [] Plants (shutdown loads) b. [] Extreme environment

c. Seismic load d. +Others aRYt~o&

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditionsT g Yes [j No

18. Does the component utilize any unique or special materials?
{Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
[] Yes Pleo
If "Yes", identify'.

19. Does component require any special maintenance procedures or
practic s, (including shorter periods between maintenance),

'3

Yes No

If "Yes", identify:

20. Is the qu lified life for the component less than 40 years?
[] Yes No If "Yes", what is the qualified life?

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1980.
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21 ~ Information Concerning qualification Documents for the Component

e C

~ ~

Report Report
Number Title Date

Company/Organization
Pre arin Re ort

Company/Or ganiiati on
Rkviewin Re ort

NSR
1 II2.O
g6v A,

SftSntc. Avn~ g<g

0F +", I fOO t.S
5,$ . $ cdlMG CHfac

UacvS

IZl~/7g NV D / BaaG WAqqea ~0&s<s'ftoH EHciyggeg



Qf
I

l



n
PUHP AHO VAl.Vf

24 g

'PLAT thF'ORMA1 lON

1 Name: pQgQ - U lT 4 2. pocket No.: +T~g~p8(5'pgIggo
3. Utflity: 1ZQ 4 PVSLlC. SBRVlCF%w~ A~'H'Aoowo

4. ll'SSS: CO VSTIOA '.E vaEEIII & ~ g PNN [3 NNIt

5. A/K:

CEgERhl. {:ORPOLE;EN lNFORHA7lOMwee@% O~
l. Soppllet-. Pf NSSS f) BOP

location.'. Building/Room

, General Pump Data

4m PulHp b. Pr in.e-movor

b. t'elevation F

c. System 'Csltwcmc. 4 Vac~'alNT ot..
Component number on )n-house dr awnings: TAQ IUd.. CH -5 OS

AP'5 %tf component is a t3 Pump complete $ I.5. cHS-vV-5
If component. ls a+Valve copolete If.5.

Name
mvva r~e

Model

S/N Aoft %~

a. The component, whatf>er pump or velve, fs cnnsMered to be an assembl
composed of the body, intoznrLls, primemmover (or actuator) and funct>on@
accessories ~



'll i



Size

a. Pump (continued) b. Prime-mover (continued)

Size

Weight

Mounting
Hethod

Weight

Mounting
Method

Required B.H.P.

Parameter ~Desi n

P~ess

Temp

Flow

H.P.

~0 eratin Power requirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Klectrical

Head Other

Required NPSH at maximum

flow

Available NPSH

Operating Speed

Critical Speed

List functional accessories:*

If laOTOR list:
Duty cycl e

Stall current

Class of insulation

List control signal inputs:

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the pump assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)



'



b. Actuator (if not an integral
unit)

Mfg. F (g Mfg.

6. General Valve Oata

a. Valve TAVn~ CH-So~
D~s Ho. 5+Ah+~>
game pzdFuM.AzrsolzGR VAtvm game

Model 4

S/N

Type

Size

Height

Sl K c, Model

5'b 75 S/N

p W Og CLe86 Type

1 tlWtvm ~ PO S Size

'RSO > Z5" LSS Veigt t
Mounting 8<V"f LOgcOCO
Method f9 Pt PK L,t4 8

Mounting
Method

Re<uired lO MIN.J ]F f+ ~BS H~.
Toraue iiR PW ctctW C G c,nu hJug Torque

Parameter ~0esf n

Press 2'HSSpsig

Temp 1'nSO F

~0era~tin Power reouirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

~///// /// E/ * /* / / I/t/
I

Qo~ i A

R2.0 P W SQQ

Max ~P across yalve 298K P$ /9 P O FLOM> C~S<G O'<tL fcasu)

Closing time ~neniP
I// / "9 t/

Power reauir ements for

accessories, (if any) o Cise~ I
/aOSVEAIR'EL.A.q I

S c. <Other: 58 Pneumatic $j Hydraul.ic
I

5 Sec,,' can
I

functional t 5 PS
I

1 ~ ~

] Q~'fo
List control signal inputs:



I

I
~

I

/
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List functional accessor ies:»

hJAWc.o L.l NIT SMI
a S c a~a,woe Valve.

KPaxhep-i6>V'Al'70

- zthok
III. FUNCTION

1. Briefly de'scribe components normal

Io A V6 N

R C P 5 GAL. Cobvwc 0

FQac<tog 'L.vf Cc.e

and safety functions: Ho@~i "
6 hl PD 7 lc)8 AQ0 Ac.~S

<66{)-OFF Pm . EMGRGgNcq

OteAC.7'<tla g~

2e The conponents normal state is:

3. Safety function:

Xoperating I.'] Standby

a.

Ce

e.

{] Emergency reactor
shutdown

Containment isolation

{3 Reactor core cooling

b. {3 Containment heat
removal

d. {3 Reactor heat removal

f. Prevent significant
release of radio-
active material to
environment

g. @0 th p f tt t Itlgt th
of one or mre of the following eventsl g Yes [j No
If "Yes", identify.

Pf LOCA QHELB
'

NSLB

)(f other Pvad'u vaTS 6'fa fan'(s e R u6'a QN df THc,
Co AVAtg+O'Qv'.

4. Saf ety reouirements:

L] Intermittent Operation +During postulated event

Continuous Operation Following postulated event

If component operation is reauired following an event, give
approximate. length of time component must remain operational.

gg~gQ+$ gej FOA 17vv0 1 lYS

362 H2L'b 02@~~io+ 5e.g. ~ hours, days, etc.) p»f >Bg ~

Functional-ac essories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are reouired to make the valve assembly operational,
(e.g., limit switches).
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5. For VALVES:

does the comPonent [] Fail open )jf Fail closed> [] Fail

Is this the fail safe positionl g Yes [] No

Is the valve used for throttling purpose'st [] Yes Jj( No

s the valve part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary'es

[] No

goes the valve have a specific limit for leakage? +Yes [] No

If "Yes" give limit: /0 dC /hDFoF hlOQ V tVE 5)ZF
('kf+nl58'

IV. QUALIFICATION

1. Reference by specific numbe~ those applicable sections of the
design codes and standards app 1 icab le to the component:

A H6 Sect'~QH ~ Jill f 4urtN88 l975'bb6lUbg
Uv „FS5" SP. Cld HYOROQATIC TES7[IQS OP tsf L.M

ASS'X - BtL.E.S, BuH wj ~LAC E,QbS - lpga~
a

2. Reference those aualification standards, used as a guide to
aualify the component: SArtC AS, "6" i"I," cpp . l, aaovc,

e

3. Identify those parts of the above oualification standards deleted
or modified in the qualification program.

Deleted: ]Ntodified:

4.

5.

Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test plan(s) for the componentf Jjf Yes [] No

tthat is the. expected failure mode that would keep the pump or
valve assembly from performing its safety function? QOM6 * ~

6. $re the margins+ dentif ied in the qualifica ion documentation
C 3 Yes'No

d. Margin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for e[tuipment qualification.



r
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If component is a PUMP, complete IV.7.

If component is a VALVE, canplete IY.8.

7. Pump operability has been demonstrated by: [] Analysis
[] Test [] Combination

Identify PUMP tests perfornad:

a. []'hell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III) [] Searing temperature

evaluations

c. [] Seismic loading d. [] Vibration levels

e. [] Exploratory vibration f. [] Seal leakage 9 hydro press

(Fundanental free. )

g. [] Aging: [] Thermal h. [] Flow performance

[] Mechanical Are curves provided [] Yes

[] No

i. [] Pipe reaction end j. [] Others

loads (nozzle loads)

k. [] Extreme environment:

[] Humidity

[] Chemical

Gold cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

[] Radiation

S..Va]ve operabili y has been demonstrated by: [)Analysis
C /Test Combination

Identify VALVE tests performed:

a. Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III)

e.

Seismic loading d. [] Hot cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

(] Exploratory vibration f QM.ain seat leakage

(Fundamental free ')
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h. f] 8ack seat leakage

loading

g. ( j Aging: t', 3 Thermal

g j Mechanical
PI.OCri. k r pipe reaction end j. @&+ac hydrostatic

k. t, 3 Extreme environment

t 3 Humidity

[] Chemical

t' Radiation

1., f] Flow interruption capability

m. g3 Flow characteristics n. 5
'3 Others

Are curves provided?

[] 'Yes E3 No

9. As a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any
deviations from design requirements identii ied? Yes [] No
If "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Mas the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant component? Yes f] No If "No", is
installed component [] oversized or ] undersized?

11. If ~t e test was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.?
f]Yes [] No

12. Is component orientation sensitive? [] Yes No [] Unknown
If "Yes", does installed orientation coincid with test
orientation? [] Yes [] No

13. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing (f.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
[] Yes t.3 No Is. Unknown
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14. Mere the qualification tests 'performed in sequence and on ~on1

one component7 Yes Lj No

If "Yes" identifv sequence, (e.q., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

15. If "aging"» was performed, identify the significant aging
mechanisms:

16. Identify loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the
qualification tests (analys Ts)'erformed:

a. L] Plants (shutdown loads) b. f] Extreme environment

c. Seismic loadS d. +Others j VR<.o6 DAISY P/a6tSQRF

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditionst Pf,Yes fj No

18. Ooes the component utilize any unique or special materialsT
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
[] Yes Q No

If "Yes", identify:

19. Ooes component require any special maingenance procedures or
practices, including shorter periods between maintenance),
fj Yes No

If "Yes", identify:

20. Is the u lified life for the component less than 40
years']

Yes No If "Yes", what is the qualified life?

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1980.
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2l. Information Concerning qualification Oocuments for the Component

Report
Number

Repor t
Title Date

Company/Organization
Pre arin Re ort

Company/Organization
Reviewin Re ort

Sc: lsMic.
Cc.gT( AC g T~gg

( ZQ C,LQOl nJ(,
Qg 5(( g AHRlMS(5

g.gpoA.~S)

5/g/7 FisHEP Cogrgogg ~OMQCSfiau ppGihlffRip<,

Fee-8 I
RKv A,

F~S~W 4~~rovrou
~uniaRY e,PV-

FiSHea ae~r~~S Co



r~
a

PVMP AND VALVE

CPEfU4)L)TY Sl gled RHflN

-gaza(5 zg
J gpo

g pMR [] Sua

PLANT [NFORHATIOH

l, Name: " U lT 4 P. Docket No.: 5T

3. Ut)lity. 1ZO A PVSL1C. SFRVlCE

NSSS: CO uS»OB - E. Sea.a1 C

Ec THE.L

II6 6EHFRAL COMPONENT IHFORMATICM

1 ~ Supplter: g HSSS [) BOP

Z. t,ocat ion: e. Sui 1 ding/Room

0

b. K1ev ation

c. Systen 5 hlJ6 7'ln SYS764ul

Component number on fn-hogM drawin9s: ~g 7g 20-2, TA6 No. ZX-4S<

If component is a f] Pump complete II.5. A.P.S. A
s1$ -uv-gag

lf ccmpanent. ls e g Valve complete 11.6.

General ~Pun Cata

ag PulBp

Name Sea ~

b. Pr {me-mover

Madel

S/N

~ e. The eonponent, whetf~er.pump or valve, is considered to he en assembl
composed of the body, )nternkls, prime-mover (or actuator) and funct,~ona
accessories.
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Size

a. Pump (continued) b. Prime-mover (continued)

Size

Weight

Mounting
Hethod

Weight

Mounting
Method

Required B.H.P.

Parameter ~Desi n

Press

H.P.

~0 eratin Power requirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Electrical

-Temp

Flow

Head Other

Reauired NPSH at maximum

flow

Available NPSH

If MOTOR list:
Outy cycle

Stall current

Operating Speed

Critical Speed

List functional accessories:»

Class of insulation

List control signal inputs:

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the pump. assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)
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6. General Valve Oats

a. Valve: TEf< ~o. ~~ ~ ~ ~

JS 9 o aYE

Nvg Plf.ofvofEUEVE&vo Boo ldoofog

Vodel ~lnl = 77t'2D-P

S/N P6 t6

Tfpe O O Pa V'OO GLOBE

Size 2 <NCN

Mefght '8 tIiS

Netn~ 'Sgrr Notp INES OLfBG

Required
Torque

Parameter ~0esf n ~0era~tfn

pres(PSlrv) Z485 ZDSO

Temp( P ) 3~> 30fg

Plow((ippf) 2 Vtg

Max hP across valve 3050

b. Actuator (if not an integral
unit)

Name HOTGE 0PQ'OVE

~g, LlHlT0R RE

edel ~R~ . <4
S/N o
Type

Sfze SIC- Cf -7/z
Mefght 55

Neteoo
'

P
SCVIfmNJE'orque

PM / 5 S vv') NJ

Power requirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

E 1ectric al

D.48 /IP lljoNivocS 460 NC -zo
.'5'ALPS

MAX. &LOt.m govog,

>~ 4)A7'7$ lZog r~a ~7s~
Closing tfme~~ZP. IO S<C. Other: f] Pneumatic I:] Hydraul.fc

Opening time 4-e~P to Se,c,

Power requirements for functional

accessories, (ff.any) 6'8 c.tu o

List control sfgnaf fnpots: SEA S DPEAfE » S «0<.OFF.
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List functiona'I accessor les:n s-iM ITORQNE aiii[C-04-7/E A(cnbN OP cig

III. FUNCTION

l. Briefly describe components normal and safety functions: THe ViisVs is
'.oSEnDuR'It46 NXHhL RANT OPFAAT(Oh/~. TH'K VALVE OPENS WRShl 4

ivuec >vu AOTNAT>ou Sidaldz @AS odauAs'Ta gstcni F(CH AessuAB

tAPNTV Iouecriovi Punipmp hsiim ( iavn TNB RCS cou> LEO Ruat

E M/7 IAQTlL R S 7lgg FKa vs@ CONTA t'ai K&JT SWAP,

2. The components normaT state is:

3. Safety function:

f] Operating pf, Standby

a. g Emergency reactor
shutdown

c. [3 Containment isolation

b. [3 Containment heat
r emoval

d. f3 Reactor heat removal

e. ]N[ Reactor core cooling f .[] Prevent significant
release of radio-
active material to
environment

g. Ooes the canponent function to mitigate the conse[3uences
of one or acre of the following eventsl Q Yes f] No
If "Yes", identify.

@LOCA [] HELB . g MSLB

[3 Other

4. Saf ety r eouirements:

g Intermittent Operation . )g During postulated event

[] Continuous Operation g Follmving postulated event

If component operation is reauired following an event, give
approximate. length of time component must remain operational.

@c'iEC FEoai ~ore«msurSNMPFaA " (e.g., hours, days, etc.)

* Functional. accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are reauired to make the valve assembly operational,

. (e.g., limit switches).
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5. For VALVES:

does the component [] Fail open [] Fail closed + Fail as is

Is this the fai'I safe positioof pf. Yes [j No

Is the valve used for throttling purposesl ~Yes [] No

Is the valve part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary'
Yes I:j No

goes the valve have a specific limit for leakagel g Yes [] No

If "Yes" give limit:M hf DENY < ife <<cN oN

IV. QUALIFICATION
N~ )Mhl. Vhl.V4, S j p6,

1. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
desiqn codes. andVstandards applicable to the component:

Aa AS hlKq 8 0 YVy S&C'1'K ~ uluTEIC t975 Ab96hfDA,
B. M88-XP tNk I H'YDCO'STATIC VEST'I hJ 5 ef S7SEL VALVES I tel

d. /lQS'X - 5 (4,28, Burr uJscbid6 s~o8 - iqg2.,

2. Reference those qualification standards, used as a guide to
qualify the component: $R 8 AS "3" "8" p 3X'. i, ABDV8,

3. Identify those parts of the above qualification standards deleted
or modif ied in the qualification program.

Deleted: Nodified:

.'.

Have acceptance cr iterias been established and documented in the
test plan{s) for the component? Yes [] No

5. Mhat is the expected failure mode that would Keep the pure or
valve assembly from performing its safety function? Dg

6. Are the margins» identif fed in the qualification documentation
[j Yes ~No

d. Margin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
par ameters used for equipment qualification.
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If component is a PUMP, complete IV.7.

If component is a VALVE, canplete IV.B.

7. Pump operability has been demonstrated by: [] Analysis
[] Test [] Combination

Identify PUMP tests perfornad:

a. [] Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III) f] Bearing temperature

evaluations

e. ,[] Exploratory vibration f.
(Fundaamntel free . )

g. [] Aging: [] Thermal

[] Seal leakage 9 hydro press

h. [] Flow performance

c. [] Seismic loading d. [] Vibration levels

[] Mechanical

[] Pipe reaction end

loads (nonle loads)

k. [] Extreme environment:

[] Humidity

[] Chemical

[] Radiation

Are curves provided [] Yes

[] No

[] Others

8. Valve operability has been demonstrated by: [] Analysis
[j Test + Combination

Identify VALVE tests performed:

a. + Shell hydrostatic b. g Cold cyclic List tiams:
(ASNE Section III) Open

Closed

c [] Seismic loading d. [] Hot cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

e. [] Exploratory vibration f.
(Fundamental free ).

gf, Main seat leakage





~ ~
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g. f] Aging: f] Thermal h. pf Back seat leakage
f] Hechanical

i. f] Pipe reaction end

loading

j. g Disc hydrostatic

k. f] Extreme environment l. f] Flow interruption capability

f] Humidity

f] Chemical

f] Radiation

m. f] Flow characteristics n. f] Others

Are curves provided?

f] Yes f] No

9. As a result of any of the tests {or analysis), were any
deviations from design requirements identified? f] Yes $f No
If "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests {or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Was the test component precisely identical {as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant component? ~ Yes f] No If "No", is
installed component f] oversized or f] undersized?

11. If ~t e test was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.?
f] Yes f] No

12. Is component orientation sensitiveY [] Yes + No [] Unknown
If "Yes", does installed orientation coincide with test
orientation? f] Yes f] No

13. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing {i.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
f] Yes f] No ~ Unknown



14. Were the qualification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl
one component7 f] Yes [] No

If "Yes" identify sequence,'e.g., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

15. If "aging"* was performed,.identify the significant aging
mechanisms:

16. Identify loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the
qualification tests (analysis) performed:

a. [] Plants (shutdown -loads) b. [] Extreme environment

c. Q Seismic load d. g Others CPERA (Ohl

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditions7 ~ Yes [] No

18. Ooes the component utilize any unique or special materialsf
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
[,] Yes No

If "Yes", identify:

19. Ooes component require any special maingenance procedures or
practices, (including shorter periods between maintenance),

']

Yes + No

If "Yes", identify:

20. Is the qualified life for the, component less than 40 years?
{:] Yes Q'o If "Yes", what is the qualified life?

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1980.



52l. Information Concerning qualification Oocuments for the Component

Report
Number

gE
748-2
@v. A,

Report
Title

s F is< ic ARLYsi s aF

2)))t;H) i~00 LS
Sruti))i.a.SS $vea.C.

HoR OPCCA<en

CLo88 VALVE.

AeRtL
I'I 19

Company/Organization
Pre arin Re ort

AhcmuVava Disci ~
oF Age HINdgGRp,

Company/Organ) iation
Revi ewin Re ort

CIQAfyjyy fHcNLcRi44/P
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PUMP AND VALVE

OPERABILITY ASSURANCE REVIEW

PLANT INFORMATION

1. Name:P+L Vem.DE Unit No. l 2.

3. Utility: P. I OA A Pu Sci SURGE.
C'.

NSSS: Cow '>Sa~oe

.+GAL

N F. r=- t u

5. A/E: E< Y C

Docket No ~ 57A/so-5dpB 529 3g

Q PWR f] BWR

II. GENERAL COMPONENT" INFORMATION

1. Supplier: [] NSSS g BOP

2. Location: '. 'uilding/Room AUxiLIR n +LDC,

b. Elevation 8 8 F T.

c. System HVLLFAn CmmlNls VA TER

3. Component number on in-house drawings:. l3 IhLC 5 0 L - 4-Ol

4. If component is a $ ] Pump complete II.S.

b. Prime-mover

Name

If component is a M Valve complete II.6.
5. General ~Pum Data

a. Pump

Mfg.

'Model

S/N

Type

Hfg.

Model

S/N

Type

The component, whether pump or valve, is considered to be an ~assembl
composed of the body, internals, prime-mover (or actuator) and functional
accessories.
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a. Pump (continued)

Size

Weight

Mounting
method

b. Prime-mover (continued)

Size

Weight

Nounting
Hethod

Required B.H.P.

Parameter Des~cen

Press

H.P.

~O cretin Power requirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Electrical

Temp

Flow

Head Other

Required NPSH at maximum

flow

Available NPSH

If MOTOR list:
Duty cycle

Stall current

Operating Speed

Critical Speed

Class of insulation

List functional accessories:"

List control signal inputs:

'I* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the pump assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)





v

~ a ~
s w3 w

6. general Valve Data

a. Val ve

gVCt.~L QoiiHL. NAVEQ

Name 6 ty l. - ~0'4YAIM l6 6 V
i'l

Mfg. )vu v

Model Y ) LOCl

se 3)-ot!L-I- I

Type Zo>Toot u-

Size IO )<CA

Melght '0~' LS

Mounting r pQg'Q(g eQ.':.'D'0 E .t MD

Method. lh/F'theo 4>sic.a FM

Toroue 18>< 'IN l Ios

P ~03 ~ll

Press(pa'lg)~D' 5

Temp ( F ) '0D l 20

Flow(gppl) 6K I988

Max 4P across valve 5

Closing time 8 max 4P / 6c

Opening time 9 max 4P ) 0 5ec

Power reauirements for functional

accesso~ies, (if any)

b. Actuator (if not an integral
unit)

Lieivoa av

Mfg. 17 QA. v-
Model 0002. Al3
SIN 29 I I l 0

,Type 4 HQ10k +
~E.AP'i

se 0 «'2 6 H t
-'leight 25 7

Mounting
Method MGL'l E30

4

'Torque CP gtcrrt '5
Power reauirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Electrical 4 AQ . AOA
HOQMA(. «gAg

Vo<ThhF 460 k

AK 5 0$ 5

.Other: I.3 Pneumatic L.] Hydraulic

48oV, 3l

Ust control signal inputs: C )
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List functional accessories:a )et'F Llrtn 5u ircnrg
I/lfcl'la LIMPET'o oQVK 0 ai>A'To@

III. FUNCTIOh

Briefly describe components normal.and safety functions:

cn iye- ~asn~ anr DIAS,

2.. The components normal state is:-

3. Safety function:

a. Q Emergency reactor
shutdown

c- g Containment isolation

e. f] Reactor core cooling

."[j Operating 0 Standby

b. [3 Containment heat
removal

d. [] Reactor heat removal

f. [] Prevent significant
release of radio-
active material to
environment

[] Qoes the component function to mitigate the consequences
of one or more of the following eventsl g Yes [] No
If "Yes", identify.

LOCA [] HELB '[3 %LB

[] Other

4. Saf ety reeuir ements:

M Intermittent Operation 0 Quring postulated event

[] Continuous Operation g Following postulated event

If component operation is required following an event, give
approximate length of time component must ~emain operational.

~>41'4 PS i S ROSS+ Acsae JSA . (e.gr.t hOurS, dayS, etC.j

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are reauired to make the valve assembly operational,
(e.gae limit switches).
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5. For VALVES:

does the component [j Fail open Q Fai 1 closed g Fail as is

Is this the fail safe position? [j Yes Pf No

Is the valve used for throttling purposes? [] Yes Pf No

Is the valve part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary?
[] Yes gg No

Does the valve have a specific limit for leakage? g Yes [] No

If "Yes" give limit: ~<+'~5 gras Z ~so L'EAcrav.

IV. gVALIFICATION

. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
design codes and standards applicable to the component:

WF. 5~n m~ 3T ZC'N5) >)a~ -9)L.II N O.Z.Z HANOI,Z

H ~OI,4. ah~~ )~5 @wold -c-z 4.

2. Reference those qualification standards, used as a guide to
qualify the component: 'ZBE' - 2 -1 7 'EEE'-3
lcFC - 5'l'0 i'115

3. Identify those parts of the above qualification standards deleted
or modifieQ in the qualification program.

Deleted: Modified:

4. Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test plan(s) for the component? g Yes [j No

5. Mhat is the expected failure mode that would keep the pump or
valve assembly from performing its safety function?

Log~ 0 F Powr= g 5u
6. Are the margins* identified in he qualification documentation?

g, Yes [] No

d. Margin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for equipment qualification.
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!f component is' PUMP', complete IV.7..

If component is a VALVE, complete IV.S.

7. Puny operability has been 4emonstratmt by: [] Analysis
[] Test f] Ccmbi nation

'dentify PUMP'ests perftrme4:
!

a. [] Shell hydrostatic b. f] Bearing temperature
. ~ (ASME Section III) evaluations .

!

c. [3 Seismic loading d. f] Vibration levels

e. [] Exploratory vib~ation f. f] Seal leakage 9 hydro press

, (Fundamental fneu. )
\

g. [] Aging: f] Thermal, h.. f] Flow performance

[] Mechanical Are curves provided f] Yes

[] No

[] Pipe reaction end $ . [j Others

loads (nonle loads)

k. [] Extreme environment:

f] Humidity

f] Chemical

[] Radiation

8. Valve operability has been demonstrated by: fj Analysis
[] Test g Combination

Identify VALVE tests performed:

a. g Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASME Section III)

c. g Seismic loading d.

e. g Exploratory vibration f.
(Fundamental free P~@"+

g Cold cyclic List times:
Open Z p,„g t r~
cl

[] Hot cyclic List times:
Open

~ Closed

H'ain seat leakage

* a
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4
I

9 ~ Jg Aging: Pg Thermal h.
g Mechanical

4

[] Back seat leakage

[] Pip'e reaction end $ . gj Disc hydrostatic

loading

k. g Extreme environment l. g Flow interruption capability

M Humidity

H Chemical

M Radiation

m. f] Flow characteristics n. [] Others

Are curves providedl,
u<g~~

[] Yes [] No ~,cL~
9. As a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any

deviations from des ign requirements identifiedT f] Yes g No
If "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Was the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant component? f] Yes g No If "No", is
ins.alled component [] oversized or g undersizedT

ll. If ~t e test was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.7
[] Yes gj No

12. Is comporent orientation sensitive7 [] Yes g No [] Unknown
If "Yes", does installed oriertation coincide with test
orientationl f] Yes [] No

13. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing (i.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
[] Yes g No [] Unknown
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14. Were the qualification teqts performed in sequence and on ~onl
one component? [j Yes g No ag

If "Yes" identify sequence, (e.g., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.): (~

15. If "aging"* was performed, identify the significant aging
m chanisms: vWI M .t4

16. Identifv loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the
aualification tests (analysis) performed:

'. a. [] Plants (shutdown loads) 'b. [] Extreme environment

c. g Seismic load '. [] Others

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditions? H Yes [] No

18. Ooes the component utilize any unique or special materials?
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
g Yes [j No

If "Yes", identify: ~E~T'~< HnY<i'-i4I. ~> EP1

19. Ooes component require any special maintenance procedures or
practices, (including shorter periods between maintenance).
g Yes [] No

If "Yes", identify: F- DK ~AT +e W< ~<P+) <itL BE

) hQW'Tcr .

20. Is the qualified life for the component less than 40 years?
Lj Yes fj No If "Yes", what is the qualified life?

E p ewQc 09 Li7'E u 8 HcN- ~st A.L.l~ lairs
4vic,g pppcso> c~ Amis(. A~Ay5is.(rr tao(,usga

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of lEEE-627 1980.

~ f ("e+r:e*o'vf'+
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21. Information Concerning equal)ficatfon Documents for the Component

eport
Number

Jn-t.O5
- ')'Og

Report
Title

5%i( H l t. Rz poop F~)g'll I/seve M nq
SHS oooo-H>SE
PPa u~~ore

Fvh<ziodhL @~I,
Pe poaY Foe ~<
oI <ih~E AcTtt/6,

VA~vgp

Date

Au(.
tlag

Company/Organization
Pre arin Re ort

H PAP YT Q'g,

~~ lag'v co

Company/Or gani zati on
R

5a.r.~vaL

g~ gg(p pi~)irons.ug <~+4'<>
@oas 8

Hog.
i980 LI M I r 04rQ PF- 5P- <HT6 L
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PUMP AND VALVE

OPERABILITY ASSURANCE REVIEW
1 ~

I. PLANT INFORMATION

~ l. Name: PALo VERD'E Unit No. i 2. Docket No.:

. 3. Utility: 'A Rl ~-DM A '05 L) C 'SERVICE

I I. GENERAL COMPONENT* INFORMATION

:: l. Supplier: [] NSSS M BOP
v

2. 'ocation: ','. a. Building/Room Mhlld 'TFAN SUPPOR7

b. Elevation
\

~ ~
"

.
"*

~ '.c. System 8 A I N STE AH

3. Component number on in-house drawings: ~ SG ~ UV- I 80
1

'4. If component is a [3 Pump complete II.5.
If component is a g Valve complete II.6.'. General Pumo Data

~ ~

STRUCTURE.

N o T A,PPLIC.AeLE.'- ".

4. NSSS: C HP USTIH - E'kl6I /JEER.le Gj g PWR [] BWiR

5. A/E:

BEACH'TE,1

PO&E.K C.~R PdRA,TIaW

Mfg.

Model

S/N

Type

a. Pump
r

b. Prime-mover

Name

Mfg.

Model

S/N

Type
b

Tne component, whether pump or valve, is considered to be an ~assembl
composed of the body, internals, prime-mover (or actuator) and functional
accessories.
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Size

Pump (continued) b. Pr me-mover (continued)

: Size

Height

Nounting
Nethod

„Required B.H.P.

Parameter ~Des1 n ~0eratin

Heigh

Noun ing
Ne od

.P.

Power requirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

'ress
a

: Temp

~ .,: '...". Flow

Head

a
'I

, ~ r

~ a ~

Electrical

Other
a

*

e

Reauired NPSH at max'imum

flow

. Available NPSH

If MOTOR list:
Duty cycle

Stall current

~ Operating Speed

Critical Speed

List functional accessor':

Class of insulation

List control signal i puts '

Functional 'accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the pump assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)
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6. General Valve Data
~ ~ ~ ~

.. a. Valve

j'- 56 A.-UV-180.-
Name M A I N STRA'K I.S pl ATION)

VI6ILVF
Nfg. ARCH OR.. mAP.LI.IJ C

Model CU S T.O'H '8 U I L'T.

~ S/N E 'BO >3 '~ I -'9

Type 3)OOBLE Z)ISC, HfE.Dgp

Size R8 X 2.4 X R,B

Veight. ':lBBGO "L*aS

~
. Mounting

Nett od ~~ ELX F-W Eire,.

n

b. Actuator (if not an integral'nit)
MAIQ ST'EAR' SOLA'TIOIJ VAlVK

Name 'YZ)RAULIC ACTUATOR,

Nfg. AhlCHQQ .WAR,l IN/ .

Model 6 6'8 2.4 —C

S/N
': OOI

Type SE. L F Coute A IQE>

Size '6 8 L X 33 Z) I A .

Meight 76 QQ

Mounting
Nett od: >OLTE.S

I
Reauired g o l-
Torque 4 P I l I Ch'8'LE 'Torque

r

83ol>Y /Bosal'JET —33oo
n .ISOIJIJE.T/ YOICE LESS 1(60 IIoIs.'EGs ~c Tvivo - 14oo III'. ~Bort ~ll t I Power reauirements: (include

normal, maximum and minimum).
'J„'~~ss

12.7O PSIIa':1 Io 3'7
PsIA.'eep

g p) ~o "/ > "PB

'low /L&r $ 5)50IIt) 3/710/0

Nax hP across valve 9 83

Electrical
I 2 5 Y — X) C NOR,MAL

) 4o V —'DC. MAX.
1 I g'9 — 30 K Vl I k

Closing time 9 max hP 5 0 ~Ec ~AX Other: H Pneumatic H Hydraulic

Opening time 9 max hP 5'Mlt ~ NA<
ACT UAI.- EO SEO. goreeATINeg

Power requirements for functional p FoR, SoI. VLV. 4 NAHco LIMIT Sw —IPSE >~.

accessories, (if any)
r

FoR ACTUATOR - $ I R tR,— 80-Izg PSZ

Nz PR.- 375O PSr
I

List control signal inputs: FA ST >P E< RMD CLoS 6 SLe w 0 PEA

@LOSE. TE GY'N> EX ER«+F- CN>II I

QSOLATION SIC NAL )
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s

List functional accessories:* ~OLEM~I& VALVE,S LIP IT ~lv ITCH ESi.
... )RF SS'ORE TRAAS&I TT E Ic'S

> Hg> . QCCLIHULATIORS
> $g~5. SItIITcHES..

III. FUNCTIOB
r

1. Briefly describe components nonaal and safety functions:(9 1doitldAiiY

OP%M To SOPPLY Hhltd STEAH "FgoM STYl QFMERAToR TO H.P. I URBlhlF ~

0> SAFE.Ty f uVCrlatJ -'Ct CSE.S Ta PREVe.VT STE.AH FLOZIVC VgONI T'E
~fvj "'Gj g W+ 70K TURB I AVE,'RLFT HAIJIFO LZ Q Tg PQEV E MT
..QACIc.'. Fl OW IN THE STEAM GENE R ATOP PRESguR C. ~POPS

F Late "HAIK WURBIhJ E T'I-'I E-T'rtAIIIFCLD PP ESSOls'.E .

2. The components normal state is: . [j Operating g Standby

~ r

- -3. Safety function:

a. g Emergency reactor
shutdown t

c. H Containment isolation

b. [] Containment heat
. removal

d. H Reactor heat removal

,e.

g

[] Reactor core cooling

g MSLB

[] Other

f. [] P~event significant
release of radio-
'active material to
environment

r

[] Does the component function to mitigate the consequences
of one or more of the following eventsl 8 Yes j] No
If "Yes", identify.

M LOCA
'

HELB

4. Saf ety requirements:

g Intermittent Operation M During postulated event

[j Continuous Operation g Following postulated event

If component operation is required following an event, give
approximate length of time component must remain operational.

RECLAIM QLosK37 p g pAyg .
(e.g., hours, days, etc.)

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufac urer that are required to make the valve assembly operational,
(e.g., limit switches).
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. 5. For VALVES:
~ *

does the component [] Fail open g Fail closed [) Fail as is
\

Is this the fail safe positionT M Yes [] No

'Is the valve used for throttling purposes'T [] Yes g No

Is the valve part of the reactor coolant pressure boundaryl
[] Yes g No

Does the valve have a specific limit foe leakage'? H Yes [] No
~ - . "

Q) JOX X)lA -(NL/HR)gcL,cSFS 00RHH~L.Y'f "Yes" give limit: ~ o'oo I' Vwo FLow„BREAK, 3oowNsl'iF AM
OF- VAWVE.

IV. gUALIFICAiION - .-
Q3 b,l % Vwo'LOW> BRFAK Df'SrR.EAR oE

YALVE.

1.. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
design codes and standards applicable to the component:
PNgg —$ I', g. (Igg2 )'~ A&ME, 3 4 PV SECT ~ 3E~33E~ ~~ ZC

,ASTM- C.".94 g( REMA,OMAHA; HSR-&P-45 44(~
1EBE —'279 So 8

2..Reference those qualification standards, used as a guide to
qualify, the component:

m Z.e.Fe. -S2.S-ie70 Q~ r~e.e, -S4C- iS75

. ZF E.F —BB2-.- l97a

3. Identify those parts of the above qualification standards deleted
or modified in the qualification program.

N 0 kl E.
Deleted: Nodified:

4. Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test plan(s) for the components g Yes [] No

5. Mhat is the expected failure mode that would keep the pump or
valve assembly from performing its safety function?

NolVE
6. Are the margins" identif ied in the qualification documentationT

g Yes [j No

d. Hargin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for equipment qualification.
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If component is a PUMP, complete IV.7. h

If component is a VALVE, ccmplete IV.S.

7. Pump operability has been demonstrated by f] Analysis
.[3 Test [] Combination

.'dentify PUMP tests performed:

a. [] Shell hydrostatic b. Bearing temperature
(ASME Sec.ion III) . .. , evaluations

h

c. [j Seismic loading d. [j Vibration levels

e. [j Exploratory vibration f [] Seal leakage 9 hydro press

(Fu'ndamenta'I free. )

g. [] Aging: [3 Thermal

[3 Meehan al

h. [3 Flow per ormance

'Are'curves provided [] Yes

[] No

8.

i. f] Pipe reactio end j. [] Others

loads (noz le loads)

k. [] Extreme nvironment:

f] 'midity
Chemical

[] Radiation

Valve operabili'.y has been deven trated by: fj Analysis
[] Test H Combination

Identify VALVE tests performed:

a. g Shell hydrostatic b. [] Cold cyclic Lis. times:
(ASNE Section III) Open

Closed

c. g Seismic loading d. g Hot cyclic List times:
Open 8 c) o
Closed l2 ao

e. jI Exploratory vibration f. f] Main seat leakage

(Fundamental frag ).
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g. g Aging: Pg Thermal
g Mechanical

M Pipe reaction end

loading

h. [] Sack seat leakage

g Oisc hydrostatic

k .. g Extreme enviror~ent 1.

g Humidity

g Chemical

[] Flow interruption capability

JM Radiation

m. [] Flow characteristics n. [] Others

Are curves provided'

[] Yes [] No

9. As.a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any
deviations from design requirements identified? g Yes [] NoIf "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

P May Sot F Moao YALVpS Ti WITH STAhJJ) Ptd

Pq Mom pHp g>c PR<SsURE, oF'.l PSI G,.

I

10. Mas the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant component? [] Yes M No If "No", is
ins alled component g oversized or [] undersized?

ll. If ~t e tes was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.?
Pg Yes [] No

12. Is component orientation sensitive? g Yes [] No [] UnknownIf "Yes", does installed oriertation coincide with test
orientation? g Yes [] No

13. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing .(i.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
pg Yes [] No [] Unknown
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14. Were the qual'ification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl
one component? [] Yes g No

If "Yes" id ntify sequence, (e.g., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

15. If "aging"* was performed, identify the significant aging
~ mechanisms: USE OF Io C RUI E'. ', CkR ABER TB.MP.

MA IQTAIIJE,D 'Q RBO I- FbR, IS ~ 2, >AgS . AIR, 'If'ELEC IT+
(V IT}-<Iu 'CIIAHBER, = 2.5O F.PY).

16. Identifv loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the
aualification tests (analysis) performed:

.. a. [] Plants (shutdown loads) b. M Extreme environment

17.

c. g Seismic load d. [] Others

h
~ ~,l

Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditions? 8 Yes [] No

18. Does the component utilize any unique or special materials?
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations 'on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
g Yes [] No

jf I Y44II 1444f 1 fy. Q ZOII IJ ERA N E —2 4 I Aa)2 14 2S GI PARI~
PI~C g . ~g goLE MOID qPLV E CQi LS S LI MT-7 SW>Tf"-HE.S

rRANsM1T'r E. Rs . F I'REssv RF shv IT<HEs,

, 19. Does component require any special maintenance procedures or
practices, (including shorter periods between maintenance).
g Yes [] No

If "Y45" 1444t1fy. P+z. YEARS GR, L ESSHAI<Y /REPLA<ENKMVI

gF

@GAL)

-M~V'ALLIC I R: jl CTUATOR Cg p PoNEWTS jBEAI S~
SOLE: voiS CcYI LS ..

20. Is the qualified life for the component less than 40 years?
g Yes f'] No If "Yes", what is the qualified li e?

HCI'r rnLL.I|" S '9hVE. A 2.lZ VFAR
~VALIFl ~ LI F E

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1980.
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PUMP ANO VALVE

OPERABILITY ASSURANCE REVIEW

0

'PLANT INFORMATION

~ 1. Name: ITALO VERDE Unit No. ~ 2. Oocket No.:

. 3. Utility: A R I Z ONA P'UBl-1 C"

4. NSSS: COHBUSl.toM- EN.<> NEER)QQ g PgR [~ BIbsR

5. A/E: 'ECHTE L™ F~LV'ERs " CQ'RPZ'RATION

I I. GENERAL COMPONENT* INFORMATION

. '.:: 1. Suppl ier:
\I 0'. 'ocation:

v

[] NSSS g BOP

'.'. a. 'uilding/Room GU> I>E 4~~A
I

b. Elevation GPCUIQ> LEYEL- t5o

PuVP HOI.:SF
ASOAGEMT 'Ta
t QMDEusShTE.
SToRA6E. TAME

3. Component

:c. System:| 'GQ'D E,k) S AT E RAhJs t= E R,

TA- PO
number on in-house drawings:

4. If component is a g Pump complete II.5.
If component is a [] Valve complete II.6.'. General Pumo Data

a. Pump

~

Name COVDEklSATE TRAMSFEI'I)t"fp

b. Prime-mover

Name COI'PEI'SATE TRA4!SPED tUMP MQTDR,

Mfg. j.kC E R.SOLL — RAI:D

Model R >< 10 A M

Nfa. RE STl hJGjHQUQE.

thde»ib p:C (FW>ME p ~ia T)
S/N G 577 &Q S/N

Type f'lc RI'zAI I't A~ CE MTRI DUCAL Type

'903-o>-002- is@..
1

LLT. BQ,vIf:REL CAGE.

TvI 6. Z, gV~<A~

Tne oomponent, whether pump or valve, is considered to be an ~assembl
composed of the body, internals, prime-mover (or actuator) and functional
accessories.
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a. Pump (continued) ~y D. Prime-mover (continued)

Do.g grr)RB 2gral)SI e (l7 7o L)X(IO 84 H)R(ll~ 20 W)
. P~wp4%'

weight I p Sg LB5 gileight - I 4 0 LSS

Hounting " - Nounting
method ~oLTE'> >««~5+>l<V method PAD hyle(.'hlTED, BOLTED»owe ~

Required B.H.P. ~ ~< "
H.P.

Parameter ~Desk n ~O cretin Power reeuirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

'Press (FSI S)r'+Cr '3> " Electrical grrIO V AC + lm 'o (').
: TemP (~I=/. KcrO" .1 2.0 60 HZ. '3 PHASE. PuLL LdAP

':Flow 'jp„) i~dr I SO .. —.CU(aREaIT —V Cr AMPP,.

Head (jT) 'o I r-r I 'Other SPA'<E ' EATERS

'(30 W, I 2Q V, ( ctr )
t

Reouired HPSH at maximum . If HOTOR list:
'4

~ - flo'w 6' f=T."'uty cycle IaITEIZMITTEhIT

~ . . . Available NPSH ~ 4 F < Stall current 43, AMP'.

Operating Speed l 7'50 Class of insulation H

Cr',tical Speed

LiSt funCtiOnal aCCeSSOrieS:*gl (-C UPLlMCR - T<<C)l"<AS BV PFX<OR>p
'Qo. QcAnrr.d TEMP'rrERMo CoUPLE 5 Q3 ploTOP &PACE HFATER&

h1C)TC R CGh'TRC:L C'.EWTE. R .

List control signal inPuts: 8 (~> "S) SAFE.VY Ehl~E.C.TICIV ACTOATldh1

.~lC'MAL- C CRE FAS-) C-C)UTROL CWe,p("E,DJC,y FILLE:gppohJ 'Q("QUQ+lC) le

5l6 M 6 L ~ ( GR vl A s) cG<TRo 4 Rc)c) H vF HAILATlolJ IsbLATlchJ

~C7UP TIGhJ SLG MAL (LGPQ LCI&G QF OFF;-S>'TE POWER

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the pump assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)
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6. 6eeeraI VaIve Data
~ 6

. a. Valve
~ ~

NoT APPLl:~A ~L+
l

b. Actuator (if not an integral'nit) e

~'f
g.

a p

Nodel

Nfg.

Model

S/N

~ S

~ Type

Size

Meight

Noun.ing
Method

Size

Neigh

Nou ting
Ne od

~ ~

Required
Torque

l ". ~ll l, .~U

Press

Temp

'low

oraue

Power reauirements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Electrical

Nax hP across valve

Closing tine 9 max hP

Opening tine 9 max hP

Power reauirements r functional

accessories, (if y)

Other: [j Pneumatic [g Hydraulic

List control s gnal inputs:
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List functional accessories:*

0-

g

2. The components normal state is:
1

3. Safety function:

a. g Emergency reactor
shutdown !

c. [] Containment isolation

[] Operating H Standby
('ZklT E R M I TT 6 MT )

I

b. [] Containment heat '

removal

d. Q Reactor heat removal

e. [] Reactor core cooling f. Q Prevent significant
release of radio-
'active material to
environment

'f ~ t

g. [] Does the component function to mitigate the cor:sequences
of one or aar of the following events? 8 Yes [] No

If "Yes", identify.

III. FUNCTION

l. Briefly describe components nodal and safety functions:

jLJ c R. n R L A 9 p.

=f F E:.W'Y F UVCrlGtJ l 5 To DE.uV'F R, ERE.RGEQt g MAKE-up

DlES E L GENE'RA'YOQ COOLlk 6 WATER SVsTFNi EsSEMTIAL,

CQQLig 6 ' C foal LLEW) hlATF R, SYSTEM AN'> SPEhl3 FOCAL Po~L

g LOCA g HELB

[] Other

4. Saf ety requirements:

g NSLB

0 Intermittent Operation 8 During postulated event

[3 Continuous Operation 8 Following postulated event

If component operation is required following an event, give
approximate length of time component must remain operational.

3o DAYS .

(e.g., hours, days, etc.)

Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the valve assembly operational,
(e.g., limit switches).





5. For VALVES
' 4 OT: .APPLl CAB1E

l „r
does the component [] Fail open [] Fail closed Q Fail as is

I

Is this the fail fe position? [) Yes [3 No

Is the valve'use for throttling purposes? [3 Yes [] No

Is the valve p rt of the reactor coolant pressure boundary?
[3 Yes [3 No

Does the v ve have a specific limit for leakage? [] Yes [] No

If 's" give limit:

0

IV. QUALIFICATION

l.. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
design codes and standards applicable to the component:

.. Ass>E sE.-c. ZK 4 XE AN sz, AsTH, Hls,.
QE.>~ A, 'QSI-fA

2. Reference those qualification standards, used as a guide to
qualify the component:

'1
~

gEEE —. 323 -197~> @ 1:EEE- >0't —~<75

3. Identify those parts of the above qualification standards deleted
or modifie6 in the qualification program.

Deleted: Modified:

4. Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test plan(s) for the component? 8 Yes [j No

5. Mhat is the expected failure mode that would keep the pump or
valve assembly from performing its safety function? i aSS

gF A c. Pawl R,

6. Are the margins~ identif ied in the qualification documentation?
H Yes [3 No

d. Hargin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for equipment qualif ic~tion.

4
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If component is a PUMP, complete IV.7.

If component is a VALVE, canplete IV.8.

7. Pump operability has been demonstrated by: M Analysis
.[j Test [j Combination

~ 'dentify PUMP tests performed:

a. g Shell hydrostatic b. [j Bearing temperature
(ASME Sec ion III) .... evaluations

c. g Seismic loading d. [j Vibration levels
a

e. g Fxploratory vibration f. H Seal leakage 9 hydro press

(Fundamental free.6I'+)

g. [j Aging: [j Thermal h. H Fltw performance

0
[j Mechanical

F

i. 8 Pipe reaction end

loads (nozzle loads) .

k. [3 Extreme environment:

[j Humidity

[j Chemical

[3 Radiation

're curves provided g Yes

[j No

[j Others

8. Valve operabili.y has been de,on trateJ by: [j Analysis
fj Test [j Combination

Identify VALVE tests perf med:

gov APPucAsLE.

a. [j Shell hydrostat c b.
(ASME Section II)

c. [j Seismic lo ding ~ d.

[j Cold cyclic Lis times:
Open
Closed

[j Hot cyclic List times:
Open
Closed

e. fj Expl atory vibration f. [j Main seat leakage

(Fun mental free. )





g. [] Aging: [3 Thermal h. [j Back s t leakage
[] Mechanical

[] Pipe reaction end 5. [] isc hydrostatic

loading

k. [1 Extreme envirorment . [] Flow interruption capability

[j Humidity

[] Chemica

[] Rad tion

m. [] Flo characteristics n. [3 Others

r e curves provided?

[] Yes [] No

9. As a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any
deviations from design requirements identified? [j Yes g No
If "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Was the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant component? [] Yes [] No If "No", is pppL~/Apfp
ins.alled component fj oversized or [] undersized?

ll. If ~te tes. was used to qualify the component, does the type
NoT'est

meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.? gp pu cABt.E
[] Yes [] No

12. Is component orientation sensitive? H Yes [] No [j Unknown
If "Yes", does installed oriertation coincide with test
orientation? [] Yes [] No Not'PPL(cASLE-

13. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing (i.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.) pppL>CAELE-
[] Yes [] No [] Unknown
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14. Were the qualification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl Nc'>
one component? [] Yes [] No ~ AP PL) C AB LE

If "Yes" id ntify sequence, (e.g., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

If "aging"* was performed, identify the significant aging
m chanisms:

ggIJ -'F ThLLICS HAVE B'FAR QUALIFIED

LIFE eA~ E-S nZ h &IQC> - AtJAL/SIS
16. Identifv loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the

aualification tests (analysis) performed:

17.

18.

.. a. [] Plants (shutdown loads) b. [] Extreme environment

c. M Seismic load d. [] Others

~ ~, .I P ~

Have component design specifications been reviewed In-house to
. assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and

accident conditions? g Yes [) No

Does the component utilize any unique or special materials?
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
Pj Yes [] Ho ~ ~

If Yes identify Pl, GASKET PE 800 Q2 WATE R SEAL CA6E, TFE

GASKET - ~YDROIL .Q4 GIL WHROblERS - GLASS FILL%i) QQE,THANK

. 19. Ooes component require any special maintenance procedures or
practices, (including shorter periods between maintenance).
Pg Yes [] No

If "Yes", identify: I E FER. T< HAIK)TFQAMC.F &AQUAL-

20. Is the qualified life for the component less than 40 years?
[) Yes g No If "Yes", what is the qualified li e?

h)QM - MKlALLICS PAVE. B 'YEAR
OALI FIE.D LIF F

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1980.
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PUMP ANO VALVE

OPERABILITY ASSURANCE REVIEW

I. PLANT INFORMATION
X,

I ~ II:~IllI.. 2. II

3. Utility: 8'RIZo~e Puacic Nz~dr~cs

4. NSSS: dn~svsro E~cr~ giz (4r'~~~< Io ) pg PWR fj BWR
2

5. A/E i Ercif7dr. owFN Co&poRAtrrM

I I. GENERAL COMPONENT* INFORMATION

Supplier: [] NSSS M BOP

*

~

2. Location: a. Building/Room

b. Elevation

ARn o vrxra8
I

o
o'.

System E~srurafc xPRJF v Pro S'vzr<M

3. Component number on in-house drawings: 8<<

4. If component is a g Pump complete II.5.
If component is a f) Valve complete II.6.

5. General Pump Data

Fwc eo. dV - u 0 - Po]
8- 4'~E- Por

a. Pump

Name Essearrrrz dr sap'eo furr'.
Priaz-mover

Name B~ rsrrr~r. Si ~~r 4~ purr Air~
Mf9 ~ re 48rsr 4cbcc dna f'olyp vsl Mfa. &ur~e E~c7+ c

Model t'a a gg Hodel d&c93 g cr~s-

S/N 2'HDVa . 5/N Ea~z IV oo

Type V r.~ c 7u~ r~z A~r

eN'ie)
Type 8c Zrroucrrou Aoyog (Vs/'rrcRc-)
\

~ The component, whether pump or valve, $ s consSdered to be an ~assembl
composed of the body, internals, prime-mover (or actuator) and functional
accessories.
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a. Pump (continued) b. Prime-mover (continued)

Size ao xcc''P~DA93 Dv Jc3'd'" Size Ed/Pi ~ Z/ ~ W/ li
Height of O OCR DuotlCtS Height fNoo Po u Papua>

Hounting
He hOd o~CR~~ ~outre~ /rr
R I HB..P.~G

Nounting
Method /o c~

H.P. 4 CaO ffP

or

Par ameter ~Desi n ~Oer atln

press Coaio) roo

Power requir ements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

EleCtriCal eodpo Vo~~

Temp(~o ) mao

'low

Ceo~) .

Head (oa) 'ioo

/4'oo ~
'

PffAsE

4o Hp

Other Wr~cS ffrZPR.m / PHess COO due~
7'//Ego c o crPc Fa C<ERErA4 )

Required NPSH at maximum

flow eueMrz mcus 4 -'o "

Available NPSH
' '-c"

Operating Speed a'~o RP

Critical Speed asoo RP

If MOTOR ltst:
Outy cycle Dl>cooafv lupus 4o Hp

Stall current +9'z,

~ Class of insulation Octad> w

List functional accessories:*
a

ZCZCrXPCRl $748rERS leo JcuonHCPZ~g

/oueaarious 8wo 8~cedz:8oc7

List control signal inputs: A'c u~rrM v ay: ~8R7 ~ oils

wFEr INJFcri cru tr ~i&/~l. 1 (.'ou7~d oo~ RFR6Ed/c

iCrR~ i cruarr r uA fP ('dd/rzo ioV WJdaer>dpi

IPcruHfldAl 4 IGHH c,

Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the pump assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil system, etc.)
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6. Seaeral Valve Data 4/p
a. Yal ve b. Actuator (ff not an integral

unit)

Hfg.

Yodel

Type

Size

Height

Hountf ng
Neth od

Requfred
Torque

P . ~Bi ~0

Press

Temp

Flow

Max DP across valve

Closing time 8 max hP

Opening time 9 max h

Power requirement for functional

accessories, (i any)

Model

S/N

Type

Size

~ Mefght .

Hountfng
Hethod

Torque

w requf r ements: ( include
no al, maximum and minimum).

lect ical

.Other: [] Pneumat c f) Hydraulic

List cont ol signal inputs:



List functional accessories:*

III. FUNCTIOe

l. Sriefly describe components normal and safety functions:

I ) RpurOZS COOi/+ Cu rrR. TO ES~CeriaC dOOCW~4 @rare hZ4r &CW8+yaeZ

Duwzm4 A/0% c. HER6evcv Purr z//urnoaQ ~ 4' Ro ufo

C'Oaa arm 7o 7'iesa Gc.nlER8rDR. 6'8Rr Fccrfwnr6FR

r NE D/~ e 6<~6 R~rdR / Ru~~iW

2. The components normal state is:
3. Safety function:

a. H Emergency reactor
shutdown

c. I:] Containment isolation

e. g Reactor core cooltog

'[] Operating g Standby

b. g Containment heat
removal

d. g Reactor heat removal

f. t.'] Prevent significant
release of radio-
active material to
environment

g. [] Does the component function to mitigate the consequences
of one or nore of the following events? M Yes f] No
If "Yes", identify.

Q LOCA
'

HELB

t] Other

4. Safety requirements:

[] Intermittent Operation g During postulated event

g Continuous Operation g Following postulated event

If component operation is required following an event, give
approximate length of time component must remain operational.

(e.g., hours, days, etc.)

~ ~

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make-the valve assembly operational,
(e.g., limit switches}.



5., For VALVES:

does the component [j Fail open [3 Fail closed Q Fail as is

Is this the fail safe position? [] Yes [] No

Is the valve used for throttling purposes? [] Yes [] No

Is the valve part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary?
[] Yes [3 No

Does the valve have a specific limit for leakage? [] Yes Q No

If 'Yes" give limit:
IV. QUAL!F ICATION

I

1.. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
design codes and standards applicable to the component:

hsmE JFcriw/ 2K Run Zsc ~to~ XI

2. Reference those qualification standards, used as a guide to
qualify the component:,

jgPPLICABEF J'Ec7 id S
q ~

PZc

ZE'ugg)

/. 4WP'

Zza'd'a 3 - 7 7 fL '/V' s

3. Identify those parts of the above qualification standards deleted
or modif ie5 in the qualification program.
A///~
Deleted: Modified:

4. Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test plan(s) for the component? M Yes [] No

5. Mhat is the expected failure mode that would keep the pump or
valve assembly from performing its safety function?

8&RWru~ War@ VWE

6..Are the margins* identified in the qualification documentation.
Q Yes M No

d. Hargin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for equipment qualification.
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If component is a PUMt, complete IV.7..

If component is a VALVE, complete IV.I. x
7. tuny operability has been icnanstratA by: [] Analysis

[] Test I Combination

Identify tUNP tests performers:

a. H Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASNE Sec.ion III}

c. g Seismic loading d.

g Bearing temperature
evaluations +»~~ """"~"" '4~

AVPaaat

g Vibration levels

e.

9

M Exploratory vibration f. H Seal leakage 9 hydro press

(Fundamental free ae».)avn~rg~e

g Aging: H Thermal h..g Flow performance

[] Nechanical Are curves provided M Yes

[3 e

H Pipe reaction end $ . [j Others
~ ~gags drIAMC,V4'/$

loads (nozzle loads)

k. [" Extre(n environment:

[] Humidity

[] Chemical

[] Radiation

8. Valve operability has been demonstrated by: [J Analysis
[3 Test [] Combination

Identify VALVE tests performed:

a. [] Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASNE Section III}

c. [] Seismic loading d.

e. [] Exploratory vibration f.
(Fundaamnta1 free

[] Cold cyclic Lis times:
Open
Closed

[] Hot cyclic List times:
Open

" Closed

[] Nain seat leakage
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g- [3 Aging: [3 Thermal h. [3 Sack seat leakage
[3 Mechanical

[3 Pipe reaction end [3 Disc hydrostatic

loading

[3 Extreme environment l. [3 Flow interruption capability

[3 Humidity

, [3 Chemical

[3 Radiation

m. [3 Flow characteristics n. [3 Others

Are curves provided'

[3 Yes [3 No
4

9. As a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any
deviations from desiagn requirements identifiedl [3 Yes M No
If "Yes", briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Mas the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc.) to the in-plant components g Yes [3 No If "No", fs
ins.alled component [3 oversized or [3 undersizedT

ll. If ~t e tes. was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.P+
M Yes [3 No

12. Is component orientation sensitiveT g Yes [3 No [3 Unknown
If "Yes", does installed orientation coincide with test
ortentat1ont Jg Yes [] No

13. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing (i.e., welded, same number -and size bolts, etc.)
g Yes [3 No [3 Unknown
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14. Mere the qualification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl
one components [] Yes g No

If "Yes" identify sequence, (e.g., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

15. If "aging"+ was performed, identify the significant aging
mochanisms: Af 4. (uo src~r~ii /

16. Identifv loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the
oual ification tests (analysis) performed:

.. a. [] Plants (shutdown loads) b. [] Extreme environment

c. g Seismic load d. Mll C An~ar6eKr
Ao larrRuar PA'zuvM nc'eo P~z

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditionsl g Yes [] No

18. Ooes the component utilize any unique or special materialsT
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
gj Yes f] No

If "Yes", identify: Su~~- u owu u~ a~~~~rs
h'WEE'7

S gcvPR RF+idc EwA'/f'iFE

19. Goes component require any special maintenance procedures or
practices, (including shorter periods between maintenance).
[~ Yes g No

If "Yes", identify:

20. Is the qualified life for the component less than 40
years']

Yes g No If "Yes", what is the qualified lifeT

* As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1.980.
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21 ~ Information Concerning Qual)fication Documents for the Component

eport
Number

i~u~g/„,

Report
T) tie
Es~wrgg4.
&Md P4/+P JF/s&/c

+~A4yS/S

8Fc//r~ Ld5 A/d.

/Yd Pgv gd

Oa te

////Jay

Company/Organization
Pre arin Re ort

~/~C WAAr 4u/wA&EPvf

Company/Organization
R p

Qu84//=/c/Ir/oN 4PoR< g/ )
d~ 6'd'cRricA4.

QH4pucr/o// /YoroR.

8Fe~rrC

+oe -iy

. 4oFMFRh4, FCEcrR/c'Fc+rF4.

Pd +/ ~ W~d rRumroa ~d~uA4 >~'>le'~ 8/WCHAm u//c4AmFr~ ECcH7 FC.

J'rs py RA/ALYJ/g

Fdg 8 J'P PuMPS
>)vie 4//P'4.Z 8E'C//7 F4



PUMP AND VALVE

OPERABILITY ASSURANCE REVIBl

~
-

Ary- zz I fl
gPR v Y-3
P P- vv-3)

t

~l~~52. Docket No.: TM SP-52 29'3o
I. PLANT INFORMATION

Name: V/ - 'nit No. I~
3. Utility: ePI .~I 4~5cr 5 .:>2 c =

NSSS: Caw; u.~rp!J 25'>]W W]e(

5. A/E,";%'rr''I ( ( 4Z~<
g WR [) BWR

II. GENERAL COMPONENT* INFORMATION

Supplier: [] NSSS M BOP

2. Location: '. Building/Room
*

/ i x']Lit';,'v
I /h. Elevation D

4. If component is a j) Pump complete II.5.
If component is a g Valve complete II.6.

5. General ~Pum Data

C. System Yz)i.4 '"n/ P.r/c> e
~Acta i4'~ ~

3. Component number on in-house drawings: Q

Nfge

Model

S/N

Type

-~/a
b. Prime-mover

g j6
Name

Nfg.

Model

S/N

Type
'b

* The component, whethe
composed of the body, in
accessories.

pump or valve, $ s considered to be an ~assembl
ernals, prime-mover (or actuator) a d functional
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a

4 /a 8/~

Size

a. Pump (continued) b. rime-mover (continued)

Size

Height

Hounting
Hethod

Required B.H.P.

par ameter ~gesS n 0 erat$ n

Press

Heigh

Mount ng
Hetho

H.p.

Powe requirements: (include
norma , maximum and minimum).

Klec ical

Temp

Flow

Head Othe

Reauired NPSH at maximum

flow

Available NPSH

Operating Speed

Critical Speed

List functional accessories:~

If H OR list:
Duty cycle

Stal current

Clas of insulation

List control signal inputs:

* Functional accessories are thos sub-corn nents not supplied by the
I

(e.g. ~ coupIing, lubricating of1 s /stem, et .)
manufacturer that are required to ke the pump assembly operational

~ »~ vr -Snss~ri~tavn t..» s .r» an'4 ~n' 'n,"~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r ~
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6. 6eneral Valve: Data

a. Val ve

Name Wa'-< ~~'< l'V".~

MFg glM55(~ r~'its'.
Hfg.

Actuator (ff not an Integral
unit}

Hodel <> <30 H
S/N 'Hsing pp

Type < ..-': f
..)V'ize

c.

pres(<'e) ~
Tesq(~Q '~5D
Floe(C~P~)

/";c

Height
Ee .. 44 ng <~is. v;vari p~<(rv r pc.
Method ~.r<,ri ~M
Reouf red
Torque

P . ~ll I, ~0

Hodel
7'/N

8 Ws Za ~ j)

Type K~-', C.

Size AWO~ ~ ie w z o"

Mefght 'Zg ls

Hountf ng
Method /5687

Tongue

Power reauf rements: (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

hloTlw. pt ins

Electrical AL1WF WMf 4i'0 / 4M

Pf~Z ~ ~/~~/ """ P''/g r

'<S /<3
Max 6',P across valve 70 ps P c>

Closfng time 9 max TIP ~i'"" .Other: Q Pneumatic [) Hydraulic
g 7p" <g . /U 1 56m gg(.t:P. 4"A.C

Opening time 9 max hP

Power reaufrements for functional

accessorfes, (if any)

/4'0 T HPP4zc'~ PC

List control signal inputs: C. t

p~ ~ ~ vc ~
~ t

~ ~ ~
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List functional accessories:*

III. FUNCTION

l. Briefly describe components normal and safety functions:

uCFId J: W ~d'J- One~ O~ «edeigJ

2.. The components normal state $ s:

3. Safety function:

a. f] Emergency reactor
shutdown

c. [3 Containment isolation

[3 Reactor core cooling

. f3 Operating g Standby

b. [1 Containment heat
removal

d. [) Reactor heat remval

f. Prevent significant
release of radio-
active material to
environment

g. [] Does the component function to mitigate the consequences
of one or aare of the following events? tl Yes [1 NoIf ;Yes", identify.

M LOCA '3 Ha.s

[] Other

4 . Saf ety requir ements:

Intermittent Operation

[] Continuous Operation

I During postulated event

g Following postulated event

If component operation is required following an event, give
approximate length of time component must remain operational.

{e.g., hours, days, etc.)

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are reauired to make the valve assemb1y operational,
(e.g. limit switches).



IV.

5. For VALVES:

does the component 0 Fail open f) Fail closed $ Fail as is

Is this the fail safe position? g Yes P) No

Is the valve used for throttling purposesl [] Yes JI No

Is the valve part of the reactor coolant pressure
boundary']

Yes P3 No

Does the valve have a specific limit for leakages g Yes t.] Ho

If 'Yes" give limit: Nisi~ ~ m M /id l) <
t

VALIF ICATION

l.. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
design codes and standards applicahIe to the component:

ERPU'dd<~ ~Hd+ dl>/ F~w vz wd /CANF(d 7~f IF 7 '7aV'i'W Z~m g~ l'r7 g8yC ~pm..~ ~<rWrhnP IS~~ 4W+

2. Reference those qualification standards, used as a guide to
Qualify the component:

>[E'date

8 c4'F F ff-m~ yov~7- /MwS2(A,-

/Cr. ( ~23-/'f74 7-/+go gp~ / p'+ P /cf7g

3. Identify those parts of the above qualification standards deleted
or modifi'n the qualification program.

Deleted: Modified:

5.

Have acceptance criterias been established and documented in the
test p1an(s) for the componentl g Yes [] No

Shat is the expected failure mode that would keep the pump or
Alyf p f )Bi f yf tl 7 ~l

. A~ PEAN ZMPP~

6. r the marg)ns+ identif ied in the qualification documentation
Yes [] No

d. Nargin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for eauipment qualification.
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If component fs a PUMP, complete IV.7..

If component fs a VALVE, cenplete IV.S.

7. Puny eperalflity has been 4eaanstrat& ly: [] Analysis
[] Test [] Cenkfnatfon

Identify PlNP tests performed:

a.

Ce

e.

[] Shell hydrostatic b.
.- (mE Section III}
[] Seismic loading d.

s

[] Exp1oratory vibration f.

f] Bearing temperature
evaluations

[] Vibration levels

[] Seal leakage 8 hydro press

(Fundaamntal free. )
1

g. [] Aging: f] Thermal h.

[] Hechanfcal
\

.f] Flow performance

Are curves provided f] Yes

~ ~

[] Pipe reaction end $ . f] Others

loads (nozzle loads}

k. f] Extrena environment:

[] Humidity

[] Chemical

f] Radiation

8. Valve operability has been det(Ionstrated by: [] Analysis
[] Test g Combination

Identify VALVE tests performed:

c. g Seismic loading d.

e. g Exploratory vibration f.
(Fundamental frea.)~398

+ Ilc~<~4 dP(.y

a. g Shell hydrostatic b.
(ASNE Section III} g Cold cyclic List times:

Open g'7
n

f] Hot cyclic List times:
Open

~ Closed

g Hain seat leakage
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~ 4

c

~ ~

4 AC~c TEA vs(Lqe7

g. g Aging: Thermal h. t;1 Sack seat 'leakage
Hechanicala

f] Pipe reaction end $ . [] Di'sc hydrostatic

loading

k. g fxtreme environment

g Humidity

, g Chemical

g Radiation

l. [] Flow interruption capability

m. [] Flow characteristics n. f] Other s

Are curves provided?

[-] Yes [] No

9. As,a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any
deviations from design requirements identified? f] Yes g No
If "Yes" briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analyslsI or to the component to correct the dev$ at$ on.

Ho7
ApPl tlat

B<S'Q.

Mas the test component precisely identical (as to model, size, +
etc.} to the in-plant component? f] Yes g No If "No", is
ins.alled component [] oversized or M undersized?

ll. If ~t e test was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-1974, Section 5.?
g Yes f] No

12. Is component orientation sensitive? [] Yes g No [3 Unknown
If "Yes", does installed orientation coincide with test
orientation? [] Yes [] No

13. Is the component mounted in the same manner in-plant as it was
during testing (i.e., welded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
f] Yes g No f] Unknown

(cc c,cacc Cate WAcc 'TEScmm)
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14. Mere the qualification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl
one componentT M Yp [] No os'' y

If "Yes" identify sequence, (e.g., radiation, seisltic. cyclic,
thermal etc )

- -
g g(~g ~NP(guam &/ ij L

PJf g +$ 6 |4%i( P45$ $ nnlls.~~A ~ NQ ~& 4 'ni C'W~) ggkQ~CIA
P ~a~ llsl?u~< 8 Y<~<C. 5 C Cr C

15. If 'aging"* was performed, identify the significant aging ><
m chanisms: MH ~. i''fw(. R'i' i w ..>d ".~~,~~cd

1,'r.<- /-.="- r L=+mwiz r'- ~A> ~ioW +

16. Identify loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the
oualification tests (analysis) performed:

-.. a. H Plants (shutdown loads) 'b. g Extreme environment

c. M Seismic load
'

d. [] Others

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed in-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditionsT g Yes [3 No

18.'oes the component utilize any unique or special materials)
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrouS materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
(j Yes g ko

If "Yes", identify:

19. Goes component require any special maintenance procedures or
practices, (including shorter periods between maintenance).
[] Yes g.No

If Yes", identify:

20. Is the qualified life for the component less than 40
years'3

Yes g ko If "Yes", what is the qualified life's

As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1.980.



21. Informat)on Concerning Qual)f)cat)on Documents for the Component

eport
Number

Report
Title Oa te

Company/Organ) zat$ on
Pre ar)n Be ort

Company/Organfzat)on

/Bc

5 uS+~ c.
/7'a<'.g~i.'.<i y / - 74

(VALv'c 4Q)<~ pi y)
dial I C><vk dl.
PCi<' A'oc r SA-/78

(VAL4'6

5-1O-78

(o-7-8 >.

DP'<- SS<-„& Vive <o .

QwV '<e VA.v<' o

ic,5 (pa~{ ~ gP iw<j 4 TM<

gGP041 F~ CO< tA.4 lSHE-'7$ Ih!VL8. LAB~urn P-.CS .

~ 0

gol

l4,N
jlHC) ~p

~«tPAH"

fQQAq- ]

~( 7-<pg

P~<< Q g ~z

1 «ca~I
~1 I4 W ~ y p~~

g< PoRr

Z. 0-6<

I -lg-gg

( -19-pg

vJ ALL 46K~ Ell<QJ

Z-gl- C< Y~ ~M<)<at>l< i~
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PUMP AND VALVE

OPERABILITY ASSURANCE REVIEW

I PLANT INFORMATION

1. Name: ~AC
3. Utility: A~/E~Pvz

Unit Uo. 1+~92. Doetet No.: sijv S'o-5'tg /2q/5'2m

P~ &(. ~~ rc-

4 NSSS' .'>g. c " iaaf 'inl~r'z~r,

5. A/E: LMH( ctime

II. GENERAL COMPONENT* INFORMATION

Supplier: [] NSSS Ei BOP
~ h

Location:, a. Building/Room

b. Elevation

c. System

g PWR [] BWR

3. Component number on in-house drawings: /'~AFAY~O7

4. If component is a f) Pump complete II.5.
If component is a g Valve complete II.6.

5. General Porno Data g /lt

Name

Mfg.

Model

S/N

Type

a. Pump b. Prime-mover

Nfg.

ihdel

5/N

Type

* The component, whether pump o valve, is considered to be an
composed of the body, internals, rime-mover (or actuator) and f
accessories.

ssembl
nctional
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</~ </~

Size

a. Pump (continued) b. Pri e-mover (continued)

Size

Height

Hounting
method

Required B.H.P.

Par ameter ~Des' 0 erato

Press

Height

Hountin
method

H.p.

Power r uirements: (include
normal, aximum and minimum).

Electri 1

Temp

Flow

Head 'ther
e

Reauired NPSH at maximum

flow

Available NPSH

Operating Speed

Cr'.tical Speed

List functional accessories:

if MOTOR list:
Duty c e

Stall cu rent'

Class o insulation

List contro1 signal inputs:

Functional accessories are thos ) sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to pake the pump assembly operational,
(e.g., coupling, lubricating oil s stem, etc.)



as

6. 6eneral Valve grata
4

a. Val ve b. ictvator (if not an integral
unit)

Pl~g QPg L(n/Cq Name

e'g. AnrC~n. D~~6 ~~«|-~-Wg.

Model ~Tb Hb,5 7 -3 Sb I~ Model

DA I l2 0
Type 5Q, Qw'6 c&c
Size &"-''ao

Hei ght
4

H0Untk ng Q.~ ~ p

method

Reauir ed
Torose 4/a,-

P .. ~l<', ~e„

Press(~~s>) ~L
Temp(44r. ) '2O
Flo (Cars) jO(b
Max hP across valve

Into

Closing time 6 max ZP h//6

Opening time 8 tttax iLP ~/~

Power reauir ements for functional

accessories, (if any) hJ 0

Type

Size

Keight

Mounting
Method

Toraue

Power requir erne ts (include
normal, maximum and minimum).

Electric al

.Other: [3 Pneum tic [] Hydraulic

List control signal inputs:

r~~ ~ & ~ '+e~
r 4 e

4 4 4 ~*r-
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List functsonaI actessorfes:n

III. FUNCTION

Briefly describe components normal and safety functions:

H5< Acm~E. Au/E SA; - v ~a ~ 7!zacavc

TBK Pily Ri>K—

SSE.

E'gC' kA.- <hff&al(i

2. The components normal state is:

i4 C.C~Q.L7 0+ PC ROSES

h AU.oW Fi.o~ ia OWL d4g neep~Q,

. [] Operating g Standby

e

3. Safety function:
s

a. g Emergency reactor
shutdown

c. f] Containment isolation

Reactor core cooling

b. [] Containment heat
removal

d. Reactor heat reaeval

f. I'] Prevent significant
release of radio-
active material to
environment

g. [] Does the component function to mitigate the corsequences
of one or Nore of the following events' Yes [] Solf 'Yes", identify.

LOCA HELB t5LB

[] Other

Saf ety requirements:

[] Intermittent Operation g During postulated event

g Continuous Operation g Following postulated event

if component operation is required following an event, give
approximate length of time component must remain operational.

(e.g., hours, days, etc.)

* Functional accessories are those sub-components not supplied by the
manufacturer that are required to make the valve assembly operational,
(e.g., limit switches).



5. For VALVES:

does the componen? jj Fa?1 open f3 Fa?? closed
Q

Fa]? as ?s

Is this the fail safe position? f) Yes [] go

Is the valve used for throttling purposes'] Yes g No

QD1
8R?cB8jc

Is the valve par t of the reactor coolant pressure boundaryT
[] Yes P3 No

Does the valve have a spec$ f?c??m<t for leakage? g Yes [] go

If 'Yes" g?ve 1?m?t: ps''N S~

IV. UALIFICATION

l.. Reference by specific number those applicable sections of the
des?gn codes and standavds applicahle to the component:

AMvE BepV c'ooc Fi~i~ Z7 Av'. > ~c'aoic:rr~< A2)

/9'7+ Egs 7dw' aw( venal< g"-'/0'7y @g,- qg . Srt<ie~~«1&7- IsPMEc18

2. Reference those qualification standards, used as a guide to
quali fy the component: PY CebE ?d;C<iov 2'
jg ~E $2/-/QSP

3. Identify those parts of the above aualification standards deleted
or modifi'n the qualification program.

Geleted: Hodified:

4. Have acceptance criterias been established and documented 'in the
test plan(s) for the components g Yes [1 No

5. Nat is the expected failure mode that ~ovid keep the pump or
valve assembly from performing its safety functionT ll'.h=

&. Are the margins~ identif ied in the qualification documentation.
g Yes [] No

d. Margin is the difference between design basis parameters and the test
parameters used for equipment qualification.
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8/a

If component is a tUNF', complete IV.7..

If component )s a VALVE, cenplete IV.I.

7. tun> oyerai)lity has leen Ceninstrated by: [j Analys)s
f] Test fj C~)nation

Identify TUtdit tests yerforae4:

a. [) Shell hydrostatic b. [j Bear)ng temperature
(ASHE Sec.)on III) evaluations

c» f) Se)sm)c load)ng d.

[) Exploratory vibrat)on f.
[3 V)brat)on levels

D Seal leakage 9 hydro press

g»

(Fundamental free. )

[] Aging: [3 The~1

[3 Meehan)cal

h. [3 Flm performance

Are curves prov)ded [] Yes

[] So

[] Pipe reaction end 4. [3 Others

loads (nonle loads)
s

k. f] Extreme env)ronment:

[] Humid)ty

f] Chem)cal

[3 Rad)at)on

8. Valve operab) lity has been demonstrated by: g Analys)s
f] Test [] Combination

Ident)fy VALVE tests performed:

c. [1 Seismic loading d.

e. f] Exploratory v)brat)on f.
(Fundamental free.~

a. g Shell hydrnstat(e h.
(ASNE Section III) [] Cold cyclic L)s t)mes:

Open
Closed

[] Hot cycl)c L)st t)mes:
Open

~ Closed

g Ma)n seat leakage

P

„r *y ~* r a ev* n 4





g. [] aging: g Thermal
f3 Mechanical

ANCY5<s

h. [) Back seat leakage
@AWgrS

f. f] Pipe reaction end $ . [3 Disc hydrostatic

loading

k. f] Extreme environment l. f] Flow interruption capability

f] Humidity

f] Chemical

f) Radiation

m. f3 Flow characteristics n. f] Others

"Are curves
provided']

Yes [) No

9. As a result of any of the tests (or analysis), were any
deviations from design requirements identified? [] Yes g go
If "Yes" briefly describe any changes made in tests (or
analysis) or to the component to correct the deviation.

10. Mas the test component precisely identical (as to model, size,
etc )to th.e in-plant component? g Yes [] Eo If "??o", is
ins:alled component f] oversized or f] undersized7

ll. If ~te test was used to qualify the component, does the type
test meet the requirements of IEEE 323-?974, Section 5.'? N/Etfj Yes f] No

12. Is component orientation sensftiveT g Yes f] No [] Unknown
If "Yes", does installed oriertation coincide with test
orientation? 'j?] Yes [] No

13. Is the component mounted in the same manne~ in-plant as it was
during testing (i.e., fielded, same number and size bolts, etc.)
f3 Yes f3 No [3 Unknown

u
Iw'"\'ws
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14. Mere the qualification tests performed in sequence and on ~onl
one componentT [) Yes [] Ho 8 /g

If 'Yeses identify sequence, {e.g., radiation, seismic, cyclic,
thermal, etc.):

15. If 'aging'» was performed, identify the significant aging
¹chanisms: <"" ~ I Lh" ~ 'AKcfc 0 45ih&4'hJ }AL ' l 5

P

FoP t" as'Ipess .APO Actini~&

16. Identify loads imposed (assumed) on the component for the
qualification tests (analysis) performed:

. a. [3 Plants {shutdown loads) b. [j Extreme environment

c. P Seismic load
'

d. fj Others

17. Have component design specifications been reviewed In-house to
assure they envelope all expected operating, transient, and
accident conditions' Yes [3 No

18. Goes the component utilize any unique or special materialsT
(Examples are special gaskets or packing, limitations on
nonferrous materials, or special coatings or surfaces.)
[3 Yes g No

If "Yes", identify:

19. Goes component require any special maintenance procedures or
practices, (including shorter periods between maintenance).
['t Yes g Ho

If 'Yes", identify:

20. Is the qualified life for the component less than 40
years']

Yes g ho !f "Yes"
~ what is the oualified lifet

As outlined in Section 4.4.1 of IEEE-627 1.980.
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2l. Informat)on Concerning t}oal)ficatlon Oocuments for the Component

o, I

~
~

eport
Number

1~u -.
/p~ ~

Report
Ti t7e

Sc ~ r>((.
&Q

PC) y~~ "- ~X
«C y d

Ci~~~~ I/P((fi.=.

Oa te
Company/Organization
Pre arin Ae ort

/'bf '>.":-/. 0'; is vga .s~.

Company(Organ)zation
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